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ABSTRACT 
Education in South Africa is at the c rossroads. The culture of 
learning and teaching with referencE:o to black and specifica.dy 
coloured schools has collapsed . Since 1985 there has been a steady 
drop in the matric pass rate. 
In any nation at any g,.ven time the wellbeing of its people .is 
measured against the intent and content of the education sysLem. 
ThesE intents should address the basic needs of the community it 
serves and at the same time satisfy the highest aspirations of its 
participants, setting standards as well as immediate and long-term 
goals in line with the ideals of an ever-developing nation . 
To maintain the integrity of its intent, the promoters of the 
system (all the role players) should be dedicated and committed to 
the spirlt of this intent . Should any one of the above be fourid 
wanting, this could be expressed by indifference , frustration and 
possibly unrest. 
One manifestation of this will 
expectations unfulfilled. Teachers 
be a pupil corps 
themselves will be 
with high 
frustrated 
by the very legislators, promoters and planners and will have to 
implement this lack of vision. 
The purpose of this study is to analyse and describe the nature of 
the learning culture in coloured schools, in particular high 
schools in Mitchell ' s Plain. This purpose was realised by 
undertaking a theoretical investigation in the first place and 
secondly an empirical investigation into various aspects of the 
culture of learning . In or~~r to obtain a clear overall picture of 
the learning culture in these schools, qualitative as well as 
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quantitative methods of research were used . Interviews were al$v 
conducted with teachers , pupils and principals. 
Many ot the problems found an1ong the school-going popula t 10•1 are 
deeply embedded in the historical past of South Africa. The n s•11t 
is a painstaking slow healing process to restore a lear~ing 
culture to satisfy the ideals of an ever-developing nation. 
This research paper consists of five chapters . The introductor~, 
chapter holds as content the introductory orientation to the 
study . This is followed by the historical evolution of education 
in South Africa. Chapter 3 focuses on the erosion of the learning 
culture . This chapter rP.ports on a survey which was conducted of 
various high schools. The aim of this exercise was to undertake an 
investigation into the learning culture that prevailed at these 
schools . Cultural-learning factors and its impact on academic 
achievement is discussed in chapter four. 
Chapter five d~lves into restoring of the learninq culture and the 
roles of the pupil, family, community, teacher and principal are 
discussed. 
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ABSTRAK 
Opvoeding ir. Suid Afrika is op 
spesiale verwysing 
Sedert 1915, het 
na 
daar 
swart 
' n kruispad. Die leerkultuuc met 
en kleurl1ngonderwys het verval. 
'n geleidelike afname 
" 
die m;;.criek 
slaagsyfer van genoemde ingetree. 
By enige volk of nasie, ter en1ge tyd, word die welva-,rt van sy 
mense gemeet teenoor die doelstellings van sy opvoedingstelsel. 
Daar word aanvaar dat die opvoedingstelsel die basiese benodighede 
van die breer gemeenskap aanspreek er. ook terselfdertyd die 
hoogste aspir,Jsies van sy deelnemers bevredig . Standaarde om die 
onmiddelike en lang-termyn doelwitte te bevredig, strook ooreen 
met die ideale van bO ' n gedurig ontwikkellende volk . 
Om die integriteit van sy voorneme t~ behou, moet diP promoters 
van so 'n stelsel (al die rolspelers) tor.>gewyd wees teenoor die 
gees van daardie voorneme . Ao ' n volle toegewydhe1d ontbreek, sal 
frustrasie en onrus aan die orde van die ia~ wees. 
Een van hierdie manifcstasius .:;dl ·n leerl i nqkorps wees met hoe 
verwagtinge wat nie verv~ ~ Kan word n1e. So ook 'n 
onderwyserliggaam gefr1.1streE:r<i deur i1P pr omot:ors en 
implimenteerders van so 'n kor~s1 g t1qe onderwysstelsel van wie 
verwag sal word om hierdie k0rtsigtig~ v1s1e te toe te pas. 
Die doel van hierdie studie is orn die aor'1 van 'n le~r:kultuur by 
holr~kole in Mitchell ' s Plaint~ analiseer en te 0eskryf. Hierdie 
doel is gerealiseec nadat ' n teor~ti ese o:v·er:soek ei, daa.cna ' n 
empiriese studie in hicrdie leerg\ n. , l gedoen is. Ten eind0 ' n 
geheelbeeld van ' n leerkultuur in r •~ rdie sh~le te verkry, is 
gebruik gemaak van kwalitatiewe aowe1 as kwantitatiewe 
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navors 1ngsmetodes . Daar is oo}: onderhoude met onderwysers, 
leerlinge en stoolhoofde gevoer. 
Baie van die problcme wa t onder die skoolgadndc b,:,vn 1 king gevind 
word, is diep in die historiese verldd~ van Suid Afrika g@wortel . 
D1e gevolg is dat en1ge veranderings 1n die daarstelling van ' ;1 
leerkultuur ' n stadige, pynlike proses sal wees ten einde die 
ideale van ' n ontwikkellende volk daar te stel. 
Hierdie navorsing beslaan vyf hoofstukke . Die inleidende hoofstuk 
hou as inl"'oud die inleidende orientasie tot hierdie studie . 'n 
Blik op die historiese evolusie van opvoeding in Suid Afrika volg 
daa.cna . In Hoofstuk 3 word die erosie van ' n leerkul tuur 
bestudeer. In hierdie hoofstuk is ' n opnarne van die leerkultuur in 
hoerskole in Mitchell ' s Plain gedoen . In Hoofstuk 4 word 
ku1.turele-leerfaktore bestudeer en hul impak op akademiese 
prestasie word bespreek . In Hoofstuk 5 word die rel van die 
leerling, gesin, gemeensJ.:ap , die onderwyser en skoolhoof nagevo1.s 
en bespreek 1n die herstel van ' n leerkultuur . 
;-
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTORY PERSPECTIVES 
1.1 Introduction 
Black and Culoured education in South Africa is 1n disarray. 
Discipline and order in schools have broken down to a large 
~xtent . The intermittent disruption of schools seems to have 
gained public toleration if not complete acceptance. This crisis 
is ret:ected in the declining matric pass rate of the former 
DEGart~ent of Education and Training from 73,6~ in 1978 to 48i in 
1993 to an even lower 38,3'!, in 1997 (Carstens , et dl., 1986: 16 ; 
Du Pis,mi, et dl . 1990:14) . And to a lesser extent, the Department 
of Education and Culture matr1c results from 92t in 1978 to 87'!, in 
1993 to 74'!, in 1997. 
1 . 2 Motivat ion and relevance of this study 
Since 1980, pr.•litically inspired strikes, riots, disruption and 
dernonstrati~ns of a magnitude unknown in South Africa have ravaged 
black and co~oured education. To a large extent, black and 
coloured schoolt became known as the "batter rams of the struggle 
and ~i tes of struggle - the struggles of the community must be 
taken to the cla.~srooms" (Cape Youth Congress pamphlet , August 
1985) , and classrooms had t:o be Lurned int:o zones of liberation 
(Cape Times , 27 January 1986: 7) . 
In the struggle against 
centres for poJ i tic"tl 
education in the true 
apartheid, many of 
indoctrination, and 
sense, could hardly 
the schools became 
in the process, 
take place. The 
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intermittent disruption of schools seemed to have gained public 
toleration if not complete acceptance . Parents, principals and 
teachers were afraid to , or refrained from, discipl in1ng pupils 
who transgressed and this attitude has allowed the prevailing 
state of disorder in schools to reach alarming proportions. 
Ken Hartshorne (1992 : 81) writes: "South Africa will pay dearly 
for the collapse of black (that includes coloured) secondary 
schooling and the waste of human potential involved, both in its 
economic development and 1n its social health a~d stability". This 
concern is echoed by Clem Sunter (1990 : 40-49) who argues that a 
high level of education is the most important c~aracteristic of a 
winning country . 
The above-mentioned realities facing our country forces one to ask 
the following questions: 
• What are the causes of this dilemmn? 
• How can this be rectified? 
• Has the learning culture broken down? 
• What is meant by learning culture? 
• Was there ever a learning culture? 
As a result of the above questions, the Beeld (17 June, 1994: 1) 
reported that one of the first challenges facing the South African 
government is to restore a learning culture in its schools. Samuel 
(in Idasa , 1990:4) writes: 
" ... a climate of learning needs 
developed to develop a new society". 
to he encouraged and 
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1.3 The aim of this study 
The ovP.rall aim of this study is to analyse and describe the 
;ture of the learning culture in certain high schools in 
Mitchell ' s Plain . There are 14 high schools in Mitchell ' s Plain . 
The researcher aims Lo do research at 6 of these schools . The aim 
is to present an overview of the learning culture in these 
schools. 
The objective of the research is, (in Pacheco, 1996: 4): 
• To investigate and describe specific reasons for the collapse of 
a learning culture. 
- To investigate and describe possible ways to restore the 
learning culture. 
- To investigate and describe theoretically the impact of 
learning-cultural factors. 
To investigate and describe the nature of a learning culture in 
these schools. 
1 . 4 Identification of the problem and an explanation of 
key terms and concepts 
The main purpose of t~is research is to investigate the existence 
or non-existence of a learning culture in high schools in 
Mitchell ' s Plain, Learning-cultural factors such as the self-
concept of 
environment, 
the pupils , motivation, domestic and school 
the perception of pupils ct the teacher and principal 
will be researched and its impact on academic pertormance 
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recorded. The researcher chose six high schoo~s in Mitchell's 
Plain as representative of high schooling in general in the area. 
1 .• 4 . 1 Aspect (s) 
The Concise Oxford Dictionary (7th ed, 1981: 50) describes the 
word "aspect (s'" as a noun . Aspect refers to a way of looking or 
fronting in a given direction. Aspect also refers to a particular 
component of a matter; the way things appear. The way phenomena 
express themselves. 
The wnrd "aspect(s)" therefore indicate that the learning culture 
consists of more than one variable or component and that each 
component has a direct bearing on the learning culture . 
1 . 4 . 2 A learning culture 
Nielsen (1992 : 3) defines learning culture as a positive school 
climate where the atmosphere is conducive to teaching and 
learning, where everyone who has an interest in the school 
expresses pride in it, where pupils are given maximum 
opportunities to learn and there are higi, expectac.ions for pupils 
to achieve. 
Pacheco (1996: 37) refers to learning culture as the learning 
inner disposition and spirit of hardworking and committedness in a 
school which exists as result of a cumulative effect of the 
interaction between personal characteristics of pupils, family , 
school and societal factors. 
A learning cult~re set3 the tone for everything else that is 
connected wjth pupils ' learning . Variables such as the home 
environment, parents , the community, health of pupil~ , self-image , 
value system, etc. influence a learning culture. 
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The above makes it quite clear that learning does not take place 
at school only, but at home and in the community as well. 
Therefore , the school ' s climate for learning is the product of the 
collective efforts of all the role players in making effective 
earning possible for pupils (Wirsing (1991 : 11 ) . In this regard, 
he principal as manager of the school is the chief role-player in 
ensuring that a positive scho ol climate is prevalent in his school 
(Bennett , 1987 : 8). 
1.4.3 Pupil$ 
The context in which the term "pupilH will be used in this 
research refers to a secondary school child in relation to a 
teacher. A pupil is one who attends school so that he can learn 
under. the guidance of an adult, 
(1990 : 8) in Matsitsa (1995 : 37) 
the teacher. Grugeon and Woods 
say that becoming a pupil means 
that trans ~ tion from home to school or '3ntering a school as a 
learner . Ac~ording to Dow (1979: 16) a pupil differs from a 
student in that the former attends a primary or secondary school 
whereas the latter attends a tertiary inAtitution such as a 
university or a technikon. The teacher acts in loco parentis in 
their relation with the pupil . It is encumbent on the teacher to 
guide the pupil to responsible adulthood . 
1 . 4.4 Academic achievement 
Genck ( 1990: 8) defines academic achievement as acadP.mic progress 
and general development. To Hauser (1971: 144) academic 
achievement is the demonstrated capacity to perform a given task 
successfully. Masitsa (1988 : 12) sees it as the child ' s ability to 
successfully co~plete a gjven task or programme of his particular 
level or standard . In short , all three educationalists agree that 
it refers to the pupil ' s ability to obtain success in his 
schoolwork . 
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1 . 4.5 Mitchell ' s Plain 
Mitchell ' s Plain, situated approximately 30 kilometres from Cape 
Town, was established in 1976. Mitchell's Plain is situated in the 
Cape Flats along the False Bay Coast and comprises an area of 
approximately 10 square kilometres. It was initially planned to 
house 250 000 people . Today there are close to 1,5 million people 
living in the area. 
Mitchell ' s Plain is predominantly inhabited by "colouredn people , 
of whom more than 90'!, are of the lower income group and has a 
residential density of more than 150 000 per square kilometre. 
1 . 5 Method of research 
The term "method" is derived from the Latin word "methodus" which, 
when analysed, means 'meta ' (along which) and ' hodos ' (a road) . 
According to Smith, (1989a: 1) "method" reters to the way or 
manner in which a problem of research is solved. 
In chis study, the researcher made use of the following methods: 
• literature studies 
• concept analysis 
• questionnaires and interviews 
Smith (1989b: 27) in Pache~o (1996: 12) describes literature study 
as a sharp, critical systematic study and description of existing 
literature regarding a problem area . Literature were gathered, and 
studied with regard to the following aspects: 
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• reason for ~he erosion of a learning culture in South 
African schools with special references to high schools in 
Mitchell ' s Plain 
• affective personal characteristics of learners including: 
self-concept, motivation, attitude, values and discipline 
• characteristic of the effective school in relation to a 
positive learning culture which includes responsible 
leadership, a positive teaching culture , discipline and 
order 
Concept analysis refers to a thorough, precise and detailed 
description of a concept in order to make it fully understandable . 
Concept analysis was done for the following reasons : 
• to determine exactly wh3t must be researched in this study 
• to give a clear and concise definition of the concept 
learning culture within the context of this thesis 
• for it is only when one arrives at a clear dl inition of the 
concept learning culture, that one can determine strategies 
to restore the lost learning culture 
Empirical methods were used to establish the true experiences of 
pupils in these schools where research was conducted . The word 
' empi r ical ' means ' experience ' in the surrounding world. 
During the empirical studies , the researcher made use of both 
quantitative and qualitative research methods. The quantitative 
method of research implies that great emphasis is placed on the 
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extent and range of data collection since a wide range of factors 
are addressed in questionnaires. In the qudnt1tative method of 
research, questionnaires for teachers, pupils and principals were 
drawn up. The qualitdt1ve method of research supports the 
quantitative research methods and places emphasis on the depth of 
data collection. During the qualitative surve 
semi-struct:..red 
interviews were conducted with pupils, teachers and principals . 
See Annexures A to E. 
1.6 Outline of the research programme 
This research paper consists of five chapters. The introductory 
chapter holds as content the introductory orientation to the 
study . This comprises the preamble to the study, the statement of 
the problem, the aims of the investigation, the research method, 
definition and elucidation of concepts and the programme of 
research. This is followed by thr- historical evolution of 
education in South Africa. In chapte1 ,, reference is made to the 
crisis in education in which a causal study of the collapse of the 
economy, political and ultimately the education system is made . 
Chapter 3 focuses on the erosion of the learning culture . This 
chapter reports on a survey conducted of various high schools is 
conducted. The aim of this exercise wc1s to undertake an 
investigation into the learning culture that prevailed at these 
schools. In this chapter the research and its fincJings, 
conclusions , recommendations and their implications, as wel 1 as 
suggestions for future research are discussed. 
Chapter fou.· looks at cultural-learning factors and its impact on 
academic ach1~vement . Chapter five delves into restoration of the 
learning cultur" and the roles of the pupil , family, community, 
teacher and principdl are discussed. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA BETWEEN 1950-1985 
2 . 1 Introduction 
The education system of any country ought to be seen as part of 
the wider society. And just as the wider society changed with 
time, so Jid the education system. In discussing the collapse cf 
the culture or learning with special reference to "coloured" 
education it is only meaningful to do so 1n the context of black 
education. By this is meant that the crisis 1n the former is a 
direct extension of the 1976 riots. Another important point to 
reflect on is that it 1s almost impossible to discuss th~ collapse 
of education in South Africa without referring to the political 
and economic systems because the collapse of the former 1s a 
direct consequence of the latter systems. 
Education in South Africa • "::: designed alor~g racial lines. The 
National Education Policy Act (1967), the Coloured Person ' s 
Education Act (1963), and the Indian Educat.1.on Act (1965) made 
provision for the education of Whites, Coloureds and Indians 
respectively. Schools have thus been provided for the different 
groups of people (Ashley, 1989, 12). The Bantu Education Act of 
1953 is completely different to the other education Acts in that 
its intentions were clear, according to the words of J.N Le Roux, 
a National Party spokesman on education, 1945, (Christie , 1986: 
12) who remarked that : " ... we should not give natives i'lny academic 
education . If we do , who is going to do the manual labour in the 
community?". And whose sentiments are supported by Hendrik 
Verwoerd (Christie , 1986: 12): " ... when I have control over native 
education , I will reform it so that natives will be taught from 
childhood that equality with Europeans is not for them". 
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H1stor1cally black elucat1on , espec1ctlly Bantu educdtlon, was 
always marginalized in terms of fund1nu, social investment , a high 
pupil/teachPr ratio . Its ~oals w re, acccrding to Molteno (in 
Buc}·land, 1981 : 135) , " ... to brin1 grent numbers of black youths 
into the ambit of Uirect control_ it represented a more calculated 
atte~pt to subvert the pol i tica 1 and economic asµtrations of the 
oppressei" . White educ-at.on was ha.sect Or\ the 
ph1losoph1ca! ~ssumptions of Christian Nationdlism . 
under l ying 
Ch r istian 
Nc1tionallsn, historically neld the viewpoint that whites , as the 
possessors of the Christian faith , came to South Atrica with a 
civ lisation nassi:,n : The white South African ' s duty to t he nat ive 
is o ChrH,tiamse h.Lm and hrlp him on culturally . Native 
E:ducati n sh ulc bP based on the principles of rusteesh1p, non-
equality tmd SeJr{' atlon : its a1m should be to inculcate the white 
m n ' s vi w of lite , especially th , t of the Boer nation, Hh1ch is 
U e s nior trustee . !Ashley, l QB : ~ 
1'h South Afr 
nd p lit 1ca 
.1 r 1n th 
n edu t1on sy tern 1 1nterre1a ed to the economic 
l p 
Tl C! 
f 
llap f the education system has 
n m1 ar p liti al systems . 
2 . 1 . 1 Hiatorical evol ution of education 1n South Africa 
ln th har r , n w ma IP L sc:nhe h w Ue UC tion 
Sr ~1a1 us 1 n non-
tl I Ur d n) , not occaus of th b 1 1 f th wh 1 n ny e b s1egPd r y prol l ms , 
r h t fr th • n un ered ln l }. 
.. du l r , bi..•• m1 y h 1 m cut 1n 
n n-wl p u j r hti t ur d du t1 n w, 11 . 
1 l }' r t 'l I f mulatior f tie p y t B .. l nd V l ll n of UC tion l 1 I w th L E iu l 1 r na t 1 n re 
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tho:... l.1nks , leaves us w1 th a cons1de.r:ab .. y impoverished view of 
evol :1~n of educntional pol.icy since the 1930 ' s . (Ashley ,1989 : 9 
11) 1,inctman and Gouwc:; (lC:69 : 4 - 5) t<'ll-.e the view that 
schooling sl10t::d involve the inculcation of a qenuine appreciation 
of co11unon values , norms, authority community Cind cultural 
inheritance . Vos ani Brits (987 :44) emphasised this notion. 
According to them, the African society in particular is in a state 
of transition , in the process or creating a ground motive "yet to 
be fully definedH . 
Since an education system develops under the gu1dance of a 
particular ground motive , the sbme concepts of that particular 
qround motive must be in h-'lrmony with that particulnt education 
system, serving that particular community: 
" ... .An education system can only survive where harmory exists 
between itself and the g1 ound motive of the commuru ty it serves . 
Accordingl>', each populat.ion gro11p in South Afr1ca has J ts own 
separate e ucation S}'stems" (Asnley, 1989: 141. 
According to Christie 11986: 
period of important economic 
•1- South Africa 
growth during the 
experienced a 
early 1 40 ' s . 
Manufacturing 1ndustr1es hec1rn~ more and more importan . 
Urbc1nisation increased since more csnd more !>lacks came t..> the 
cities 1n search of work. Soon towns were ovcrcrowdeJ. Racial 
division in the work1nq class gave r1se o black/white compotlt1on 
for employment . Whites fought to rLta1n th"•r pr1v1lecJed pos1 ions 
1n the Job places . 
SincP the assur.iption of power by Afn kaner nat.1onallst. in l!J•18 , 
the st tc introduced a Chr1stlnn National Policy . Th cn~1r• 
sLruc ure of so-cc1lle1 ap1rthc1d cctucat1on , with its separate 
systems for the four r u s f r h p pula ion AS cl ss1flccl 1n 
t rms of the Population R g1strat1on Ac , had b1>1>n put in place . 
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Ther" ,;as now , tor examp_l , .:, "neecl" ~or schoo-ing to produce a 
sufficiently doci!e "col:in.:.sed" population to prevent the 
emergence ot an outrlqt pol1t1cal chctllen<Je L<- the st.atus quo . 
Yet, at the same time, r~cre was a demanl for "ctppropri6te" 
manpower for ever-1ncr~~s1ng mcchan1sat1on and technological 
scphist1cat1on, with demanC::s for versati..e in 1 competent black 
employees capable ot holding their ~w•1 1n ne "open" racial labour 
n1arket . This resulted u1 a system ct scpe1:nted dnd unequc.11 
education in South Atr1~a . Wh1to education was iree ond compulsory 
whilst black education was neqlected . 
Between 1949 and 1969 various l1ws were passert by ~h1ct the 
Nat Lrn!l1st government entrenched the sepdr&te and unequa. system 
of e1 u .. ,t"\. .. H~ . ,,,,i..:s 5Uch oS U1e Bantu t:ducut.ion Act (1953) M~d the 
Coloured r-.. l-~ ,rL,•;ition n.c (19 • 3) hr>rctlded ·h,.. advent. or 
apartheid edu..:c:. 1 'r . 
Uncier the apartt1~id sys em, n i .. n r,arlicu ... a• after the 
1ntroduct10n of the Brincu Education Ac , bla,..;• scho 1 a encidnce 
increased dramatically , but the <Jr p-out tJt- 0 was ,;lso al •·m1Hg. 
The ma1or.it:1 of Afocan sc:ho 1- "rE; u1d nc-L g h .. yoni tci ?. ln 
toct unt1 l the 1970 1 s , 0hou 7 \ of At:ricans .1n school were In 
" the11; ftrst tour yeais" (Chris'ie i<,uo : "t l. Less thon H, were in 
matric. Hr>ndrU: Ve1...-oer<.l, hii! t!1e11 M.111ster ot Nt1t1vc Afta1rs , 
explain~d \/by the me , .... u. •s ,.,l,lCL er 1•ac ~r1s •o the nnt.ur:e r)l t.hc 
Bantu Ed~1cr1tlon Syst~m were n c lei: 
" .. .My Depdrtml:!nt ' s po!.J.cy 1s ~llcJt B1n~u ed11c11t1on sh ulri stand with 
ho h tcet 1n UH• t'eserv••s md h,1v,~ i r ro ,: • in • lle sp11 il: c.1nc.i 
being of Bant1. -,oc1e y . Tiler,• ts n:., plac t"'!' th, Ba11tt, 11\ the 
Europecrn commun1 ty , bove t.he lev•.?l of ·r-:1 c,-,ii, forms f :ab')Ut . 
What is the use of teacll1rrn the 0dntu ·h1lrl rn..ilhe:rot"1cs ;.,hen j(. 
cannot us~ 1 t:. 1n p•·c,c ice:" . 'flla .is qu1 te dbsur o. "r...:wt.:,,t 1011 must. 
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train people 1n a ordance with thPlr opportunities 1n lif.e , 
according to the sphere in which thPY live" ILdpping, 1~87 : 155). 
M,,1tel' (1980: 31) c.nalysed Vcr-:oero ' s statement in the following 
way. The goal ot Bantu Educc'ltion was to bring ., grPater numbe.r of 
black youth into the c'lmb1 t of direct con tr l. Lt L '"'presented a 
more calcJlated attempt to subvert the politLcdl and economic 
aspirations of he oppresseo. Levin ( 1980: 34-40) supports 
Molteno ' s argument in that Bantu Eiucation does not: merely provide 
an ideological mode of manipuliition in the wider attempts at 
controlling Lhe circulation of labour power , but in itself it 
becomes a political strategy aimed a ~he subJugat1on of the black 
proletariat . 
Thus it was true : Ban u Education wres ed control of black 
educatio~ from the Church and Mission stations and pluced it under 
the direct control of the Ministry of Bantu Affairs . Bantu 
Education had the declared aim of maintainino black South Africans 
in a permanent state of poli t 1cal and economic subordina' .1.on. The 
st.1tement of Verwoerd 1n the early 1950's is cited as proof of the 
evil intent of the policy (Kallaway, 1964: 29). Under the 
Apartheid system patterns of educational inequality were 
entrencned. 
But by the early 1')70s lt l:; came pparen that Ban u Frlucation 
failed to inculcate "off1cial" v1ewpo1nts reg rding the inferior 
or different 1dent1ty of t)l ck South Africans , i. lt fc.11led to 
estahllsh the he9emo11y of Afrikaner nation list incas on race , 
obedience to the str1tP. , Chris 1cm n,1t1onc1llsm, or ev n h~ virtuP.S 
of ethnic divers1 ies . 
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2.1.2 The riots of 1976 
Events 1n l 97u brought home to leading Afr1J.:ancrs a s1rr.ple 
message: to continue to tollow the pattern laid tjown by Verwoerd 
was impossible. Learninq was n wider concept , which was not 
associated with the then current education system (Ashley, 1989: 
86) . The black and coloured communities hud redched a stage where 
they said "away with the present system" . Fot the first t1,ne the 
awareness was visibly revealed chat no line could be drawn between 
educatiou and politics. According co Sann (09 May 1987) there was 
no thing such as neutral education. " ... Education was either for 
1 iberation, or omest1cation . Education had 0 
transformation . In such education, the individual would emerge 
lead to 
cleansed, purgerJ of the 1nternalisat1on of oµpress1on and 
dehumanisation". Sann 109 May, 1987) continue~"! chat the riots of 
191 was not a problem of educdtlon pee se, but rather response of 
those in the education syst~m to the problems of society. 
The most powerful chttllengc to the state education systems have 
come from the blt1ck and coloured ommun1t1es that were no longer 
prepared o accept, without protes , 
d1scrirninatin<J education ~ystems CM1llar, Raynham, Schatt r, 19Yl: 
42). Peter Buckland (acjdress tJAllVPred ot Kenton Confcr•nce, ·r.011 
j nfcrior, S"greuated, 
re-a ffi rmcd this no ion; " ... the collap e 
School 111q sys em that was mc:1n11es ed 1n t.c riots and boycott.s of 
197ti-l980, and the origoincJ mcinpow r ri ., 1n the industtial 
sector are <Jcepl y rooted in th political c n my of the parthcid 
f the South African 
society" . Th.is culmi na t.cc! in th school., unre t stc1rt1ny 
.i 11 SOWPtO 
on June lo , 1'7 , which ln th next foUI y u rs was to spre j 
across the country, <Jct i n1 nc; increas1nq supp rt from te chers , parents an i the hlacJ.. ancl c loun~o communitlns 1 n general, until ht>se euuca L1011 
.. ystems cam F 1•r1lously t b1 • k l wn . 
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The crisis of the 1976 Soweto R1ots and the school boycotts of the 
1980s tocussed dttent1on on the youth and demonstrated the extent 
to which ednc:ational i nst1 tutious had become s1 tes of struggle 1n 
South Africa. The very institution designed to prepay tc 
"educat.1011 for ciomest1cation" 011 the VPrwoerdian model, turned out 
to be "Trojan" horses. The upsurqe of student power, linked to 
heightened community consciousness c1nd worker oryanisat1.ons marked 
the beginning of a new Pra of resistance to apartheid. 
The riots were sparked by the attempt: to enforce Atr 1kaans as a 
medium of instruction in the school in Soweto , which prove11 to he 
the last stzaw in he ongoing cr1s1s in the p1evious years 
(Kallaway, 1984: 24) . The 1nab1.l1ty ot the Bantu Education 
Department to enforce its regulations on tnis issue, the intense 
resistance that resulted from that s1.~uation , thr> demands for 
e<iucat1onal reform tierng 11nked to w1d~r pol i t1cal issues , the 
rise of student protest activities , the mass resignation of highly 
qualified teachers and the h nh failure rate , all added to a 
sttuation whcrF black and coloured schools were simply not 
functioning. The schools were failing ut the level of ideoloyical 
control and wer not produ~1ng manpower for industry . The 
school1ng crisis was the manpower er l sis, and it was th 
fundamental ~iimcnsion ot the poll ical crisis (Kall way 1984: 24 l . 
By the early 1980 ' s there w .. s a w1d acceptance by the state ond 
the businefs communi i:.y ot r1 degree of. ui:qency 1n tine-ling solutions 
to these problems. 
One may c.r:que then. many wr1ys , the ev"'nts 01: 1 r. 711 (Jave expr ssion 
to Black Consciousness a s"t ot ide,,s which, seei:s o channel 
the pent-up forces of: th c1nqry lack m sst>s to mP-c1n111qful ancl 
direc ional oppos1t1on (L pprnq 1c 87: 2101. This vent hrough 
about a new re- wakerung Lh t souJh to foster 1n the t>lack man a 
bettet, healthy sclf-imr1g~; t t>:xorc-ize th 1ge-olcl feelinq of 
ir. ~erio1 i ty wh i h ru1ne ! tum . Bl k Consciousness encoun1q I uni y 
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~nd expressed the desire to serve the interest of all those South 
Africans who were by law, or tradition, politically, socially, 
economically, and, educ=nionally discriminated againsl purely on 
the basis of skin colour (Mashbela , 1987: 10). 
2 . 1 . 3 The collapse of the economic and political systems in 
South Africa 
E'ince the mid-1970 ' s the South African economy has been sliding 
into recession . A br1e( boom in 1980/81 did not alter this trend. 
It has faced mounting balance of payment di ffi cul ties , growing 
inflation , the limits of White consumer market and h1gh structural 
unemployment of blacks. In 1977 inflation ran at 14'1, and showed 
little signs of abating by 1983 . The real growth rate, which 
averaged 5-7'1, annually during the 1960' s , was zero in 1977 . 
Falling output in manufacturing and declining private sector 
investments have been marked , wh1 le unemployment rose from 11 , 8% 
in 1970 to 21, 1'1, in 1981 to about 24'; in 1982 (SArnR, 1982: 13-
74 J. The annual growth rate of thr> GDP has been fnl 11nq steadily 
since the 1960 ' s from an averdqe increase of 'J , 8% to ., , q• in the 
l970 ' s c.1nd 1, 41 ir1 the 1980's; it 1s possible that zero or 
negative growth will character1se Lhe economy Jn the l990 ' s unless 
a diftcrent growth path trom thdt advocdted hy the stat,~ and 
cap1tal is adoptPd (Chisholm, 1983: 1-19). 
2.1.3.1 Internal pressure to change 
Prior to l 9tO, lhere was l I ltle concern either about the adequacy 
of the prov1siot1 of Af'n c,m education or ahout: its quality . The 
Sharpville event was to mark the bt•g1nning of c1 change in th\a! 
percept1on of the pr1vc:1tl" sector . For thn first Um~, a :io1nt 
delegation 0 1 the ALrikadnse Han(Jelsinslit:11ut (AffJJ , FU , SF.If'JA , 
ASSOCOM ctnd the Cnamber ot Mines , representing the employe1s .Jf 
two-t:h.1rds of the thf:!n black lat1our force , prnst>nted t1 Joint 
-
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statemer.t to the Prime Minister . Their memoranrlum recognised , for 
the first cime, grievances about the apartheid ldws (SAikR, 19tl: 
90-94) . 
In 1963, the Witwatersrand Co1nc11 of Education representing 
mainly mining and seconddty sector 1nLerests publ1shea the report , 
Education Lor South Africa. Th essence of the Report was that 
" ... the time had come for the country' s Pducatio11 system to be 
subjected to c.:r1t1cal review. South Africa is passing through a 
phase of rapid economic development and it 
found that the scient1tic, technoloq1cal, 
changes which have taken place 1n recent years are so far-reachtng 
as to r~quire fundamental ddjustments 1n many aspects of existing 
education systems" (l9bl Education Panel Report, 1963: xiii I. The 
view of thi6 body was further supported by the "Education and the 
South African Economy Report" ot l 91J6 which stressed the 
significance of the changes involved 1n the convecs1on of the 
country's economy from one primanl y aqr.icul t:ural into one which 
ls primarily 1ndusttial. Hartshorne (1n Millar: et al. l'l91: llQ) 
argues that what surfaced clear ... y from the Report, WdS that the 
hm1 ting factor 1n the growth of the ec.:momy was not lack of 
capital investment t>ut tne supply of trained mr1npower , and th 
·nclus1on was reached that "white. educatior1" had retJched its 
l 1mi ts in the quc'int: 1 tatl ve pro<1uct1on or economic s ►:i 11s . Bantu 
education, on the other i 11d, is no ~livering trained personnel , 
fit for the new indust:nAl d1spense1tion . Ec1ucat1on in South Africa 
would have to change . 
1s everywhere be1ng 
economic and social 
In response to the outbreaks of l cnr, , the South African Government.: 
came t the realisation that there was no military solution to th• 
country ' long-term secun ty problems. The ~vents of 1 q7b t>rouyh 
home to IeacJ1n9 A1r1ka11ers a s.lrnple messaqe: to co11t.1nu to follow 
the p err1 1, id owu hy v~rwoer Wes lrnposs1hle (L{lppino , l' 87 : 
215) . TtiP. response by th1c1 iovernrnent: wc1s tnown as "Totnl 
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Strategy". " Total Strategy" was an attempt to gain control over 
the affairs of non-whites on both educational and economic fronts . 
In response to the educational and economic crisis , the government 
appointed the De Lange Commission and R1eckert Commission to 
i.,vestigat~ a new educational vision and economic policies for 
South Africa respectively in order to make it more acceptable to 
all sectors of the communities in South Africa. In the Journal of 
Educational policy, Volume 2. No 2 , 1987 (in Millar 1991 : l80) 
Johan Muller described the attempts by the government as 
" ... institutional frameworks through which the state could co-opt 
and control non-whites by these commissions . The idea was to build 
a stab1 e black middle class group by giving certain rights to 
employment inside the country to some blacks in order to gain 
their support . The underlying rationale was both political and 
economical. Blacks who enjoyed the privilege of having the right 
to live and work in the industrial centres of the country had 
every reason to support poljcies which entrenched their 
positions'' . A comprehens1 ve discussion on the De Lanqe Report may 
be found in 2 . J uf th1s chapter . 
What the qovernment probably did not foresee was the economic 
implications of these changes . On the one hand, there were 
dramatic developm':!nts .in the [ield ot labour organisations during 
the 1970s with black workers demonstr:atinq their power to wring 
concessions from management de::;pi te rnassi ve 1nt1m1dation by the 
state . On the other hand , .industridlists gradually conceded that 
the rising wave of industrial unrP.st had to be met by means other 
than outright oppressive brutality because end1P::;s disputes that 
led to strike action were too dJsrupt1ve ta production . What made 
mat!".ers worse t.,r the government: ot the day was that multi-
natumal organisations oper,.1t ing i,1 South 1\fricJ. found themselves 
under in_rP.asing rressure to accept roaes of "fair labour 
practices" - Prnbudied ... n n., Sull.ivi:.rn C,)tie , which includes the 
gcantinq at uriior. ughts i..o worl:eri; an l the launc.:h1ng of a variety 
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of welfare and social schemes such as housing, medical services , 
pension services and educational-aid services (Millar , 1991 : 123-
124) . 
Th1s development should not be seen as having been done on 
humanitarian grounds - but rather within the context of changes in 
the industrial labour process during the 1970 ' s . These 
developments heralded a changing nature of industrial production 
and labour processes , accompanied by new wage and salary 
structures , in South Africa . This new development and increase in 
black wage and salary sttuctures reflected the beginning of a 
change-over from a labour intensive, low wage , low productivity 
economic system, to the capital intensive , high wage , high 
productivity system which characterised the advanced industrial 
countries (Kallaway, 1984: 22). 
2 . 1.3.2 External pressure to change 
By early 1984, political instab1.li ty and pressure t.o change had 
more to do with American, and European pol1t1cs thdn with events 
inside South Africa (Mi 1 lar, 1991: 123). On the American front 
Ronald Reagan had Just won the Presjdent1al-elections for the 
second term in 1984. This was a blow to the Democratic Party who 
viewed Reagan ' s policy of "Constructive Engagementn as 
unacceptable to the American people>. The Democrats SdW che 
" Constructive Engagement Pol1cy" as " ...... ccasionally wrapping 
Pretoria over the knuckles while turn1nq a blind eye to the 
country ' s apartheid policies and 1Ls destabilisation of 
neighbouring states" (Le3ch , 1989: 76). 
Supported by antl-dpartheid qroups in Amer1cd dS well as 1n Great 
Britain, pressure was placed on Roncild Reagdn to review his policy 
regarding South Africa . South Africd ' S R;,ce policy bec~lme d key 
inqred1ent ot American domestic po1 tc1es . A qredt~t call was made 
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to the president to recoqnise that the African NiJ.tional Congress 
was the major fore on th~ South African scene with which the 
Reagan government shouJd do business (Lapping , 1987: 234). 
Between 1984-1988 the Reayan Anmin1strat1on suttered many 
setbacks . Support for the Democrdtlc Pdrty, and especially tne Rev 
Jesse Jackson qa1ned momentum. In 1986 the American Senate 
overturned a veto of Ronald Reaqan who was reluctant to introduce 
pun1 ti ve measures against Sou ti Africa . Sensing a dam'3ging 
political defeat , ~eagdn approved the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid 
Act. This Act 1---cJ..:ed 1'.l bcJn on .-,11 new American investments in 
South Africa, dnd new bank loans to South Africa, denied all 
landing z:iqhts ot South Afucan Al r.w,1ys in Arner ica , and banned 
imports of South African urdnlum, coal , tl'xtiles, iron, steel and 
agricultural products . This Act intens1fiec1 the alrec1dy existing 
ban on all computer exports to South African 'Jovernmen agencies, 
pl.,1ced restrictions on all nuclear goods or technology to 
Pretoria, ;ind bannt?d all new loans tc the South African yoverrunent 
e xcept those relnte<i to sc.cial and edurct1onal proJects oµcn to 
all races. E'ro:n 1985 onwards all ma1or American and British 
companies started w1 thdrnw1ng or lownsccllng their business in 
South Africa. AmorHJ the f1rst to leave were Coca-Col,1 , General 
Motors , IBM Computers , Ford, Koda,:, Br1 L.!s11 Steel Corpor t1on, 
Metal Box and various other componies (L .. ach , 1 BY: 261-209). 
On the home front since tho late-s,:wentjes , the conom1c crisis , 
compounded by the crisis .1n the R(1ucat1011al inst1tut1ons , had 
sappt:.d the ,iving standards of tho coloured wor rno class 
espec1al ::• ,:.s a result or t1~ h1<Jh un, roployn:,•nt level amOlllJ th 
young school leavers . In the greot0c Cap~ T wn s1ncR }QR , 
1.memployment hacl ris..,n :mhst:ant1ally for all groups , but 1 s hrunt 
had been placed on whet 1s a rel::it1vely poorly ecJucate!i l -25 
year-old ag, hrad.et. Two-th11:cts of uncmployRd colo1.:r,~ds in 
qren.Ler Cape Town w,•re 1n this 1ro11p. Moreov,•r youth ,mcmploymPnt 
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showed a particuldr sharp r1se in 1985 . Awdreness ot an dCUte 
unemployment problem f'">r. school leavers was w1despredd in the 
Department of Educe1t1on an l Cul~ure schools . Var1ous pamphlet 
distributed read the messaJe : " .. What good 1- matric to get a ob? 
Much better to have I river ' s l1cenceu. Millions of rnatrics were 
unemploved as reported 1n various newspdpers " For cm estimated 
6 , 3 million of the e no-ically active w rkforce 1 14 million, 
the r e is no work"(Cape Algus 23 March 1992 : 5J. 
Chief Economist, Small Bus1nes ev l prnen 
Dr Edwin Aasson, 
rporat1on (SBDC 
stated the1t "-the forrn~l secto1 had obs for less than 10\ of new 
job seekers". The number of va nc1es would cover only \ of n w 
matriculants (Dr Ben Vlln Ren burJ, SACOB: Cape Arc:111 
1992 : 5 . 
An analysis of the bar ·har r l ased by h ur u 
23 March 
f f c nom1c 
Research: University f nbo .., Arau , Mar h 9 : 
rly 
rb ri w 
r lS 
5) ex11cerbat d the lr~e1 iy xplo 1vc ltuat 1 • Wh t w s 
reflected was that th i 
tauour has clln"d fr m , \ u 
however can h furth"t en l e l ta t.:h 
was a further lin fr 1n 
1990. Th1s is r 
0 her calls tor fur h• t punt v 
Sou h Afr 1 Cb w re l h 
Commonwealth in 
Commo11wcal a: w u 
Gov n mr.n 1 h 
ANC Hl I h w • t 
11 c1onal1st ch , } I 
In r I n • t e.xt 11 n 
Hscuss1ons nci w 
Vtir u qr u 10 u 
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Afrtcdn Government hat some other F ..i t1.::al policy and torm of 
governmer,t had to be tound . On 13 July 1913 , the sole remaining 
whites - onl parl1am~nt 111 Atr1 ·,1 -11ssolverl tor the last time . 
Whc1tever the future , the cpen1.1q t,f the new parhamer,t , and the 
ad.mission of "Coloured" and " Indian" Members ot E'dr liament mar,.;ed 
a distinct shift in qovernment chinking . After a referendum 10eld 
on 2 November 1983 65 , 95% of white ,◊ters VQt~d in Eavour of this 
new )Oli ti cal :;;h1 ft, the new three chamber: Tri -Cameral gov, 't.r.:cnt 
was established representing Whites , Coloureds and Indians . This 
new dispensation was doomed to fail because it exc1~d~d cl~c, and 
entrenched racial exclus_;_ vi ty . No person c.:oulrl vote or stand fo~ 
election for another racn group while the parliamentary houses 
were based on colour or race . The reJectior. ot this new political 
dispensation was mirrored 111 rhe poor turnout at the pol ls . The 
overal' turnout in the colour:cd community was not 
t:he wn1te right wing i::e:.;ecteu this new government 
125) . 
2.2 The crisjs in education 
evPn 30% , while 
(Millar, 1987: 
In the lale 1980s there was c1 shift 1n the form of struggles 
caking place in schools . As in the past , conflict was deeply 
connecte~ to wider struggles tdking place in society . But the 
struggles of tt is period involved both changed content and torm . 
Wider struggles in Nat~l and the P~V areas , tor example, no lonqer 
took t:he form of mass anti-n.parthe1d strugg_e , becom111q 111stead a 
violent and intensive confl tel betwr~en 1nkatha dnd Afr1can 
Nadonal Cor.gress ANC - orient.eel township commun1L1es . Schools 
were drawn into these battles , .ind the more Jctive studenls 011 
bol.h sides took up arms (Chisholm, 1992 : ?.84) . 
The 0\·er ill effect on school:, was that the bat:t.lef1elds ot th~ 
1980s l.ir>came wastelands uf the 1990s . 
w re chi::-.::;cterised by struq,Jles over control ot sct100l11g , 'llld the 
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-mid-198V s by strugqles over content, the late 1980s and early 
1990s were paradoxically characterised by both the lying waste of 
the schools and struggles over. access . !n 1990 the crisis of 
acccmmodation in secondary schools , where the focus of conflict 
remained, waE acute. The desperate desire tor the tools of access 
to jobs, wealth and security - certificates - found expression in 
the slogan "pass one , pass all" (Chisholm, 1992 : 285) . In 
conditions where townships uppearej to be controlled by lawless 
bands of men, schools began to epitomise the wider lawlessness. 
Inspired by the Congr&ss of South Africc1n Students (COSAS) , the 
pupils ' slogan was "liberation now, education later" . According to 
Bundy (in James & Simons 1989 : 213) there was this great belief 
amongst students that once major.ity rule was secured, the 
liberated mass of your,g people could return to their studies to 
serve Lheir new nation . Hurdly any thought was given to the youth 
that lost out on education at the time, may become the lost 
generation of the future. 
No authority beyond that of brute force 3poke in many 5chools, 
which were repeatedly vandallsec. and not repaired . Rubbish piled 
up outside classrooms and school gates . Teachers dared not 
reprimand students . In many townships e.o . Langa, Mamelodi and 
Kathlehonq, students and teachers expelled principals who had 
ctismissed teache.cs or who had appeared to side with the 
authorities . There was that ideal is tic , but misguided assumption 
based on the false belief among many young blacks that the 
Pretoria government was crumbling and one final r.evolutionary push 
would bring it to its knees . This belief was supported by parents 
of many youngGters {Lapping, 1987 : 212-213) . 
The experierice of Elisabeth De Vi lllers ( 1989 : 32-39) ref:!.ected 
the following : 
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• The hopelessness and despair . 
• Culture of violence . 
• Decay and neglect. 
• Disciplinary prohlems . 
• Disorganisation . 
• A hopelessly unmotivated staff who are often absent from school . 
• Unmotivated pupils . 
• A myriad of negative problems that prevailed in Black schools in 
Soweto. 
She reports on a host of events that are unacceptdble 1n any 
civilised society : "They use real sjamboks at school. I have never 
seen one before". Mr Phila, ad.ministering corporal punishment at 
07 : 45 said, "Late-comers ... with them, orie time and its all over 
.. That is the only language that these c.:hildren understand" (De 
Villiers , 1989 : 109) . 
" ... Conrad is not a bad man, but he is so young to have lec>rnt such 
cruelty already . r can only presume that he learnt it at the same 
kind of school as tho:= one at which he is now teaching . And the 
girl he has desecrated will teach it to someone else . The violence 
perpetuates itself " (De Villiers , 1qe9 : 109) . 
The above show that the ideals of Apartheid education were not 
realised . Research showed that 66i of the total black population 
was considered functionally 1 lliterate , with the highest number 
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-occurring in those between the age. r 1 and J4 - tte generation 
schoolert by aparthetc.; ( Inte JrotE.'d Mar,· 1 'lg Resl"arch IMR , 199 : 
15~-l 1) . Lt!SS th n one per ent ( 1 l lit rates were r:eache i by 
l1tetnCY proqramrncs Cl etc, 1S• : ll 
2.2 . l The Western Cape since 1985 
2.2.1 . 1 Some explanations of youth radicalism 
Bur.dy (1987: 207) argu"s hat one of. he most 1nfluent1al 
theoretical explanations of youth rol1tics ls the notion of social 
generation. The child becomes pe1rt of the social generation when 
they participate in the common destiny of that social or 
historical unit. By <Jrappliny with a distinct set of social and 
historical problems, they develop an awareness and corrm1on 
identity. 
Moller ( 1967: 254-250) stresses population growth and pattern of 
dge distribution as the demographic bases of youth radicalism. He 
describes the period since the beginning of the nineteenth century 
as the "age of population explosion" and argues thaL w1thiT1 the 
phenomenon of rapid populat1011 growth the demographic variable of 
age distribution carries particular implications . Atl increase in 
the ratio of total population directly 1ncreases the likelihood of 
cultural and political change . In light of th1s , he concludes that 
young people provide the dri v.1ng force ar 1 or ten , to d greater 
extent , the intellectual and organisational leartership. 
The 1980 census revenleci that half t.:he populauon of South Africa 
wa s under the age of 21 . Further statistics re!lectcd the 
following : 4.H, of hli)cks , 39 , 7 coloure , and 28% whi tcs were 
under the age of 15 . Of th 39 , 7\ of co loure 1 youths und r the age 
of 15, 36% 1 i ved 1n thP , re<1 t tcr Cape Town ,1rec1 . Sixty percent of 
all coloured people were un1cr the age f 2~ Bundy, 1985: 207) . 
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Hobsbawm ( 197 3: 254-264), conclu~1ed thot the characteristic 
revol111._onary person today is a stud~nt or younq intellectual who 
has ,',me to the real 1sation that the1r society holds no future for 
them and is incapable of satisfying the demands of mnst of 1 ts 
people. 
The radicalism of the early 1970 ' s sprang tram a period of 
generalised cap1 tali st crisis , which bore acutely upon 
in tel lectuc:ils and students . An unprecedented expansion of higher 
education had three consequences namely on acute strain on 
educa :on~l institutions , a multiplication on first- generation 
students and a potential overpro.=uction of intellectuals. In these 
circumstances, student unrest was c:ilmost inevi able. A large body 
of students fc1cin9 either unemplc~rment or a much less desirable 
employment thar they had b~en led u ~xpect, were likely to fo~m a 
permanently d.1.scontentcd mass and .1., d into rachc.:al movements 
(Hohsbawm, 1990: 254-21)3). 
The impact of unemployment, and i.,•.:l~• ➔ i..nemp.1...,10oil1ty tor mc.ny, 
has undoubtedly been a spur to ~ l.!t-a: Lsm limony blc1ck anJ coloured 
students and school leavers. TaJ.:e ?, 1 wt call y rHJhtless, soclall y 
subordinate, economically vulneranle youths; educe1te them 1n 
numbers, but in grotesquely inadequate institutions; ensure thot 
their awareness is shaped by puni ive social practice~ in the 
world beyond the school yard - dr.d t.:hen dump them in l ,rye numbers 
on the economic scrap heap (Bundy, 1985: 209) . This was the 
position in south Africa , and particularly, Lhe ~estern Cape. 
2.2 . 1.2 !h ~risis in coloured education especially in the 
Wes 1..ern Cape 
Apart tram the massificat1on of high school enrolment in the t>lc1ck 
schools , the coloured section oi the South African soC"lety 
r,.,flected n sim1lnr s1tuat1on. The number ot coloured students 1n 
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secor.dary ano tertiary nst. utions increas0d f~ m 25 000 1n 1960 
to S7 420 ln 1970, to 158 1r. 1984 Bur J1, 985 : 209). Ashli:!y 
( 1993 : 14 arnues tr,at • y the year 2000, ___ ured pupils would 
hove grown to ,ust under l, m1ll1on . Coloured matr1c pupils will 
constitute 18\ of the entire rnat1ic pupil popul;ition in the 
country . This i11crease in pupil numbers and the possibility of 
post matr1c unernplo~~ent c ntributed to the cr1s1s. 
2.2 . 1.3 The development of a 'special awareness' among young 
.,le 1.n the western Cape 
For the first time , unlike the early lG76-1980 peri j , educational 
issues were linked more concretely to brouJ ~olitical 
obJect1,es . School or1evances were linked to the broader political 
struggle. The struggles in the classroom must be token to the 
com:nun1 ty and the strugqles of the commun1 ty must be taken to the 
classroom (Bundy, 1985: 213 
In this discussion, frequer,t use w111 be made of the composite 
term "Student-Youth" polit.:.cs and tor the snke of clarity, here 
follows a definition of e~ch component term: 
• ''Student poll tics" referrt'!u to those at schools , colleges and 
universities who responded partly to conait1ons 1n the 
education;il system itself . 
• "Youth politic_,", in the South African context, referred more 
pa=t1cularly l recent school- leavers - also referred to ;is 
ir ")-outs who hao the youthful urban unemployed as their key 
·ons ti tuenc·, . 
The latter were the ones who hai .infused a deeper , sometimes more 
desperatP , militancy into stuctent ani community politics (Bundy, 
1985 : Ll , -hisholm, 1986: 17). 
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The major factor 1n rntcheting up st~dent-youth militancy in 1965 
was the state's heavy-handed coercive mec:1sures. The rapid 
transition within a school, from a peaceful rally through 
impromptu preparedness to confr.mtc:1t:1on with police and soldiers 
from behind fiery barricades was repeated o,er and over again. 
Various incidents provided the student movements w.i th new 
grievances , w1th first-hand experience of tr.e state ' s reprr>ssive 
capacities, and with heightened militancy. Some of the more 
notable incidents were: 
• Invasion of schools by police. 
• The massive show of force on the day of the early closure of the 
Department of Education and Culture schools . 
• The urrojan Horse" shootings. 
• The march to Pollsmoor prison and th0 banning of the Congress of 
South African Students (COSAS). 
Between July and August 1985, DEC schools pupils engaged in 
boycott actions against the state of emergency, oppositio~ to the 
Tri-cameral Government , general educational demands such as 
democratic student representative councils (SRC ' s) and the re-
instatement of various teachers dismissed by the state . Student-
youth demands meshed with those of community organisations in the 
call for popular control over the schools . Newly formed Parent-
Teacher-Student Associations (PTSA's) formed in DEC schools called 
for democratic local control dS the f'lrst step towards a unitary 
education system (Chisholm, 1992 : 286) . Franklin Sonn, a leading 
educationist in the Coloured communtty remarked in the Cape Times 
Editorial column that teachers favoured revolutionary changes , but 
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:hey were no longer prepareo to wait upon events in ci h~rn1 .0·1ng 
position of expectation thcit their r-ights would be 3rante1 to 
them. The morale amongst teachers was low. 
The torma:1on of PTSA ' s not only made concrete the terills of youth-
community bdsed •.1n1 ty, but also posed a radically al ternat1ve 
conception of how schools should be administered. ·~ ,e mass action 
by pupils , teachers and parents on 17 S~ptember 198~ ir. a ~:/T'COolic 
re-occupation of the closeo schools , was the high water :nark of 
th1s development . In Athlone, parents kept their doors open during 
police raids with Casspirs ano Buffel trucks to provide youth with 
escape routes. Parents also co-operated in the politics of direct 
action in that they supported their children overtly 1n marches 
and face-to-face confrontation with police. Political 
consciousness amougs students, youth and their parents was 
evident in Cape Town as elsewhere in South Africa. As one stuient 
put it " ... It is the students who dominated thP struggle and it is 
the students who forced apartheid to introduce so-called reforms" 
(Bundy , 1985 : 212). 
It was during this time thdt the redll:Sat1on was verbalised that 
the backbone of the strugqle was the jo111t eftorts ot the students 
as well as that of the workers and concluded that victory would 
come when the students together with the workers with all the 
progressive people of South Africa wo1 k together (Bundy, 1985 : 
212) . 
Pol1t1cal awdreness amongst students had matured ond deepened u1 
several respects: students realised Lh1:1t the.l r stru<Jyle agi3lnst 
the educational and political system would not be won if students 
stood on their own, but through a long hard struggle, led hy the 
working class. The boycotts have ~lso shown that there was a wider 
dimension to educa t1on. Stu ient wanted to see poll ticc:11 chanqe 
(Sann , 1965 : 153) . 
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The call tor a new education system was echoed all over the 
country . "Alternative educationn ana "po11tical awareness" were 
the main topics at discussion during th8 boycotts of formal 
classes . Education was now at a crossrodds because there was an 
ever- increasing demand trcm the clients of education to be treated 
as South Africans and not dS Blacks , Coloureds or Indians . The 
insistence was thus for non- racialism, for genuine recognition of 
people as people . 
2.3 Alternative education system - A response to the De 
Lange proposals 
To many , the De Lange Report represented a group of authors who 
were net quite in touch with the real problems dnd crisis in the 
South African education system. Did their own ideologies so colour 
their deliberations that they failed to see the structural 
constraints within which they operated? The fact that their 
approach was a-pol1 tical , was a calculated at tempt that enabled 
them to avoid confronting the structural constraints on change 
imposed by the apartheid system (Buckland, 1981: 139) . 
The De Lange Report provides the focus for discussion about 
educational reforms in South Africa . It conforms in many ways to 
the conventional approach of educational policy experienced in our 
count r y . While the De Lange Report recognises an educational 
c r isis and sets out to find ways and means of overcoming t hat 
c r isis , the nature of the fundamental issues to be confronted 
remains r emarkably Vdgue . The reas0n why ther~ is an edu ation 
crisis never becomes clear ; why reform should ta1<e a particular 
form recommended is left most.l y unexplained, and the historical 
origins of the crisis are neglected . Nowhere in the report is 
mention made o( the link between the 1976 school revolts and the 
Bantu Educdt1on System - the fundamental aRpect in the qenesis of 
the er.is.is (Kallaway, 1984 : 33 ) . 
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De Lange ' s main concern was to ~ffer a solution to the problem of 
linking the educational crisis to its political and economic 
<.:ontext to address the economic "demand" and "supply" of 
manpower - the need to restore the harmony between the schooling 
system and the labour market (Sonn , 1981 : 191) . Looking at the 
report on the surface, it is easy to see that there was a sincere , 
ideal ist1c desire to .:.mprove the quality of education for both 
child and adult . The principle of acl,i.:-ving education of equal 
quality for all, became from the earliest stage of the 
investigation, the superior motive (Taylor , 1987: 154). There was 
a11 acceptance of the "dual repertoire" of reform, which sought to 
promote equality of opportunity in education ,, ~ aJl people 
rP.gardless of race . It also sought to tap the larg0r pool of 
ability in order to more efficiently recruit the ablest -.,f all 
rar;es and classes for industry, thereby ensuring continued 
economic growth and political stability (Leacr, 1989 : 143) . 
Liberals and capital ist.3 welcomed the report and hailed it as a 
"revolutionary breakthrough in education" Chisholm and Christy, 
1983: 256) . Radicals strongly criticised the De Lange Repo.tt for 
they saw it as a simple modification of apartheid . Under the De 
Lange system of education , class , race and gender differences 
would remain . Working class children would most likely be 
channelled into technical and vocational education . Middle class 
children would be more likely to have an academic education . 
Radicals argued lhat the De Lange system would not bring 
fundamental change to the educational and social inequalities in 
South Africa (Christie , 1985 : 270) . 
David Taylor (14 April 1998) argues that the De Lange Report 
stands as a benchmark in the documentdtion of the country' s 
educational history. It had its strengths . According t:o l1im, this 
report was nistor1.cal for the following reasons : 
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-• For the first lime 1n the hist ry of South Africa , a government 
- appointed body established education dS e1 national µr1onty as 
a basic riqht of all citizens . 
• for the first time .in South Africa ' s eclucat1onc1l h' story an 
attempt was made to conduct o national investigation into 
aspects of education for the entire population. 
• De Lange brought to promi:1ence in the South African Context a 
radical break from past pre-occupations such as group identity, 
cultural preservation and certain l.1m.1ted idealistic paradigms 
devoid of a dynamic social context. 
• De Lange pioneered development towards an indigenous model for 
education 1n contrast to the long-standing tradition of 
eclect1c1sm and importation of models from contexts dissimilar 
to South Africa. What De Lanqe offered was not an educational 
ideology, but a non-prescriptive conceptuc:11 framework for the 
emergence of a new educational vision (Taylor !992: 9-10). 
Radicals such as Kallaway and Buckland believe that De Lange has 
failed to address the true problem. The former argue that the 
report was fundamentally biased in tr.at it failed to take into 
account fundamental and politicdl issue . According to Kallawa~, 
(1984 : 34) the De Lange researchers worked and investigated ti.(. 
educational crisis as a phenomenon with no relation to polit1c.:al 
and ec~nomic realities. The neutrality or , as some say, the 
scientific nature of the Reporl 1s a reflection of certain types 
of liberal influence . Just as liberals traditionally view 
schooling as an ideologically neutral process of acquiring 
knowledge and skills so the Report \-11shcs to represent itself as 
an objective , scientific exercise above the 111terest of specific 
parties. The recommendations of. the Commission are framer.1 1n the 
name of "National Interestu , but can be shown to present sectional 
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-interest. Kalldway ( l 9b4: J5l continue~ that th':! Commissioners did 
nol address th8m::;elves to the problematic impl1cat1ons of 
recommendations that stress util 1turian c.;ons1dercit.lons regarding 
the link between education ani industry. The mdnpower: •ieeds nf 
industry are seen to be quite unproblem6t1call/ congruent with the 
education needs or demands of students, pdtenls or communities . 
Since the Commissioners railed l take note ot arguments about the 
role of schooling as a mechan1 sm rr r dSS domination, they failed 
to notice that: arguments 1n favour of more "relevant" or 
"vocational" forms of education are not new in South Africa . In 
short , the Report is concerned with the midwifery of a reformist 
educational strategy aimed at pres"'rving the status quo in South 
.ica during the 1980 ' s (Kallaway, 1984: 35). 
In conclusion, De Lange, as an aqent of chan~e, contributed 
irreversibly to the shape and dire:tion of the unfolding discourse 
on policy for a future educauonal dispensation. Van Zyl \1991), 
(in Taylor, 1992 : 7) argues in support of De Lc1nge that while the 
education Act of 1984 incorporated many of the "De Lange" 
recommendations , it remained unapplied in practice because of the 
inabllity or unwillingness of the vario11s departments responsible. 
Within the official structures in the early eighties , the 
Education Renewal Strategy (ERS) document anc' the Department of 
National Education document "A curriculum model for South Africa" 
(':UMSA) , represented two recent developments in the process of 
change triggered by the "De ',a'1ge" proposals . From a different 
perspective, documents emerged from the National Education Policy 
Investigation (NEPI) which reflected a strong sirni larity in 
outline to the conceptual structure offered by "De Lange" . This 
new thinkinq was carried through to the nineties . 
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2.4 Conclusion 
The culture o! learnina had collapsed . The ptice thaL was paid for 
the collapse of the old education s1stam was a dear one . However , 
while change tor c1 better dispensation had its costs , it heralded 
a complete new thinking afllOn<J the l,,;;ders and young peoplE: in 
south Africa . 
Wi:mr:il , et al . (1989 : 216) sumn,ar1zes a~ follows : 
" ... The most important gains w11s the attainment of organisa tional 
unity ; stuaents , parents and pupils from ctiffr.rent p,uts of South 
Africa , but especially the greater Cape Town area were linked in 
joint action ; nPw structures were created to achieve this". 
Attempts to ensure the restoration of a learning culture ar.d the 
contribution of each role player will be discussed 1n c'lapt:er 
five . The next chapter will investigate factors which constitute a 
learning culture . Focus will be on the effect of emoU.onal and 
other factors on the establishment or destruction of a learr. lng 
culture . 
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THE EROSION OF A CULTURE OF LEARNING 
3.1. Introduction 
The culture of learning has been destroynd lweekend Argus 1.,/ l 
Jc?nuary 1995: 16) in a large secL1on of the population through 
slogans such as "liberation before educdtion" c.1nd uraently needs 
to be restored . Th',! pour matric results of 1997 is summarised by 
P Barter {18 February 1998: 6) as: 
" ... the once excellent education alcls provided for the few has been 
aban~·~ed bPcause the department would rathe. engage in social 
eng.1. • ing thar. in producing l1bt?rated stndents who can create 
their own future S" it is not suri:-r1s1.ng that educational 
standards are crashinq11 
SACHED (The South African Commit:tee tor H1qher Education) 
describes the anti-academic culture ot non-white pupils ~s : 
"-the gradual but definite erosion ot the need to le~rn, a feeling 
that education has no value and thdL the slt:uat1on 1s without 
hope" ( 1992: 50-51) . 
South Africans were growing increasingly frustralLd, mpatient and 
tired ot endless commissions an<l appointed curun1 t;t:ees to 
investigate educational matters (C1pe Algus 12 March 1995: ~) . 
In "Black Youth 1n Crisis" , Dr Milmphela Ra111µhela (1992:12) writes 
that the erosions of the culture of Le~rninq have reached worrying 
proportions and that the whole foundarion ot school1nq 1s umier 
threat. Franklin Sonn (1991 : 49) al the 14th Annual Conference ot 
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feeling of C lure teachers : " •.. 1 have a the CTPA sums ur .. h 
sense that we hav re 
no longer coun en II t 
h d t.h pint in :.ir h1story where we will 
that 011r as1c ngh 
newcomers fr m, an 
while we re rel g t 
onlookers". 
b 
l • 
1ng 
and 
I:; 
pu hcd 
1v11 
as s , 
th l l 
away . We ll stanu lt no more 
l1bert1~s arc di she l out to 
the back streets of E1rope 
of ystanders ind helpless 
ln 1992 the N tion 1 Elucat1 n Conference 1n Broederstroom 
ac~ertcd the motion that lthou tn th pr1mc respons1bil1ty for the 
oest· ,c.ion of the culture of learn1n 1 must be ln1d at the door of 
the stat. he libera ion m v men muse also accept that it has« 
responsib..11 ty tc, nsure the r new 1 of the culture of learning 
(SACHED, l 92 : 9 , Chisholm, 19 2 : 90) . B ngu ( l ri99 : 34 ) accuses 
teachers of n t: bing commi ted nough , Theinbela (1993 : 5) accus s 
teachers as havina f 11 thcit pup!ls 1n their fight fo r a better 
due tion whilst 
bettering their owr 
hey, th t ach rs , wcrP more concernPd with 
ondi 1 ns t ne1 r cxper.. s . Solly MocGor.vn,11 
in respons t~ he disa ric results of 199 (Cap Argu 
18 F' bru r.y 1 ~98: t h cultur~ f 1 ornlng will n y 
wort 1f r 
makers an t p,1r nts 
n gr ups of p1 1 1 J. . • l arncrs , t a hers, pol cy 
luc tJ.on r .o isl y . 
Aft .. . 19 4 p tth 1cl w aboli h Cl, r 
d.i 1 nor: chan much . Wh t V t ch ng 
i ntro<l UCPd , re vi W•d \o 1 h much susp1c, r. 
qen l. Ins a 01 Ultr lu na on it 
e1ucation l X 11 llC I the ovcrnm nt in . rodu 
rnongst o hers , would r uce l.t h r 
p.µtl • tio of l : 40 in pt imary set 1s nd 1: 
,L~ A.9us 30 Auau t l 95 : q 
I n t:h " stud n s cross Sou I Afr1 w r 
1tions 1n ducatton 
nt m y hav 
' oplc in 
v._ for 
ic:y wh1cn, 
} 
n 
th 
p 
h1 tearti r-
1 n hi h schools 
u 1n th streets 
boycotting ,:, t'ro ~st a 1 inst ed c- tion 1 lnequ lit1cs . Tod11y the 
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riots are over and ch1l ren arc baci· 1n the classroom, buc; this 
does not mean that thA elucation cr1s1s has been solv d . 
c mm nted: " ... The.re 1s Re1vell Stcyn IC~pe Arqus 11 Augus 1995: 12 
little doubt that eouc~tion 1s one f the greatest challengF5 
cvelopments of this 
vercorn th lecJacy of 
facing our n w democracy and that the f~tur 
country 1s d prnd nt upon out I 111 ty to 
apartheicL For many ch1lctren, overcrowd d classrooms , insuff1c1ent 
textbooks, hiqh pup1l-t ach r ratios and a shor age of qualified 
teachers nrR realities which still pose harriers to le 1rn1nqu . 
Thembela (1993: ) b,,llcvcs hat son.c of th blame should a.lso be 
olaced on the should rs of teachers; " .. the trage y nd real crisis 
1n our PC!uca t!on is th t we have not v n b un to gu1cte and 
assist our pu~ilsu. 
3.2 The phenomenon of a learning culture 
3 . 2 . 1 The concept learning 
It is rather difficult coir.i- up with n ppropr1 te definition 
of learning. How~ (1980: 115), s ts 1t is not sy, and p rhaps 
impossible to define learnino ClC'arly and u:1amb1guously in a w y 
tn.,t makes 1t possible to dist nqu1sh t:>1 tw en learning in its 
Vcltl"d forms and som otheI cau cs of ch nge. BugelsJ.:i (Durniny, 
Orey 1 ncJ Steyn 1990: 13t>) s ys "L arn1ng 1s a m ntal ctiv1ty by 
means of which knowlPdqe and skL.ls, hahlts , attitudes and ideas 
ere acqu.1rec1 , retaiue(J and utilited r s·1lting in the proc,,Lessive 
daptation an mo<iif!cation of coriduc and h h viour". Kalungcr 
and Kalunger (1984 : •11) are of the op nion that learr11ng is a 
process hy which knowledge , skills ar,j vnJ ue chl!racter!stics ure 
acqui rerJ . Lec1rninq provides the know-how and know-why ot doing 
things. 
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Learning 1s thus defined 1n this study as the acqu.s1 t1on of 
knowledge , skills , norms and valu, s from instruction or the 
process of teaching , observat1 n, education and by st1dy and leads 
to d change in br>haviour (Masi tsr1 1995: 383) . However , al thouqh 
learning lcc1cls to a chan rn 1n behaviour , not al ... pertormcmces are 
the resul s of le, rn1nu . Some performances are the results of 
human growth and maturation and are learnt unconsciously . Jordaan 
(1975 : 43) and Hilgard (19 6 : 100) argue th;;t during the act of 
lear~ing, the individual rece ves 1nformatJon and this information 
is allowed to pass from the sensory store to the short-term store , 
during which the individual actively organises it through 
rehearsal . At Cius stage , 1mpr1ntin-J occurs in orcter to promote 
the storing or retention of the information 1n the long-term 
store . One can only speak of success 1n learning when the learner 
is able to recall whul has been learnt . 
3.2.2 The concept culture 
Maxwell and Thomas (1991 : 76) defines culture as the peculiar and 
distinctive way of life of the group or class, the meaninqs , 
values and ideas embodied 1n the insli 10n, 1n social relations, 
in systems or beliefs, in mores and ~ustoms. CJlture is the 
distinctive shapP. in which this material and social organ1zat1on 
of 1 i fe expresses l s l f. In short, one would :..hy that culture 
dictates the way of life of a particular 9roup or class it 
dictates how and why thlngs should be donP or hP what they should 
be . Culture is a set of belief~ , assumptions and attitudes held by 
n given set of people 1uring a given perio l of tlmP. . Therefore , 
the cul tur~ of an organization is shaped by all the acto r s and 
units w~thin and surrounding it (LambPrt , 1988 : 54) . 
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3.2 . 3 The concept learning culture 
One poss1bl@ way or analyzing the term "learning culture" is to 
try to explain it 1n the context in WhH'h 1t is used . Rensburg 
(SACHED, 1992; 48) refers to learning culture as "an observable 
lac).: Jf .lllterest and comm! tment to Jearn1ng and teachinq" . This 
definition of d learning culture is based on nis interpretation of 
the qradual col lapse of blr.1cJ.: and coloured 5Choo11ng in South 
Atr1ca since 1976, In terms of her experience 1n a black school in 
Soweto, Dn Villiers 11989 : 69) speaks of the slow pace and lack of 
enthusiasm which teachers employ in going to their classrooms . 
Some remain in their staff room and finish their tea lonq after 
the bell has gone. Some do not even report to their classrooms. 
There » I ittte support trom the pa cents and community regarding 
the r.unn1ng of the school . Pupils are undisciplined and have 
little regard for authority. This can be regarded as " negative 
leRrn1ng culture . According to Drennan (1992: 13) learning culture 
refers to " ... attitudes, oerceptions, customs, 
wn particular ways of thinking by pupils , the school and community 
' t:he way things are done here ' ". Blendlnger: e 
supports Drennan and 
in other words 
al. (198~: 23) 
characterized "by d stdt~d and shared sense ot purpose and m1ss1on 
about all pupils" comm1 tment to learn and the staff' s ab1 I ity and 
responsibility to teach having the full support of Lhe PorPnt bcdy 
a nd school community . The sole ourpose be,nq, to make schcc hng 
successful for. both learnGrs and tQachers . When Lhis is evident , a 
positive learning culture e x ists. In terms of the context in which 
it is used , learn1na culture , according to Smith and Pacheco 
( 1994: 6) , include psychological phenomenon such as : 
argues that a learning cultur~ lS 
• How interested pupils d~e 1n learn1ng . 
• How positive or neqat1ve the attitude of pupils are towards l earni ng . 
' 
" 
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• How motivated and confiJP• are pupils to learn? 
• How committed or uncommitted are pupils to learn? 
• How disciplined are pupils ctnd how prepared ote they tu ~e 
discipl med'? 
• Value-orientation and qroup norms by pupils with regard to the 
purpose of a particulctr education system and education corpc; 
regarding their teaching methods and style . 
Jones and Charlton (1992 : 26) define the above factors as 
"affective ctnd social components of 1 earning" since it has to do 
w:i. th inner dispos1 t1on and creation of a climate for learning, 
while little attention is given to these factors when academic 
performances and scholastic success are considered . Smith and 
Pacheco (1994 : 7) argue that leorn1nq culture may also be analysad 
systems-theoretically. According to them, a systems-theoretical 
analysis of the learning culture aims to analvze this phenomenon 
by investigating the various tuctor:; or role players Lhat 
constitute the learning culture . In this regard, school or 
learning culture consists of what people believe about what works 
and what does not , what shoulu be ctcceptable physical conditions 
for affective learning and Leaching to occur , and r "W teachers, 
pupils , parents and the comm\lnity should treat one "''""'"J ::,•' . 
Smith and Pacheco (1994 : 7) argue that a learning C•1ture consists 
of a positive interaction between the constituents of the learning 
process. These constituents are: 
• The pe~sonal syslem : which include the physical , psychological , 
moral and social make-up of the learner. 
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• The home system: which , nclu ie thn home nnvironment, fam1 ly and 
parents . 
• The school system: which include the principal and teachers , 
ethos anJ aura of the school. 
3.3 Constituents of the learning culture: a s~,3tems-
theoretical approach 
3 . 3 . 1 The PersQnal System 
The personal tysteM may be described as the psychological , social, 
moral and physical characteristics , which is termed by constituent 
and environmental factors. Constituent factors are genetic. 
Environmental factors refer to parents who may also play a role as 
a qenetic factor, family, t'esidential arE.d, peer group, school and 
various other external factors. Interplay between these two 
factors forms ·_,,e perso1,alit::.y ot the person. Smith and Pacheco 
( 1994: 8) argue that when maung ct study of the influence ot a 
learning culture on sc:holastic achieveme>nt, consideration must be 
given to the fact that .earne1d ~~ve unique characteristics. These 
characteristics also 1.nclur!e the tr l lowing: 
• A certain aptitude and ir,t illectual ab1 ti Ly 
• A defined paradigm of refert:!r,ce - a,0 a esul t o: the lear. a,._ ' s 
exposure to his environment since btr h . This exposure is 
cha_;,~terized by a limited code o f lan11uaJ> especially in the 
case of most economically marg1r1a,1~Pct chiliren - henc e tt1t:-ir 
exposure or lack of intellectuai ~t, muli during their early 
childhood days , a school conc1liat ,L ✓ or estrangement value 
reference framework . 
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With these personality characten sties, the pup11 enters school. 
The school thus rece1vPs a fe1son w1th d specific culturdl-
anthropolog1cal chdtdcter1s'ic, with a spec1tic self-image, a 
specific mode of discipline and value-on.e11tat1on (Smi h .ind 
Pacheco 1qo4; 9J . 
3.3.2 The Home System 
Coleman (1n Bdllantine 1"89: 87) emphasizes the great impact that 
the home Pnv1ronment has on school achjPvement and wrjtes that: 
" ... The effects or the home environment far outweigh the effects of 
the school programme on dChievement. Education and social class 
hackground 1s the most important factor in determining differences 
between students". Raath (1985: 159) says that the emotional 
climate 1n the house has a fdr greater bearing than economic 
circumstances on the becoming of the child . Briggs (1970 : 25) 
stresses the positive effect of the house where a child feels 
emotionally secured as " ... his inner security radiates outwardly in 
his a~t ions. Their solid core frees them to oe innovators rather 
than destroyers". 
Thi non 
(1989: 387) contends thdr b:dck and coloured pupils find 
themselves in socio-economic cone.Hr ions , wh1ct-. are chan1cterised 
by poverty, d1sharmoriious f,mily l; re , l iCk o f finance , i-,oor 
housing and a myriad o! ot~er problems These conditions cause the 
pupil to develop a bacinog, wnich has a negati •e effecL on 
academ1c performance. 
The impact of Lhe 11ome md parental support on academic 
performance will be dis~- more comprehensively in chapte: 
five. 
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-3 . 3.3 The School System 
Each schc,o_ , while having general characteristics , c,m ,:ilso have 
certain n_que chc1.racte1 ._.t1cs . rnese uru.que cm1rac;~er1st1cs 
d1stinq nsh one school from thP other and is known as the school 
l'.:l1mc1le . The r,enlthy school climate is determined by a positive 
interplay between the princ1p3l as manager of the school , a sound 
code of conduct wi h well formulated disc1pl1nc1ry policy and 
proce-:iures , dedicated teachPrs, parents and pupils. If this 
interplay between the various rolP players is healthy and sounj, a 
positive aura emanates from this relc1tlonsh1p . This positive aura 
has a direct influence on the learning culture of that particular 
school (Brookover et al ., 1982 : 102-105). 
Teachers and especial! y the pr 1.nciµc1l exercise a great influence 
on pup1 ls. This influencr> can be pos1 ti ve , it could unfortunately 
also be negat1 ve. This 1s why precautions should be taken when 
teachers are appointed to positions of influence . One of the 
reasons cited by the OVSA -conference for the possible poor 
learning culture could be ascribed to a lack of role models (Smith 
1994: 13) . Thembela (1993: 6) put.:s it this way: " ... we need to 
assume positive and construe ti ve .roles as: in add1 tion to our 
restr ictive role as teachers , tutors and instructors, we need to 
understand and practice , to a large degree , our role as mentor and 
guides of our children". A positive ~tmosphere 1s characterized by 
teachers who care about their pupils (Berliner , 1989: 15 & 
Townsend-Butterworth, 1992: 42). 
A positive school climate influences the communicative behaviour 
of r ole players ·· . e. pupils and staff as well as parents in the 
community . The s~hool cl ima te influences the w1ll1ngness of 
subordinates to communicate with , and be communicated by school 
r.ianagemen t . 
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-Considering the above, Jones and Charlton (1992 : 26) conclude that 
learning culture can be defined as an interaction between intra-
and extra-personal factors. Intra-peru• nal factors jnclude 
cognition, learning style, and affective characteristics , while 
extra-per3onal factors refer to personal and domestic background, 
classroom and school atmosphere. 
3 . 4 Definition of learning culture 
Masitsa (1995 : 384) defines learning culture as " ... a culture which 
creates a positive atmosphere for the school's educational 
programm1="- According to Smith and Pacheco (1994: 11), this 
positive atmosphere is derived from " ... the learning inner 
disposition of pupils as determined by lhe interaction of the 
personal characteristics of the learner with primary external 
environmental factors"- Inner learning disposition includes 
attitude, interest and commitment with which a pupil tackles his 
schoolwork. Personal characteristics include factors such as self-
discipline, self-confidence, sense of responsibility, attitude, 
motivation, social adaptation, physical disposition, value-
orientation and morality. Environmental factors include primary-
external factors such as (actors outsidP the learners , which have 
a direct influence upon him. These include factors such as 
influence of teacher, school cl1matt! , parental involvement, 
classroom climate , school climate, peer group norms, and 
residential environment . Environmental factors also include 
secondary-external environmental factors such as those factors 
outside the learner , which have a direct influence upon him . These 
factors include the political situation , state of the economy and 
employme,1t opportunities and possibilities" ( Srni th and Pacheco 
1994 : 11) . 
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3. 5 An investigation into the learning c1.1.1. ture: a Survey 
of some high schools in Mitchell's Plain 
3.5.1 Introduction 
In this part, the researcher will give a d<> .. iled description of 
certain aspects of the lear~ing culture as ~a~ ohserved during the 
empirical research phrtse . This empirical research phase was 
preceded by an in-depth discuss1on oi the method of investiqation 
used in this study and will be follcwed by a description and 
discussion of the procedures followed in the col lect1on of data 
during the empirical investigation . 
3 .5.2 A description of the research method and research 
sample 
Kerllnger ( 1986: 359) 
the human sciences 
and Ary et al. , (1979: 292) argues that 1n 
such as psychology and education certain 
attributes such as intelligence, personality, achievement , 
creativity, motivation and socio-economic status cannot be 
manipulated or controlled by the researcher and are thus not 
amenable to experimental investigation, but to non-experimental 
investigation . 
,'he method of research in t-h · !'. investigation was e.x post facto 
non-experimental research . Gay , 1981 : 197) a.gues that ex post 
facto non-experimental stud> begins with description of the 
present situation , wh ich is assJmed to be the effect of some 
previously active factors and attempts a retrospective search to 
determine and assume antecedent fa-tors , which began operating at 
an earlier time . Sta ted different y , _n ex post fact.:> research 
both the effect and the alleged cause have already occur r ed and 
are studied by the researcher in retrospect . The rPsearcher acts 
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retrospectively to probe the etfect ot the independent variable , 
which he could not contr~l , ~n the dependent variable . 
During the empirical investigation, research was done at 6 high 
schools in Mitchell ' s Plain during th':! last week in May and the 
first week 1n Jt:ne 1998 . The investigauon lasted 2 days at each 
school. The pupil population at each school averaged about 1200 . 
Cwnulatively, the pupil population at these schools totalled about 
7200 . Since it was almost impossible to include the whole 
population concerned in this investigation, the researcher took a 
sample population from each school . A sample is a group which is 
selected from a population and is thus less than the population, 
while remaining as representative of the population as possible. 
The sample is selected to give the researcher a manageable group 
for the p11rpose of research (Tuckman , 1978 : 226 ; Mulder, 1982 : 
55) . 
The research sample comprised of 360 pu~ils - i . e 30 matric and 30 
standard eight p~pils from each school. Altogether 180 matric 
pupils and 180 standard eight pupils constituted the research 
sample. The sample schools included one school from each of the 
following sub-districts : Rock lands , Tafelsig, West ridge , 
Portlands , Beacon Valley and Lentegeur. The macr.1c pupils, who 
were selected randomly, are currently doing their final year at 
school. According to Tuckman 0978: 22b), random selection is one 
way to ensure that the sample will be representative of the larger 
population. During the sel~ction process , the researcher , who is 
not known to pupils and teachers at the sample schools , selected 
pupils from blank class lists given to him by the principal of 
each school . In that way, the validity of the pupil sample 
selection can be regarded as fair . 
The research 
teachers and 
to 60 
In-depth 
sample also included survey-questionnaires 
six princjpals from the sample schools. 
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-interviews were also conducted with 40 other teachers and 120 
pupils from the sample schuols . Those teachers and pupils, with 
whom interviews were conducted, did not fill in questionnaires and 
were not part of the 360 pupils and 60 teachers who comprisethe 
research sample. 
3.5.3 Modus operandi of data collection 
Batcher (1991: 368) regards data as f~cts or information from 
which information may be deduced . The collection of data is the 
critical step of research because without 1t researc'1 cannot be 
conducted conclusively. 
In addition to the literature studied, survey-questionnaires were 
compiled for teachers and pupils respectively. Interview schedules 
were also compiled for piincipals, teachers and pupils . 
During the first week of May 1998, the researcher sent a letter Co 
each of the six sample schools wherµ1n permission was requested to 
do the research (refer to letter ol permission as part of 
Annexures) . These letters were rece1 ved tavourc1bly by tl1e 
principals who gave consent for the research to be conducted . Tt,e 
survey for pupils was conducted by the researcher. during the lc1st 
week of May and the first week of June 1998. During the last week 
of May 1998 , the researcher went to these sample schools and 
randomly .;;elected five teachers at each school. Each teacher w~s 
issued with , and requested to complete a questionnaire. (refer to 
Annexure B or the questionnaire for teachers) . These 
questionnaires were collected durinry the second week of June 1998 . 
Vdrious interviews were conducted with principals, teachers and 
pupils according to the researc.h schedule . In all , the researcher 
spent about two days at each school. The overall duration of the 
empirical research was around three weeks. 
I 
I 
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3.5.4 Discussion and analysis of the findings of the empirical 
research 
3.5.4 . l Introduction 
There are 14 high schools in Mitchell ' s Plain with a total pupil 
population of 15 400 . In Ml tchell' s Plain , the school day starts 
at 08: 10 from Mondays to ThLlt:sdays and ends at 14 : 00 . On Fridays 
it starts at O~ : OO a~d ends at :2 : 30 . The matric pass rates since 
1992 averaged around soi . At the end ct 1997 it dropped to 69%. 
The purpose ot this discussion 1s to 1nvesttgate and describe the 
state of a learning c~lture in Mitchell'~ Plain schools . The 
discussion will be in response to the follow1nq: 
Al Results of the pupil questionnaires : 
• School related factors . 
• Persnnal/biograph1Cnl characteristics ot the pupils . 
• Problems regarding the home . 
Bl Results of teacher questionnaires : 
• Personal/ biogr aptical information regariing the te~chers . 
• Teacher s ' pe rception of the pri~c1pal . 
• Te achers ' per ception of the pupils . 
• Teachers ' pe r ception of the community . 
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• Teachers ' perception of their professiona 1 wo.rk ~nvironment. 
CJ Re~ults of interviews with pJpj , , teachers anrl principals . 
3.5.4.2 Descr1pt1.on of the sample schools - TABLE 1 
School Pupil Matric Teacher Pupil/teacher 
total total total 
A 1400 186 40 
B 1256 154 36 
C 1190 117 34 
D 1320 167 38 
E 1286 131 37 
F 1119 108 32 
3.5.4.3 ti..-~· i c Pass Rate - TABLE 2 
SCHOOL 
YEAR A B C D 
1993 Bl% 861 871 91% 
1994 921 881 851a 87\ 
1995 891 841 88% 851 
1996 98% 89~ an 881 
1997 851 74% 771 671 
Ave pas~ rate for schools A-E: 711 
ratio 
1:35,00 
l:34,88 
1:34,00 
1:34,73 
1:34,75 
1:34,96 
E F 
80% 821 
831 851 
871 81% 
841 811 
751 I 401 
3. 5. 4. 4 B1ogr:aph1.cs 1. and academJ.c information about the pupils 
For the sake ot this study, six schools , on~~ .t:r:om each of the sub-
district ot Rocklands, Portlands , Tafelsig, Westridqe , Eastridge 
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and Beacon Valley were select:~u as sample schools . Of the total 
numbur ot 180 matrics pupils representing 750 matriculants 1n the 
six sample schools , 98 were females and 82 were males . A tctal of 
7 pupils were 17 years of ag~ , wn1le 148 of the sample pupils were 
18 years of age. The remd1ning 25 oupils were all over 18 . 
Of ~he total number of ~tandard eight pupils, 102 were females and 
78 males. A otal of ..,9 were 15 years of age , while 112 were 16 
years old . Of the remaininq 29 pupils , 19 were 17 yec.rs of age . 
The remaining b pupils were 18 years of age while 4 was over 18. 
Answers were given on a four-point scale. Values 1 and 2 
represented never , seldom or not much . Values 3 and 4 ~epreccnted 
reasonably often, quite often , much or very much . 
3.6 Analyaia of pupil-questionnaire responaea 
Pupils re~ponded negatively to th following affective variables: 
Variable Ques tion ~umber 
- About the school 5 , 6,7 , 9,12,13,15,19, 23, 25 
- Personal charact~ristics 33,34,38 , 42 , 48,49 
- About teachers 52 , 53 , 54 , 55, 58,59 , 60 , 1 , 63 , 64 
- About parents, home 68,72 , 73 
community 
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- Abou va .. ues 
3 . e attitude of pupils towards their school (Questions 2-
25) 
In chapter hree the sch 1 was iscu sed s a ns itucnt of the 
learn1nci proce:.s which contr bute t the ff c ivencss f a 
leaning culture. During the empirical re CArch, the greater number 
of pupils felt negatively 1isp sed towards their s hool. Pupils 
felt that schools in qcne,..1:11 lac~: the necessary discipline and 
that the school environmen is no very supportive of teaching an 
learning. Some schools hllve no def1n1 tc pro .irammcs which involve 
the inputs of parents, ancl have teachers who do not care much 
about them. Pupils also feel that the ma~ority of schools are very 
disocg nised in tha many of them start with actu 1 t~aching only 
two to three weeks aft r th s art fa new school quarter or new 
school year. Some schools who wcr visited during May 1998 do not 
have a functional timetable. This uncertainty is, as was put 
across by the principal, c us d by th v rnment's process of 
teacher: rationalisation. In many schools there .i.s a shortage of 
textbooks and teachers rely heavily on photocopy machines to copy 
learning materials. In many schools there i 
machine, and this lrcaks down at regul r intervals. 
only one copy 
3.6.2 Parsonal characteristics of pupils (Questions 26-50) 
The empt rical research highliyhted how pupils felt about 
themselves. Overall , pupils felt good about themselves. The 
majority, however, 
concentrate in class, 
expresse i 
and felt 
outdated and irrelevant. Pupils 
that 
th 
felt 
they 
the 
found 
school 
that teachers 
it hard 
curriculum 
in general 
to 
w s 
did 
not care mucn for them in that teachers d10 not giv0 regular 
homework and heir books were seldom marl:ed . The greater majority 
of pupils responde that it di i not bother th~m 1f they arrived 
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late at school in the mornino since he majority of teachers did 
not bother to check on them anyway . 
3 . 6.3 Pupils' responses towards teachers (Questions 51-66) 
Sixteen questions on teacher 
pupil relationship were asked. Ten 
of the sixteen questions asJ-ed received negative responses . Pupils 
felt that teachers overa~l dJ.d not Cd?e mt:ch tor them in that the 
n1ajori ty of teachers d1d noL g1 ve homework and that the1 r books 
were seldom marked. Teachers were cihsent from school far too much . 
It was also learnt that teachers leave the school during school 
hours to see to trade-union mat ers to dti.end strike marches and 
leave their pupils unattended for long periods. Pupils were afraid 
to ask guestrnns in class and felt that ', ,chers were not always 
adequately prepared when presenting the1 r le,-;sons . Pupils felt 
that teachers did not always treat them with tespPct and were not 
very Pdtient with them. Teacher-s wer,,. aU;c, a.ccused of 
unprofessional behaviour. One interviewee ri>ported (and this was 
corroborated by others) that a !'!mal 1 number ot teachers mixed 
freely with pupils, have partiPs with them over we~kends, abused 
alcohol and used vulgar language. 
3.6.4 Pupils' responses towards parents, home and community 
(questions 67-77) 
Pupils felt that a fairly good relationship existed between them, 
their parent.f and the com.muni ty. They felt , however, that their 
parents could attend scnool meetings more regularly. 'l'he schooJ 
where the researcher has worked for the past 12 YP.drs has an 
average attendance of parents at school meetings of less than 151 
and the greater Mitchell's Plain schools dre not much better off 
in this regard. Pupils also felt that their parents could be more 
supportive of the school in that they should sign the books of 
their children moi:-e regularly . But Mitchell's Plain has its o wn 
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problems . It 1s not always easy tor schools to schedule meetings 
dur ng the week because most parents arrive home from work after 
18:00 or even later at night . They cannot walk to school at night 
... 1.. ear of being attacked by gangsters . Saturdays are even less 
,e for school meetings since parents use their free times to 
. with their children or see to domestic affairs. School 
meetings therefore remain a problem. 
3.6 . 5 Persona.! values of pupils (Questions 83-89) 
During the empirical research, pupils responded that they placed 
great value on thP. importance of working hard at school , obeying 
their teachers, passing their exams and obeying their parents . The 
researcher fo~nd the responses of many pupils rather contradictory 
in that while pupils regarJ.ed success at school , hard work and 
obedience to teachers and parents as important , yet they found it 
so easy to arri·•e late at school, not study ha.cd for exams , absent 
themselves from .school without the consent of their parents and 
make themselves guilty of various acts of disciplinary 
indiscretions. 
3.6.6 Other responses to questions 78- 82 : 
Of the 360 respondents , 98 has supe~,ision at home in the 
afternoons , 203 at night while 59 has no supervision at all. The 
greater majority of pupils see their father at weekends only . Of 
the 360 respondents , 302 live with their own father and mother , 4~ 
have stepfathers while 16 have no father in the house at all . All 
the respondents live in houses with more than three rooms (all 
live in Mitchell ' s Plain) . A total of 339 respondents live in 
households of more than four people . Only 41 of the respondents 
have their own rooms . The rest share the room with siblings. 
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Some responses of pupils to question 89 : Name TWO things that you 
lik about your school. 
The greater majority of pupils responded that they liked : 
1. Certain teachers and pupils. 
2. School outings. 
3. Early closure on Fri~ays. 
Some responses of pupils to question 90 : Name TWO things that you 
dislike about your school. 
Some pupils responded that: 
1. The school day is far too long. 
2. They are punished for arrivi~g late at school. 
3. Attitudes of certain teachers are very negative towards them. 
4. The general condition of the school buildings does not 
contribute to a positive school climate . 
3.7 Report on i nterview with pupils 
Dur:;.ng the research at the high schools , a total of 120 pupils 
were interviewed. These pupils who were interviewed w~re not given 
questionnaires to complete . The interview responses of these 
pupils reflect on the appalling c0nditions of their schools and 
the attitudes of their teachers . 
Pupils had problems with: 
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Teachers ' attitudes in that they (some tedcl1ers) were not always 
well prepared for their classes . Teachers looked upon pupils with 
condP.scension and stayed absent from scnool fAr too otten . Some 
teachers gave far too much homework whil 
at all . 
s gave no homework 
3.8 Biographical and academic information about the 
teachers 
There are 448 teachers in the 14 high schools in Mitchell's Plain . 
The teacher population at the six sample schools is 186 . 
Questionnaires were given to 48 teachers (8 in each school). Of 
the 48 teachers who completed the questionnaires, 33 are women and 
15 men. All these teachers taught matric classes . These teachers 
have an average teaching experience of 10 years . 
3.8.1 Analysis of Teacher questionnaires 
Teachers 
variables . 
responded 
Variable 
- About the school 
negatively 
- About their profession 
- About the principal 
- About the pupils 
- About parents, teachers and 
the community 
to the fol lowing affective 
Question numbers 
5 
7 
11, 15, 19, ?2 , 2J , 25, ~6 , 7, 29 
31 , 32 , 34 , 37 , 38 , 39, 40, 41 , 42 
43 , 44 
48 
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-
- About their professional work 
environment 
53 , 5 
3.8.1.1. Teachers ' attitude towards the principal (questions 8-30) 
The majon ty of the teachers responded that they do not have a 
good professional relationship with their principal . Teachers 
perceived principals to be autocratic and bossy . Principals we;.ce 
perceived to bP ill equipped to run schools effectively, 
unapp ·-c.ciati ve and uncarinq towards the greater body of his staff, 
and more frequently absent than present at school . 
3.8.1.2. Teachers' attitudes towards pupils (questions 31-45) 
The maJority of the teachers respondP.d that pupils were lazy, 
uncaring, had little respect for them, were undisciplined and just 
did not care about schoo~work . 
3 . 8 . 1 . 3 . Teachers' attitudes towards pare;1 ts and community 
(Questions 46-50 ) 
The majority of the teachers responded that they had few problems 
with the parents and the community . Parents were always willing 
and co-operative when dealing with pupil-discipline. 
3.8.1.4. Working conditions and environment of teachers (Questions 
51-59) 
The teacher- questionnaire responses showed that teachers are 
dissatisfied and disappointed with both their working conditions 
and working environment. Many argued that it was simply not 
possible to produce quality education with classes averaging 
between 45 and tiO pupils at a time . One Biology teacher taught 
about 120 matric pupils at one time , in both mediums of 
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instruction. In many inslances, pupils had to sit on the floor 
because there were not enough desks in the classroom . Classrooms 
in Mitchell ' s Plain schools are designed co ac,ommodat~ a maximwn 
of 35 desks ~er classroom . In many classrooms the researcher found 
that classes had no more than 26 desks . Teachers teach in fear . 
Teachers are often targets of gangsterism . Gangsters gain free 
access to the school grounds and loiter around in the school and 
between school blocks . Teachers dare not enquire about the reasons 
of these people being on the school premises. Some of the pupils 
are members of these gangs . 
3.9 Report on i nterview with teachers 
During the interviews with teachers, it was found that good 
incentives for learning are lacking in Mitchell ' s Plain schools . 
Teachers also showed exasperation at the severe overcrowding in 
the schools . They blamed the government and rationalisation for 
the poor facilities and che subsequent poor learning culture which 
exists in these schools. Another problem that teachers had to 
contend with was a lack of funds to optimise the learning and 
teaching process . As a result of rationalisation , subjects such as 
guidance , physical training and music had to be dropped from the 
school curriculum. Teachers also feel that many school problems 
stern from the fact that parents neglect their parental 
responsibilities and expect the school to do everything . Many 
teachers also cited poverty and unemployment as factors 
contributing to the erosion of learning in Mitchell ' s Plain 
schools . The majority of the pupils live in Tafelsig, Rocklands 
and Beacon Valley which house the lowest income groups . Average 
schools fees of Rl20 per annum are , in most cases , not paid by 
paren ts . 
The morale o f most teachers interviewed was very low . A number of 
t eachers developed this negative attitude over the years because 
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-f the severe mdter al d pr~vat1on, new government education 
poll y, narassr.1cnt : y ana of st-Jdents and pupils ' destructive 
att1tujes dnd behdv1our. T achers were d1ssat1sf1ed with their lo~• 
b 1nsecJr1ty dnd ther problems 1n and around tedching 
m 1e ma · ers w rse. 
It Wd t ,md that many f the lder and more experienced 
pr n 1,') I lad ft b pr fess-on since 1gcn. These princ1pa:s 
werP s ·eede l r-y y ung r, 1nAxper1enced men , m<1ny who had lost 
con r ~ ng bef re hE'y hdd be n ap;,01nted , not or.ly over the 
pupils, but V t th t 11 r 0 well. ln fact, all the schools 
v1s1 cd ln this res r h w re hea ed by principals who were 
app int d 19G and aq,, Many of the newly appointed 
pnn p l c me fr m the ran f trc tea hers who , because they 
ad&rs , were not always keen to t·n w he w f h n w 
lV t [ upp r•. 
3 . 10 Report on interview with principals 
Ut IQ r t V w w h pri p various p 1nts were 
h1 r 11 l t :I wh1 h w r r gar d ma r pr blcms 1n thfll r 
i r l: d : 
• t, Pf r 
• h 
• Tt, ll • s:; ,p 
• I V I.: t d ar 'g f r s h l nd 
r. t V 'I. 
• A ,j l J m m ng t .. e h r 
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• .,. .ic;: c,t :ea~her-parent interaction . More Chan 90'1, of teachers 
in , .• , 'hPll ' s Plain live outside tne area. Th1s makes it 
~•tf1cult for them to do home visits. 
3 . 11 Other findings by the researcher 
After a close study of ma!:.r:c results over the past five years , 
Lhe researcher found that academic achievement differed from 
school to school althougL ~he schools surveyed were all in 
Mitchell ' s Plain and all their pupils Jived in the same area . 
Jencks et al ., 11975 : 253-2561 ascribes differences .rn academic 
performances between schools c;,f s1m1lar socio-economic background 
to "forces out:nde the schou l ". Accord1nq to h 1 m, if • ,...hoo 1 ' A ' 
performs better academically than schools ' B', 'C' ant, 'C' of the 
same geographic area and soc10-economic b~ckaround, then that 
academic excellence can bP ascribed to a clos,~r working 
relatio~ hip between school 'A', its parents and the school 
community. These academic cond1t_)m., do not readily F-Xtst at: the 
sample hJgh schools in Mitchell's Pldin . 
Mccurdy (1983: 7J and Wilson & Corcoran (1!':188: 2 1 reJect Je11cks's 
findings dS 1nconclusl ve and atgue that the school does make a 
d1fterence to the acad"'mic per formam;e 01: pupil:; . The d1 tferenc., 
may be ascnbed to the way the sc:hool is manage i, the input ot its 
teachers and the degree ot parental and ..::wmmuntty support. Durina 
the tf'sec1rch survey, the researcher observed certain d1fterences 
at the sampl., hiah schools. Ditterences c~eervei were that .chools 
with good IT:cttr.tc results hlld principals w1tll qooo 
ode! ship an l 
commun1cat1on skills . These pr111c1pP.ls were c nut1'"ted t e1cc1dem1c 
goals and ObJectives and they .tost.Prei a cl1matl 01 h1tJh acld,.,mic 
e xpectations . These 
leaders who fostered 
u11der a climate of 
princ1pa also Lune- 1onec.l ,,s 1nstruct1. nal 
an at:mospherf! f c - pe1at1 n n1d support 
Otd, r ,Jnn i1s lp .. nc. The teachers wei:e 
COmmlttcci , supportive v11 i pr .cl t heir Sell o., c1nd the 
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relationship between the pr1nc1r" , parents and the communtty was 
also vety healtny . 
On the contrary, the researcher also iound that chHos and <1 lack 
of discipline exist at mos. Sr.mple schools. On one school v1s1t, 
~t was observed that muny pur,1:..s c: well as te:1chers lo1teted 
outside while classes were 1n proqres<,. It w s .. 1s0 obsorveci that 
there were many people , other than pupils an.1 t.eachers , Wc:tlk1ng 
,nound on the school premises . !t Wn.:, nls found lhat at schools 
whPre thesP cond1t1ons ex.sted, academic requirement for adm1ss1on 
was not a priori y. This phenomenon was explained by the pr:11,cipal 
of: ,,n.~ of ~-•,e :::;ample schools who d.tqued th-,t , mllke most other 
schuo1. w! • h ... 11~ entry rcq1!1rements , they wou~j never turn a ch1 lri 
a way . ..t .1..- •111,,ntten pol cy at Glendale H.u1tl School 1n 
Rocklands , Mi .: ,, 1 , · , Jln, not to r etusA needy pu~ 1 ls admission , 
to school . Many of t.he : 1plls at G ..... n 1.:i le High School are from 
the Eastern Cape and llvr, in squattElL dwnll1ngs 1n '"he Townships 
of Khayelltshc1 , Guguletu and C:ros..,roacls. The lanquaqe barrier .1s 
something the school 1s woriong 1,. Accor , 1 • Mr Chot.. t1.e 
pr.1nc1pal of the school, (Pla1nsm,rn, 18 F bruary 1998 : ti Gl '1Clale 
is the only school which offers •··r S<t F1c. 1 inguau,.. c1s I sJbJE!Ct 
and last year 1 t had a 1 I') \ pa."' tci for Xhosa F"lr st Lany11F.1qe 1n 
Lhe matrH· f"rctl exc1r.1nat:. ;.s. Ano'"ht>r h1uh school reporteli that 
more th'ln 2::i\ ot the1r pup1 ls r <'Sld,~ utsJde ot their t,~ectl:!· area 
and that r.h~ qr~1tor maJO'ltY f their pupL r1 the "rPjocts" ot 
other school a . Som.: ot the s .mp .. <! sch ls 1, ve a hltlCk pupil 
pop ula t ion ol between 20'1.-33\. One scho l llc:1., ol.:..ck pupil 
pop u lation of 40\ . 
3 . 12 Conclusion 
Al thouq h the dPCl _rung rnr1tr1c p ,ss rc1t~ may not be r.!.'qar .:e i 1n 
many circles ,s critictd , the (JC!nerc1: n l1t1ons cit • ·1100 1 s anl 
attitudes of puplls reflect ll11s cri .. s . Tr•'tl' 1 .i pess1r·1sl1· 
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-feeling arr,ongst Leachers and pupils thut very liltle can be done 
to restore a 
disintegr.:il.1on 
cultute 01 learning. There is serious social 
in the whole of M1 Lchel l's Plain . The whole 
comrnun1 ty is r 1 fe with crime, substance etbi'si, ~•ow c ty, corruption 
and tear . Gangsterism is on the increase a~~~ ope are afraid to 
challenge 1t. There appears to bP a gPri"'ral corr~'llun1cation 
breakdown betwe~n parents and pupils. Consequently, parents hardly 
know what their ch~ldren drt doing dt school. Physical conditions 
at many schools 1n Mitchell ' b Plain do not contribute too healthy 
learning climctte. To1lPts 1n most schools are not in working order 
anct some ot the school bu1ld1ngs are in a state of disrepair . 
Therefore , whutever Cttn be done to save school.1nq in Mitchell ' s 
Plain, must be <io11e . Thr> once qood con.mun1catioo which existed 
between pupils , parents , the school and community, must he 
reAtored . All parties involved 1n the creation ot ct sound learning 
cul ure must make us0 of the few resources that are avu1_able as~ 
means of self-help insteacf ot. bow1ny cJown to theH· depnw1t1on. 
M~ tchell ' s Plain Circuit Mcinaqer Zun<1cfo DhcJrsay (Netro B11rver, n 
April 1998 : 3) urqes parents to becom<> involved; " ... otherwise we 
will lose our children all the Wttyu . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SOME CULTURAL-LEARNING FACTORS ANO THEI R IMPACT ON 
SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT 
4.1 Introduction 
Every school-go1nq child , no m,,tter how hardwork1n9 or laz.y he may 
be , has u desire for success. He wants to achieve academically and 
to be promoted t:o Lhe next standctrd . Therefore every pupil ' s 
la tent concern 1s to avo:i. i fa 1 lure and ful f111 his needs for 
academic ach1evemenl (Mwarr.wer Jj , 1Q90 : 184). 
There is a relrit1onsti1p t etwPen 
academic uch1cvement. Bloom (lq76: 
as follows: 
cultural l~arn1nq tactors and 
/J) descr1t □s th.is rclationsnip 
" ... lnd1v1duals vary ln whaL they are prepare l t l"'atn dS expresseli 
1n the1 r interest , attitu 1P-S un l se1 f-vtews . Wt1f''U~ students enter 
a l earni11g task w1 th e11thus1..,. m ar,d v1dent lnt~rr>st , thP lebrn1n11 
should be much ea!'.1er than those who ent L the J.,,,rn1ng tusk w1th 
lctck ot enthusiasm cmd ev1clerit: J1s111terest" . 
Vni.ous opinions exist reqauunq tc1clors thdt conL:ibute towrnds 
the col ldpse ot a cul tLHt' 01 Jean11nq . The pi>rc:1•pt1on exists that 
pupils do not a<.;titeve ,1caiem1cal!.y beciuse thl'>y nre 1wquL1vely 
d1sposcc:1 towards the scho 1 syst,•rr , while oUwrs teel that the 
oppos1tt• 1s the CiiSP - Pllt 11 JtP r.1qJt1vely :ilsposerJ owards U18 
school system because of wenk academic ach1avPmenl (Smith ~nd 
Pacheco 1944 : 14 
Rac1th (1992 : '!J tf'll•~V ... c, ~11c1 unir>r,1 h1evem1~n h,1. ,1 greaL 
111fluence on tlin !orm11q pr 1' s c.,f tile chili. The •tiild wl10 
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underachieves foels unsun:~ of himself and cannot fulfill thP. 
demands which the schc,ol , his par,~nts and so.;1ety place upon him. 
Such a pupil finds himself in trouble more Lhan often, since he is 
frustrated and cannot understand why he does not enjoy the 
approvc:d anc! goodwill of his parents nnd tenchers . He does not 
underachieve willfully, he strives to ao well at school , but fail: 
to do well sometimes in spite ot having good cognitive qu&lities . 
Int:e-1 lectual ab1 ! 1 t:y 1s not the only tac tor t;hat determines a 
child ' s success at school . Academ1c achievement may be ascr1bed to 
numerous t;;ctors such i3s intell1qence, intt:irest , motivation , 
etfect1ve school mdnagement , opportur1it1es to learn , :oelf-concept 
and matutatlon (MciLSitsa , 1995: 32) . Then~ ,ne Vd!lOllS other 
factors which contribute towc1rds a pupil ' s success or tdtlure at 
school . These include : 
• The de,11ee c:o wh1ch 1:1 c111lcl t,0 cls hls parents accept hzm : The 
child who feels teJec r>1 by h s porents will not be motivated , 
might neglect his schoolw rl ,nd thus undPrbch1, ve. 
• The deqree of Lmouon11J sccuuty th.1t.: the Ch!ld expe;rlences dt. 
home : Emotional security s closely assoc~oted with ncceptdnce . 
The ch1 ld who exper 1 ences accept;rnce llncl sec-ur 1 ty at hom,., sees 
school life as a clrnllencJe and .-1111 strive wholehPartedly to 
make d success thrneot . Bri<J(JS (!.970: 14) supports th1s view ind 
s a ys in th1s regard thc'lt; to huilrl pictur s ot t:h•mselves ,1s 
t r uly adequa e , to fenl t:horouqhly Ill tiqht 1nsl JP, r•h1ldr~n 
nee d livinq e xpeliences that prove t:lltJll lovc1 tnl1Ly 1.1rf worth . 
Telling .i child t.h,t; he .1s spe 1ol 1s 11ot PllOUyh . Experience 1s 
what counts . 1t speaks louder hc!ll words . 
• The near ee to which the ch1ld ,cct.pts or re7,~cts 111:nself (St•lt 
i ma ge) : l t EJ cl\1 l J [ els tejected hy h1s pc1r:ent:s , h mc1y nol bP 
satisf1ecl w1 h h1msi>lt as il humEJn tloin1 ,1n! this will ir1t!i;,,11ce 
l11s school work n.-<Jt1L1w-'ly . 
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• The Wd}' or maimer- .in which the ch1ld expeiiences school life and 
tne degree to h•hich he :eels his tea'-,ieis accept or reject nim: 
rhe child who struggles with his schoolwork is unhappy and often 
engdge in activities which lands him in trouble. He usually does 
this to seek attention. S1nc,• his action ls 1n conflict with 
accepted normative behaviour codes, he often feels rejected by 
the school . 
• The manner in wh.ich the pup1l identifJ'es with h1s peers : The 
child may feel reJected by hts teachers as ~ result of 
unacceptable behaviour , which may lead to his rejection by his 
class-mcites t.:oo . 1-1€, be-..:>mes more and more w1th(Jrc1wn and 1s 
overcome by an 1nferior1ty complex, which becomes apparent 1n 
his behaviour anrl schoolwork. 
Experience cl success ut school 1s Vlt:r1l to pupils because it 
serves as rrot1v<1tion for turtller. 1nvolveme11t 11n 1 contributes 
towards psychologicnl development. F'a1lure, 011 the other hand, may 
lead to w1thcir<1W<1l br>couse of fear or further failure (Matsitsu, 
1988: 12; Joues dn J C.:harJtor. , 19q2: 27; Hayward, 1993: 17). 
Jones ancl ChcJrlton (1992: 27, comment on l,;he ubove menL1oned 
causes nnd symptoms os ~1tecL1ve tcJctors nnd arcue thctt there 1s d 
definite relat1onsh1p between th0 ahove-menLioned factors dnd 
undercJch1evr>ment . A d1scuss1on or sever,!] oJ such lt1ctots 1ollows 
below to point out: the relationship betwn~n cLlltUlr1l-1,,arn1ny 
factors and scholciSt1c success. 
4.2 Self-concept and scholastic success 
Man 1s born w1 t:h n spec1 t 1c qen1~t1r. m.Jke-up. He curries w1 th1n 
h1msel ( the po1;s1h1 ...i t:10:, ot orowu-1 an l level pmt'nt and ha:-, the 
'1hility t:o term an 1nea tlout: h1mselt, callee! selt-concept . This 
sp~ci11c; selt-coucept or .1mcHJ"' that he holds ot titmsPlf, 1s 11ot 
-
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hered1tc1ry , but 1s the end-creation of past PXperiences . KP.lley 
( 1n mbs e 1) 1962 : 83) says in th1 s regard: " ... The self has to be 
achieved, 1 t 1s not given". Briggs (1970: 11 contends that naht 
a the beginning of his life , even hef re he can utter a we, j , 
every experience that the child has , makes an 1mpress1on upon~-~ 
which could influence him positively or negatively. The ouch, 
body movements , muscle tension, tones an farial expressions of 
those around him, send 1im an ongoing stream of messages , and his 
radar 1s extremely accurate. Some infants are more sensitive than 
others , but to vary1ny degrees they re all tunei 1n. 
The self-concept 1s probably the mos meaningful attribute in man 
1n that it provid shim with the inner isposit1on bout what and 
how he expenenc •s tnmself, his work and th whole process of 
socialisation G rm1naro , Cerv1ll1 nd Ogden, 19°2: 29-30 . A 
pupil pertorrns well at school 1f he fee~s god 
(Ferreira, 1992: 73; Van Zyl nd Var d r \-,alt , 197 
(1970: 191 supports t1s v1 w rd sys th t: 
bout h1rnsel f 
1 . Pun:ey 
" ... The successful pup has a r lativ 'y h gh n n a out h1mse f 
(positive sPl f-1mag, an l p 1mls 1 b ut his rutur 
performances. He ha ln hi nera 1lity nd in his 
ab1llty tJS a stUdPnt. H•• n P s few r fav .rabl evaluations from 
"'thers, and fe 1 that h w r hard, 111· d y oth r s udents 
and is Jen•'r 11 y poli t and h n t II • 
The opposit 1s also rue. A up11 W1 h 1 w ~r- m gc , ten 1 t 
be unm t1vatect nd cons qu nt y r L w~ 1 at school 
(Pre onus , 19 2: 
4.2 . 1 Definition of the self-concept 
Ch11 s !9 1: let u h s t- p .. t-h lm q w 
creot: of ur lv s n t-v u r em q n rated tr. m 
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this image ... These conceptions which we hold of ourselves as a 
result ~f interaction with s1gn1f1cant others and which influence 
our behaviour , are collectively known as the self-conceptH . 
Burns (1979 : 35) concludes 
from his o,:n po.int of view". 
" ... a person ' s self-concept 1s himself 
According to Yawkee (1980: 112) self-concept is " ... a 
conceptualization or image of the self . rt encompasses all that a 
child brings to the statement. 1"!'h.1s 1s me" , including an 
understanding of his qualit1°s , capabil1t1es and the feelings that 
accompany these perceptions" . 
Purkey (1970: 7) sees self-concept as " ... a complex and dynamic 
system of bellots which an ind.1v.1r.1ual holds true about himselt , 
each beliet w1th a corresponding value". 
Two lmportant e1nthropoloa1ca1 features wh1cn bccomP. apparent 1n 
this def1n1t1on is ' the 1ma11e of thi:> s 0 lf ' nd ' esteem for the 
self ' . 
4 . 2 . 2 Structure of the self- concept 
Shavelson ..,, Bolus 
concept can also be .rcgar i •ci as a mul 1-d1mens1on,il h1erc1rch.1cal 
construe , cons is 1119 f varl us Lmnges of the self . Ac-cording t:o 
thF>m , the self-concept may be d1v1 le 1nto academic and uon-
acactem1c self-concept . Aca~em1c self-cone-Pr ls a subset of 
argue that the self-
general sel f-conc pt and .Pft•ts to the 
themselves as st u ants 1n a cad m c or 
Norcm-llche1sen c.1rd Gerqr>n 1' /4: 2 9 
1nclu ·~s th phys.cal ti C s c; lcl l 
the fam l y c 1 • 
el lefs people have ohou 
sh 1 s~ 1nos 1Lynch, 
Non-academic sel f-concep 
J f, th" va ue self ano 
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Le Roux (1979: 180) describes the various 1maaes of he self as 
follow : 
• Physical self: How d t.s the ch.11 experience his body? Does he 
accept his body anci does he f.eel good auout 1t? It he has a 
physical d1sab1l1ty how does he relate to it? How does his 
friends see h1m? Does he feel marqinallsed and r,xcluded? The 
child with d pos1t1ve selt-concept is willing to care for his 
body and will not allow his phys1c~l disabled cond.1t1cn to Jeter 
him tr.om his aims and ooals in life. He accer>ts his condition 
and perseveres . Such e1 p11p1l will icvelop his full potential 
despite his physical 11sabillt1es. 
• Acartemic self : The ch1 ld with a r sit vc self-image 1s sat1sfleo 
with h1s rtCddemic ach1 vem1mt. He 1s happy at schoo.1 and n)oys 
the challenges of school l 1 fe . In ntr.ast, he pupil with a 
neC]ative sel.t-irnage 1s no• w•ry mot1vd .. ert t d wel at school . 
Such a pupil reads s h 1 • 1 t an ame thers for his 
f 1lure, fr ~x mplo: t ach r, n h J., paren s, peers etc. 
• Soci.al self: The hl .. d Wlth sit1v elf-t1 f nc p fr endly 
towards th r anrl mak ft 1en I a .1ly. u h a PUf i1 .s 
int Le ed l n l • w 1l ng • I r an tr V t b I net 
in hls le d na e1Ct ns. Tl PUf 11 i,;t h tht neyat1v,-. self-
concept exr r .l n e iffl Wlth hl fn nos . He feels 
exclu l eci ,nJ l ee1s 1 4 y nd a d ov tho e Wll 0 
not µ:omote the her Thy r, ti wh n 
he1ve a heul l y l l v ewr 1nt ll l wh ar n».ral y rc=-r:arded 
as hes l l m1 f t 
• Vnl ue sel t: V lues u h as h n, y , trl n:I n,ss llfl 1 r nee 
are Chli!ll r l th a p t1v 5 1- n 
Th pup1 tr n r.pr 1 r h llld Wt n 
an riv wl r •d y y n y mmun ty r rm 
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and values. lie acts in accordance with the normative and 
rel1qious ethical values of h1s particular community and lives a 
life which is respected by other members of his community . The 
child with the negative self-image tends to find himself in 
conflict with community norms and values. Although he is able to 
d1st1nguish between right and wrong , he tends to do thdt which 
is wrong w.i th the full knowledge that his act.ions are 
unacceptable to h1s part1cuJar community. 
• F.Jmily-.;elt: A child who feels accept"' j by his parents and 
family members will have d positive self-1ma1Je , sine"' a healthy 
child-parent relrltionsh1p promotes conditions for the forming of 
a positive SP1f-1rr,a(Je by the chil L Such a child will tacUe 
daily tasks with vigour bPcause he kn ws that h1s family whole 
heartedly suppor s h1n , even f he makes a mistaJ:e . They will 
not hold .it against him. Th"' h1l w1 h a negative self-image, 
1n contrast, is not happy p H kn w that his behaviour 
may he unacceptabla La h1s par nt . A th ugh h mdy f-f>l uilty 
as a result ( his a ·t1ons, he m ght r he n a pos 1 1 n to 
change hims 1( into that p rs n wt1 h thy w uld want him t b. 
Such a ch1l is usual y unsuL • 1 h n l ! n frt1 
things. 
4.2.3 The rftlat1onsh1p between self- concept and acadanuc 
ach1.evament 
V x iou. res arches hav h . .., I th t h r .1 l I f I 1 • L 1 t1 11 
h~t:W1::-'n d pUpll ' s 5 t f- ll I • n h Br ~. Vt r 
et t1 l ( l 9 4: 287 f und hot cl 1 r 1 ve n 
self-coucopt nCJ exam1na•1 n rf rmc1n t lll I 
thllt: c pos1 l l V• , 1 f- pl, r thdll lilt 0111 ::I be 
t1CCept:c l 5 a pr.,.re 1u1 l • .-=- 1-. l l 1n It I 
and WA!l1ng on 1 q I 5; 
t1 r ,nd 
nega iv Si'!lt-1mag1 ri r h td r1 1 ..ir r.a h v, r 
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Marcus (1980 : ~2) explains tna· the failure of the :iropout and 
chronic t;nl ure may be duf, -t t: leds 
perceptions of the self . The •---d with the negative self-image 1s 
prone to reading problems. Pead1ng 1s probably tl,<> most bns1c 
skill that a pupil must master 1n r1er unders·anu and hen t 
trdnsf~r his un erstand1ng ny wc1tlnq and pell1ny . The ab1l1 y to 
do simple calcula 1 n 1 s dnother b s 
~- 1 that a h1 d must 
master . kadth (1985 : 395 found thr1 ~her 1s a re~at1on hetween 
self-concept and mathematics . The pup w h a p s 
scores better marks 1n ma hemat s ha th pupil with e1 nAgat1ve 
self-1maJe . 
Thn school enerally n t sui al .. e I C r ld w h 
nega 1v elf-1ma 1 f xam Odl n n 
parti ular µu 
h1m . ronsequently, 
hlmSfl f s 
hun m r 
tea 
r Jf t i l 
4.3 Attitude, motivation and scholastic success 
V r u 
nclu 1 
1nflu, n 
th p11µ1 l wi 
wh 1 
1 W p w r 
f 
r 
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sat1sfa·tory experience with 
Mactrsct lK , 1981 : q . 
t l • 1.1d1. s Kruger , sthu1sen , 
4.3.1 Def1.n1.t1.on of mot1.vat1.on 
The wor l ' mot1.vatiun ' co"'es fr m the La 1n w rrl ' n er 
:nea11s ' to won: ' : moti vat1on 1s that force which cal.ls s p 
move . 
The Concise Oxford D1ct.on ry defines motivation as. 
which 
ple to 
" .Supply a motive to , br the motive of ; cause a person to act in a 
particular way (study etc_J ; hence a ' tion" . 
Augustine (quoted , 1 Kruger , Oost'1uisen, Maorsch.., .. k , 19 1 : 8 sees 
mot1vat on as " some inv1s1ble force inside" : 
" .. no or 0 does SOl!'ething aooo against h !'i w1 ...... , even if what he 
do s 1s g.:>od . Good mot1vat1on ha- to do with ' I want to ' lnstead 
Of ' t IlUSt ' " . 
According to Loubset ,1990 : 25) , motivation includes : 
" PsychJlog1ca 1 factors which influence certain aspects of goal 
d irccteo ac t 1vi lAS , These factors cleterm:ine whether an nctivit:y 
is pur sced or not , how much enerqy ts used to pursue that 
activity, how long one is prep,ncd to persevere, to what lengths 
and direction one would be prepnred to yo". 
Bruwer (1973 : 50 argues t hat a wel -motivated student 1s one who 
loves t learn. He shows interest in his schoolwork und 1s alwdys 
P8gcr to learn more , even more than what 1.s sometimes required . In 
l.1 h t his argument . motivation 1s " ... the <ir1v1ng power beh1nd 
Lhc a t1 n of studyinon . 
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AlJ these psychological fcJctors rn combination With lhe pupil ' s 
abJlity and aptitude will then determine the quality of the 
pupil ' s achievement . 
4 . 3.2 Structure of motivation 
According to Maslow ( 1970 : 35-36) , man has di ff Prent levels of 
needs which have to be sat 1st1erJ. '!'hese include the need to be 
phys1calJ y cared t n , the need for safety and security, the need 
to be loved, striving for self-esteem and self-actualisation . 
The hierarchical ranking of needs, according to Maslow, recorded 
in Felker (1974: 20) may be graphically presented as : 
TABLE 1 
---- -- - -----, 
Self-actualization 
Self-esteem 
---------
Love 
-----
Safety 
Phys1olog1c3l needs 
According to Lamprecht ( 1990: 25-37) the need to be satisfied 
physiologically is the most basic need . It 1s only when the need 
to stay alive (to eat, to be clothed, to have basic shelter} is 
satisfied, does man strive co satisfy the next-level need, wh.1.ch 
is safety and security . It is clear that m,rn strives firstly to 
survive, to secure himself , and then to seek the love which he 
needs to journey through this world. 
distinguishes between cleficiency moth·ated and qrm-,th motivated 
people . The deil::.1-er.cy motivated child' s stronqest motivdtion is 
to satisfy his need to be loved , accepted and secured. The growth 
motivated child ' s need tor l~ve, security dnu acceptance has 
Maslow (1970 : 162) 
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a ... re,ir:ly Leen qrat1fied . Therefore, h1s strongc t motivation ts t:o 
dE.>velop and work w1 tn letf"'tm1nation <lnd zc,d 111 rdf't to be most 
successful 1n whatever he unr:lertdkes. Such d pupil can accept 
challenges ,..1nd stri res whol('hcarte lly to 1.se dll h1s ta ... ents to 
fully actua..ize himself. Ravth , 19q2 : 12-14 . 
4 .3.3 Motivational Factors 
There are various fact~rs that may 1nfl rence a pupil ' s motivation . 
There arc also factors tha may promote hiah motivation amongst 
pupils . F"or the sake of this stuciy, fdctors that may cause low 
motivation levels will he discussed because they link directly 
with the erosion of d culture of learning . It includes socio-
economic factors , future expectations , parental in vol vemen , 
languaae ani reading problems. 
4.3.4 Socio-econom~c factors 
The socio-econom1c; status of the pupils' fllm111es impacts greatly 
upon the mot1vat1on of pupi~s. Research has shown that a 
correlation ex1sts he ween acar:lemi~ achieve.men and i economic 
level . Lo•Jbser (19qo : 39-401 found 1u his rPsearch J- +- Jt ,_.,pears 
that soc10-economically deprived cnildrcn ,...xp, r1ence mut1vat ... onal 
problems. Parental Hnd domestic support systems play a great r~Je 
1n intellectual nnd person,Jlity developmen+- of chtldren . 
Unsuitat,Ie und congested housing mdy cause the absence of priv.,cy 
and this mHy impact negc1tively on the jevel pment of a suitable 
study progtdrnme. The level f Pconomic ev lopment of the 
l>ceadw1nner Ls another fdctor that may impede the development of a 
strongly motivated child . Boe use the parent ii I not receive 
adequate schoolinq , hn struggles to make liv1nq and finances dre 
scarce . As soon as the child is ld enough lo ldnd a job, he m11st 
seek employment. T!us is because the Pvt en ts themselves do not 
have hii;-1 aspirations for their chllcircn rtnd fln i ll hff1cu1t to 
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pup1 ... i.e . limited expcru•nce background, limited vocabulary 
system of parents , ~ontribute towards low rn~ti\ation . 
Teaching dt s<.:hooJ 1s aimed mainly at higher and middle soc;io-
economic groupings . The pupil with limited educational expP.rience 
background struggles because otlen they are unfamiliar wi t.h the 
school jargon . 
4.3.5 Futur~ expectations 
South Africa finds 1tsel[ sctddlPd w1th ct hiqh unemployment rate . 
According to Pro1ect Star fish 20n J , { Weekend Arqus, 25- 26 July 
1998 : lb) "_for an estimated 6 , : million of the economically 
active workforce ot 14 nL1lli r· , thcrn 1s no work . Of the 6,1 
million unemployed , l,5 millLon. c.re women and J34 LiUO live in the 
Western Cape". Th13 ~s compounded with reports that thousands upon 
thousdr.cts of matr1cul<:1nc.s cannot find employment . Th1s scenario 
provides qrounds for questlons such ns "What good is matric it 
there is no wor,: for mP.?" "If r finish matric, what w1ll I do?" . 
In schools teachers usually tocus only on the textbooks , but 
pupils must learn basic organ1iat1or.al and mandqement skills 50 
that they miqht ~e equipped to try dOd t1nd work with other 
organizations or c.omrnun1Ly pr:ojects c1fterwa.rds (Ed•1pal , 1994 : 10) . 
Because of this , it appears that hundreds of matriculants enter 
cc_:legtls and tertiary inst1tulions as Lemponny m~asures in the 
hope t hat a job will surtdce 1n the near ruture . fhousands of past 
matri cul ants have qi ven up hope of ~ver: lanciinq a Job . Many are 
used to "Your <:1pplication was not successru1 , rl8ase try again". 
Th1s 1s the dilemma facing white , coloured ciri l , to a lesser 
degree , blacks pupils . Atfirmat1ve action 1s bung applied all 
over the country, which makes it. very d1fticult for these pupils 
to dr~~"'m of ·1 het- ter futur.e . Ble1cf: pup1 Is , n th ot;h;:,r hand , ate 
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v t} pt1m1s~1c <1bout he nano1,q n 1 rs 1r the country . Th s 
p•1~1 m and expectati n_ dr ver/ oft~n tar ~oo unreal1st c 
be ause of r 1tical pr ~1ses made n h past, wh1 hare us not 
p sihlA to fu!f1l . One w ul 1 expe t thes~ pupi stow rk hari to 
ensurt a ~etter future fr themse~ves, but unfortunately it 1. not 
always so . Unrest at var1 us eo J ~at1 n 1.. inst1 tu ions during th 
past. two years showe · that ornewhere somcthJ.ny had gone wrong. 
Educator~ will be 1n for a r ugh tin:f" . Attention has to be (Jlven 
to the unreal1st1c promises ncici• to learners . People will hr1ve to 
.:tat 1 realizing that rewards must be .. 1nke i o product1v1ty and 
th t · ... 1thout produc 1 vity nor:e of us wL survive . The scnool 
curriculum cind system will have ~o change to dddress the needs o: 
future den•ands . 
4. 3. 6 Parental involvement in the ;;~n,--ol ~rogramme 
During a study conduc•.ed by 
parents ot soc10-cconom1cally .JP :-1, 
1nte~est 1n the academic r1 c~ s. 
19 he tound that 
·h1ldtcn d n t show ~nouqh 
f their ch1.dren . Parental 
involvement ani interest, on t:h~ Lner hand , showed a positive 
eftect on study-ouentation . r~ c..ould be argued ~hat the findings 
of Loubser are not quite Lrue. Work1nn parents arrive home late at 
night and are ex remely tired . They d not check the books of 
their chJ.ljren, no~ because it 1s not important to 'hem . They are 
simply coo tired to do so . 
!'1 coloureo and lack schoc , t oth pareucs r,ore than vften, are 
working. 
per (iay . 
Both parents are aw:1~ trom home for 11p to t1,.-elve hours 
The children are left to fen<i for themselves 111 the 
atternoon. Often young Jirls havP to clean the house when they aet 
home from school , pick up their sihllngs at Jay-care centres, 
prepare supper tor the family and be responsible fr their younger 
brothers and sisters until their parents arrive h me. The young 
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boys are "ftcn f:>unn lazing ~heir tu:1e awc1y on s~rP0t ,:;orners 
(Th~uon, 1969: 389) . 
Epstein in Germinario, et al. lq92: 35) found ~i,at closer ties 
betwePn parents an~ teachers contr,bute towards the positive 
mot1vat1on and self-image of the child. This is not as automatic 
and stra1ohttorward as put across by EpsLeln . At a workshop held 
by Edupol in CapP Town, the general resporse to the question .Jf 
the role of parents was summarized as follows: " ... the meetino fel+-
parents were expected to ~dke part 1n their children' s 
schools, yet many parents WPre unable Lo do so, because they were 
unclear about their roles, mainly due to shiftit1g relationships 
between -:-h1ldren ard parents both in Lhe home environment and 1n 
the brooder commun1t1" . 
ParPnts are often Lnobl~ to participate erfectively 1n their 
children' s schoo~ l~ves as a result or worr. pressure. Other 
delegates argued that Lhe Goverrunent ' s general abdication of 
responsibility tdr ectect1ve schoolina placed a further burden on 
parents . Communities were forced to take up the initiat1ve 
themselve,J dnd prepare their own member.:; to deal with the tasks 
that were b~1ng 1dentif1ed for U[gent attention . This often placed 
an addi tiondl burden on pdrents who hdd to play a role ir. the 
academic life of the school as well as helping to manage the day-
to-day adnnnistration of the sr:hoo •. Ill response to the questions 
as to where the parents ore and why they are reluctant to be 
involved, the general reHponse was that perhaps parer.ts are scared 
to bc-;ome involved or to intervene because of their own ignorance 
an 4 'ack of empowerment dbou~ whut it mean~ to he involved in 
Lh•ir chlldren' s schools . ParenLs :lo not: seem to know what is 
expected of them, or else they are t,o we1ghPd down with their own 
work and household responstl'1l1t1e."-, 
meetings . It cficct:1ve s r. L.nq ~-
involvement by parer.ts, 
to mdke time to attend school 
t,ce place w1th meaningful 
problems must: be 
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addresse EdupoJ , 17 March l siq.;: 8-, . Ac :orct1nr,, :::.o Jaynes in 
Germinario, et al . l q9~: 35, po rents rema1r. the pnmdry 
motivational force l::eh11:rl :::.he1r children so that the latter mdy 
derive the maximum benefit trcrn their schooling experience. 
4.3.7 Language and reading ability 
One o f the basJ c problems coday 1s that people do not have the 
time to read. Many complain that there is not enough time to 
complete their daily activities and that they barely have the time 
to scan the news headlines or to browse through a magazine . 
According to Kruger (1981 : 37) c1 l1I11ted vocabu~ary places great 
strain on etrect1ve reading and retards the tempo of reading. 
Pupils who rece1 ve instruction 1n a languaqe other t.han their 
mother tongue commonly exper~e~ce this. It is Just thdt more 
difficult for these pupils to comprehend and understand What the 
teacher wants to .rrpart to them . ~upils who have a reading 
problem will finc-J lt e;.:tr~mely <1l.tf1.cu1t to st:ay on par with the 
rest of the class. All th1s lends to a low self-image, low self-
confidence dhd 1.ow rnot:1vat1on Sm1th and Pachecc, 1994: 8) . 
Experience hds shown tttdt bldc~: an l coloured pupils , especially 
those from depn Ved md mar qi nal 1sed hdc~:grounds often do not ask 
questions in rlass . The,1 shy riway from debates in class . This 
phenomenon is expla111ed by Pretorius (1980 : 215) who found that 
the limited language code a t pup1 ls 1s tr,e result or a limited 
vocabulary of parP.nts. Bernstern (1n Ell!ers , 1981: 143) describes 
the language of the low soc10-F>c nomi -il stdL\.s tam1l1es as a 
' linquistically l11n1ted languane code ' anct ,..hat -he child 
internalises this limited lanquaqe ode long hetore he enters the 
school . The school is char,,ct,..,rised l 1 an extenc!ed langudqe code. 
This results in a discont1nu1ty betwePn the school and the ncml' , 
which manifests itself in a pupil who withdraws because ,f 
frustration, fd1lure , apathy an.l tear (Getzels , 1981 : 139-140) . 
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It 1s h ►:inq t r w many 
proper.y. ThclL read1na speed 1s n ► only 
p 1p s ,rnnot 
s~ w, tut snmP f I • 
oo not uuderstan 1 what tney rca 1. Pup1 ... s Wl h r adinq pcoblcm 
experience con~en► ratl n proL lPms . There 1s a pos1t1VP re.~t1 n 
between wea 1-: ancl slow r,..ad1ng and e1n1l 1 ty to · n cntrdtP "-or ong 
perlods Raa h , l9q2 : 24 . Such pupils must concen'"ratt: !liHO to 
read correctly and ir doing so, is not always capab:0 cf absorb1na 
the content . Tney might re,1rJ • he worcis correctly, hut do no grasp 
the meaning of these word because thesP words remd1n 
disconnected. 
Mot1vatea children who '1avc readrnq prohlc· , l ut Wont t 1mp1 ve 
their vcademic performancP , can, with the .. t._ .... sary help , improve 
their reading skills . A group of won1s are often used to dcscr1be 
an idet1 and as such hos to be read as a fixation. A child who has 
redding problems mtty be able t read words as single entities , but 
will lose the meaning of the complete message because f its 
inab1l1ty to read fixations. Th1 ·auses frustrat1on. A child who 
reads well , corr.prchends well and can learn well. 
4.3.8 Value-or1entat1on and sch~l~st1c success 
Behr et ,d . (198• : 29 di'f1nes value .. f,s " .. those things oc 1dee1s 
whicn ratter ~ost to the lnaividual and ceprcsent broad directives 
for action" . Van Der Zamie (1979 : oO) grees with Benr nnd Silys 
that values can dlso he seen as cr1tAr1a 1nd1v1ctuals use in 
evaluatrng things as o their relative desirability or merit . In 
summat1 n , values refer to "tht1t which determines a person ' s 
behaviour". 
Every child enters school w1th a spec1t1c pre-cietermined v,dt .. >.:: 
code . In this regari , Hrynner et al. (1982 : 11) write that the 
attitude a child a:i pts towards , say, the scho 1 or !.1s te,chec , 
is the proouct of exper1ence rJt nome , .. c .:ho J , r uts1te . The 
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111fL.1ences to which he has been subjected from birth onwards 
determine the attitude he adopts . This value code acts as sifting 
mechanism for the assimildtion of experiences . This determines 
which experiences arR acceptable and which are not . Getzels (1981 : 
139) argues that the value code of the school 1s often contrary to 
that of pupils . The norm of the school 1s characterized by 
achievement ethic , where emphasis is placed on delayed reward, 
which is symbolically linked to success. Smith and Pacheco (1994 : 
16) support this view and shows the importance of a subJect like 
mathematics , .1. f one wants to become an engineer one day . Getzels 
(1981 : 140) found that deprived and marginalised pupils have no 
appreciation for de.1.oyeJ grat1t1cat1on. Tr.~y want rewards now . 
"Freedom n"'w , education lc:1ter" wos a common slogan among black and 
coloured pupil~ dur1nq the l9RO ' s. To them, it does not make sense 
to study for long years. 
To many black and coloured pupils, schooling has lost its 
relevance . S::nith and Pacheco r 1994 : 1 7 J argue that ch1 ldren with 
a value code based on survival experience discontinuity or 
conflict in value-orientation when they enter $Chool since the 
school promotes values such as delayed gratification and children 
with such a value code seek irnrnP.diate graci fication . "You may have 
to study for 12 years at school and another 5 years at a 
university to qualify as an engineer" . To many pupils with such d 
value code, 17 years of ha··d study is completely out of the 
question . According to Getzels ,1981 : 1391 , this discontir,uity 
influences children' s attitude towards tne schooJ and the cnool ' s 
attitude towards the child . failure by sue-I"> pupils is ascrined to 
1ntellectual irrespon3ibil1~y or apathy and physical aggression . 
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4.4 The role of the teacher as creator of classroom 
climate 
The creation of d positive c~assroom atmosphere means thdt a 
climate 1s created 1n the class that will max imise teaching and 
learnina. This fueans tlat teachers must use their teaching time to 
the full. It means turther that the classroom will be a llappy 
pldce fo r pupils to learn . A positive cla~sroom climate ~s 
cha r acterised by teachers who care about their pupils . Teachers 
who demonstrate expl 1c1tly that they care about their pupiJ.s are 
1n a bette r position to w1n their co-operftt1on in academic 
endeavours . Pupils love caring ter1chers because · '",e·· want to be 
ciCknowledged as worthwh11e 1nd1v1duols. They love ~eu=hers who are 
concerned about tlle1r c:1-.. adem1c pr 1ress, ha•,r, high expect"t..1ons of 
them, trec1t thF:m as if they are COI!!petent ano ,ne resp,:msive LO 
their needs (Berliner , :Y89 : 15; Townsend-Butterworth , 1992: 421 . 
AccorJing to Doveton, et al. (1991: lo) the atmosphere in which 
pupils find themselves plays a role in the formation of dttitudes . 
.l\n atmosphere 1n which care and acc,iptance are experienced fosters 
healthy attitudes . On the other hand , pupils who perceive their 
teache r s as uncaring uce ften d1ssat1sf1ed with their worl , 
r emain d i stant from their teachers and disengage from the process 
at lea r ning (Phelan et. td . 1992 : o9r•1 . Therefore the teacher ' s 
dedicat ion and comm1 tmen to effe.:ti ve teachinq plays n dec1s1ve 
r ole ir. t h e creut1on aud n•aintenance of a positive classroom 
c limate . Pupils would not llke to miss a les,:;on presented by a 
de d icated and effective teacher . ThPy would also not like to miss 
school because of him / her . It gives pupi s great Joy to be 
t a ught by such a teacher . In fd~L , pupils and parents will choose 
d schc,ol where eftect1ve teaching taJ.:es I lar,~ as far as possible . 
Ineffective teaching on the other han~, may lead to boreiom in the 
classroor . For some pup1 ls hore i m creates a· scipl1nary problems , 
encou r ciges absenteeism and d1srupt1 ns an 1 prom.:>tes tdk_ng time 
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off tasks (Berlirer , 
':lc<9: 1 Thus the pup ls att:1tude towards 
learning 1s greatly ~nfl1e~cea by a positive school atmosphere . 
Gern1nar.1 , et al. (10 ➔2 : 1 1 supports the view that t:ie teucher 
is the md~n creator of a specific classroom climate . The cl" e 
in the classroom has a :lirect intluence on scholdstic success or 
failure . The quality of teaching is a qreat determining factor for 
the att1t•1dP, interest and deqree c,f commitment- with which the 
pupil tackles his schoolwork . Brookover , et al . (l982 : 92-93) are 
of the opinion that , what 1 s noL taught is never learnt. Pupils 
achievement are considered to be the acid test for teacher 
effectiveness . If the pupil has n()t learnt , the teacher has not 
taughl. Accordingly, more effective teaching w11l result in more 
eftective 
comes to 
learning . This makes teHchers 1nd1spensable 
teachjng and learni11g. Clearly evident here 
teachers can make a tremendous contrihut1 n , towards 
when 
is 
it 
that 
the 
9) . establishment of a learning culture (Dovet,.m, et :11. 19Gl: 
Teachers perform two important functions: 
• They are the creators of an emotional and physical classroom 
atmospher e suitable for effective learning to take place . 
• The ir main function is to teach the pupils. 
The c r eation of a classroom clirr.ate impacts greatly upon how 
pupi ls feel a bout themselv~s , their teachers and their abilities 
t o be s uccessful. A success orientation (pur,lls believe and feel 
good about themselves) allows pupils to achieve higher marks and 
f oster s the confidence within them that , because their tedcher 
cares about them, they want to respond to that particular teacher. 
by doing well 1n their schoolwor}; {Smith and .>ache:::-o , 1994 : lAJ . 
r or effective teaching to take place, the teacher shou_rl be wel 1 
?rga nized , well prepared and hdve d well-mannged classroom as 
these would make pupils feel the need for- 1 earning . Pupils in 
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well-organized clo.ssroorns '{now whc1t 1s expected of them. Teachers 
ca11 prevent problems fr rn oc-curr1nq through qood preparation 
(Troisi, 197fl : R'. Mwdmwenda (1990:225) argues that teacher w'1o 
is well prepared, exudes a sense ot self-confidence and his pupi~s 
will perceive l1rr dS well organized . 
It is virtually impossible for teachers to be effective and for: 
pupils to learn 1£ the environment in which they find themselves 
is not conducive to teaching and lerlrning. Consequently, th3 
teacher should strive to create an environment in his classroom 
which promotes serious and orderly learning and in which pupils 
can develop socially, emutionally as well as academically 
(Sullivan, et al. 1966: 27 . 
The roJ e of the teacher as creator and maintainer of classroom 
di sci pl me and acddernic standards wi 11 be discussed in chapter 
five. 
4.5 The role of the principal as creator of school 
climate 
Research (Brighouse , 1990: 9) and Ho .linan , (1988 : 4-·48) has 
shown that the principal is the key person in effective sr-hools 
and that he, as principal, must be a dre, 1.er who will settle for 
nothing less but the highest expec-tations for students and staff . 
Wilson and Corcoran ( 1988 : 80) argue that " ... it is the principal' s 
task to develop a clear viP1on of the school ' s purpose , a vision 
that gives p.::imacy to instruction , and then to employ it 
consistently" . 
Although the school pr1ncipdl 1s ii1 c;1 better position to in1tic.te 
the creation of d positive school e1tmosphere , his Ptforts would 
come to nothing it he does not r~ceive unqualified suoport from 
his staff . The principal and his statf shou~d exemplify rln 
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a ti tud<? oi ~ rrm1 tmer.t- Lfl ornC'r to be s•.iccessful . They choulc! 
Pns11re hat the school has clectr and consistent rules and 
p0l1cies , which reinforce t8nCher c;Uthor:ity and promcte academic 
success and collccti ve invo.veP•'nt. of statf (Napier and Riley , 
l9R5 : J61) . vre::y 11979 : 244) t1oltis the view that extra-mural ctnd 
academic excellence can be ascribed to the importar.t role thot the 
principal plays ir1 the creation of a p::isi ti ve climate at hls 
school , tu the qual1 ty and loyalty cf .r 1s stdff and the didactic 
methods which are followed at school , rn the pursuit of qual1 ty 
teacr ing . The role of the prir:c-ipal as restorer of ::he learning 
culture, will be discussed in detail in chapter five . 
4 . 6 The school as factor in the learning culture 
Resear ch in the USA and Great Britain in the late 1970 ' s by Weber 
and Eoounds (in Silver , 1994 : 80- 81 and Chnspeels , 1992 : 7) and 
Mortimore (in Levin & Lockheed , 1993: 7) on the chdracteristics of 
effective schools , show~d that pupils can achieve acceptable 
academic standards, irrespective of their socio-economic 
circumstances . They found that factors such as strong leadership, 
a dedicated teacher: corps , high expectation , a positive class and 
school atmosphere , control ot pupil progress , strong discipline 
and clear mission of the school , parental and community 
involvement , contributed to that healthy situation . 
In the light of the above findings , schools oughl to encourage 
pupils and teachers to behave productively . There should be 
clearly defined values , norms , goals and a mission that would 
chann el the staff and pupils in the direction of successful 
teaching and learning . There should be clearly stated guidelines 
as to what lhe school stands for, and the direction 1t wishes the 
pup ils and slatf to follow . Lambert (1988 : 55) supports this view 
and s hows tha c the success story of a school is made possible 
throuqh a healthy organizational culture . Purkey and Smith (in 
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Wilsc:1 et al . 
schc---1 .is the 
1988: 4) touno U1dt orqe1n1:>at1onal culture in a 
key to effectiveness . Th,=, norm-, ruie:;, r1tuc-1 ~, 
v:1l11es , technology , curriculum and Leachlfl<J s:...rotegi~- combine to 
form an ~chievement culture. A school ' s ocqani~c1: .on has its 
origin in the mission to he accompilshed and the ae,als and 
objectives to be achieved. Pupil:; who find themselves Jr. such a 
school , w1ll tind it d1ft1cult to dev1ute J.rom -..;..:.::1~~r.ahle 
behaviour in the school (Iannccol'l" ct ed., 1985: 31; °f:1ts1r:c. 
1991 : 15; Saphier eL al. 19A5: 67). 
For a sor::ial system t.o function effectively, all memb~r:s of Lhe 
organization should know the prescribed rules and regulations that 
define expectations and appropriate beha"1our IMa1:;i tsa , 1995: 
146). Thls includes da:1-to-day rules and behaviour , stdndards of 
e xcellence , goals and philosophy and of cours~ , procedur~ for 
saner' "'riing inappropriate behaviour {Brookover et al. 1982: 102-
105). ,erefore the school should have rules and standards of 
behaviour .. or lunch breaks , c1ssernbl1es and all other activitie3 
that occur inside or outside the classroom . An orderly ~chool 
environment occurs only when pupils 
code of conduct (Gc1ddy, 1988: 514). 
and stafr obey the currP.nt 
It is noteworthy thc1t. scnool 
behaviour and achievement ate .r:P'ated. Pupils who misbehave at 
school are likely to do poollv in their schoolwork. As a result 
expectations for behavio•1r must be related to the learning 
process . Decisions on which behaviour 1s regarded as acceptable or 
unacceptable must , in most cases , be based on how t affects the 
learning cl 1mate . One must also not lose s1qht of thr~ tact that 
:..iehav1our in the wider mllieu of the school con aUact behaviour 
displayed in the classroom {BrookovPr et 81. 1982 : 1811 . 
The total school contributes to a positive Jearn1ng atmnsphere 
when a disciplined and orderly e:,vironrnf>Ilt 1& m,Hntained , .;1nce 
teachers then spend more time promotincJ p11p1l ,chievement . l-upl.ls 
also learn better in a well-organ1 :-ed, orderly and disciplined 
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prH,Clpo d Stoff hc,ulo share the envu: nment. 
respons.1t1li y Ot ere 1r1g an Hier.y, af nnci ci L,cipll n d 
env1ronrnen 1n 'tJhich acad...,m1c pursu1t:s ire 11ot disrupteo. ln ord>r 
to achicv~ this t lie fol 1 wing rl ... seip. 1nary prohl~ms shoul i e 
curbort: trua1,ey, aosentcc1srn, tardiness, loj 1ng, 1nsuhordinat1on, 
Vdndallsm anci usrur;tions. Luw.is (198: 173) 1s of the op1n1on 
trat Lt' h,, school 1s l ~ec m" ti learning eommun1t·1, concecrs 
ever discipline h0vc to be m1n1tnal and the approc1eh ha~ to he one 
of positive rc1nforeemcmt raLl "t tha11 punishr:tent. Pup11s have t.:he 
right o eoucat1.on frc>e from fear, d1.sruption, worry about theu 
s(tfety or tha1r psychotcn_c l ano physical wellhtdn;i. They dislike 
<JlsruntiVP actions caused by othci: pcp1ls , wnich ne:,,atively afte..:t 
'Ll,e -1 \a 1 i ty .:,f th...,ir t.choc,l!ny and f Pel frustrated when their 
ab1l1l, .o engage in academic activities is dii-rupted . They enjoy 
a h~nne atmosphere h•eause it enhance~ tl.eii: motale (Cruicxshank, 
198G:118 ; Berliner, 198 1l: 1 ) . 
Orookover ct dL (1982: 150-152 and Cruickshank (1Cl86: 115) found 
that in schools where pupil at no classes regulurly, thrir 
acaclem1c ••xpf'ctat1ons an! mor le r• hiqh and fUpils can :Sily 
talk to the ... r teacher ut t:h ir p rson 1 pt bl ms. In contr st 
pupils who are oft.en at nL from s h o r: ~ lv l ss instruction 
and devote less time to lnarn11,1 the de 1r~l skllls and knowledga, 
trnd as such are cdw&y.., frc1 j L ace re1 r: chers. Re1Jular 
attendance 1mp:-:ovcs school c!u, , men b c 11 , if pupils are 
::ichoo l they a re enq yed in acad0m 1 c 
2") stati'!S th•c a school u;,if rm 1 
ivitl<?b. Thompscn ( 1 r, l : 
ntribut s •o a posit1v 
school atmosphere h -.:a... 1t help o r r "~'t" vet clothes. 
A uni form m, kl'S pupils i<fo1 • y w1 h h 1 school n fosters ll 
sp1r.it of oneness &mong them . 
lll w y of ensuriny a posi iv h 1 ,r 1te is by makincr surr> 
~!. nupils ore &ct1vely inv lve I u hoo1 c iv1 1cs nct ex.• -
cm··rtllir act1v1t1es . Pupils wh obtain hi~h scores are als 
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pupils who pcirt1cipate in school activities su-h as debates, drama 
and sport . Pupils who take part 1n ex:..ra-curticuldr activities are 
often so 1nvo1veu L~at they are less likely to become delinquents. 
The converse is also true . Uninvolved pupils are much more 
susceptihle lo negative influences . Involved pupils are sometimes 
given leadership positions , which are necessary for their 
development. Giving pupil~ o leadership responsibility produces 
several henefits including improvement 1n d1scrnlinP, self-esteem 
and learning . The involvement of pupils in sport , drama and 
debates is also pedagogically JU'itit1able becau!-.e 1t aims at 
educating the child in totality (Horton and Hunt, 1984 : 304 ; 
Schultz et al. 1987 : 434) . 
4.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter it became clear that there 1s a definite 
r elationship between affective psychological factors and school 
performance . What the pupil "sees and br~ngs with h1m" , according 
to Jencks (1n Goodhlad, 1984 : 5) when he starts school , determines 
to a large excent how he will perform at school. 
Whcit has clear.ly also en,erged from this d1scussion 1s the 
import-'int role that parents, teachers ;ind the principal play 1n 
the successtul oc unsuccessful development of thP child . Success 
a t school 1s g r N1tly influenced by the krnd of conctitions that 
e xist inside the home and the school . 
In chapte.1.· five the researcher will investigate the contribution 
of v,H 1ous role players in testonnq or c>stablishing a positive 
lParning culture. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
TOWARDS RESTORING THE CULTURE OF LEARNING 
5.1 Introduction 
The crisis in education cannot be solved by 1nternational and 
national conferences; 11 will also not be solved by national 
politics, although politics can play a defini.te role. According to 
Bengu, (1994: 7), " ... the c• 1.sis in education, and reston.ng the 
learning cultu~e will only be realized to its fullness if all the 
stakeholders i.e. teachers, pupils, parents, the community, the 
state and the srhool make meaningful contributions towards 
achieving that goal". Thembela (1993:5) argues that the teacher 
is the one who can make the most meaningful contribution in 
restoring the cul i;urf' of learning. According to him, " ... teachers 
need to assume .:t positive and constructive role in addition to 
their constrictive roles as instructors, tutors and subject 
teachers. Teachers need to understand and p1actis", to a large 
extent, their role as mentors and guiders of our children ... ". 
Coetzee (1994: 1-3) writes that we need a c.:ulture of learning 1rnd 
that no other group is so crucial t ~hieviny this as teachers. 
The time has come for the politic,11 leaders of South Africa to 
realize the value of education and create the necessary climate 
wherein the education system mdy develop, free of political 
motives and agendas. South Africa possesses trnmendous human 
potential to ensure economic development, it the education system 
can produce a labour force that is h1Qhly trained and highly 
motivated. Teach~ng must net be regarded as a burden by the state. 
It should rather be regarded as an investmPn 1n thn future of our 
beautiful country. Bengu (1994: SJ supports this sentiment when he 
says that " ... we need to transform South Afr.1c;a <1S a whole into a 
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Learning Nation: u nation wln h pt1or1.t1ses tr.1.; development of its 
most valuable dSset , the human reso1u ces -,f this country" . 
According to Nxumalo, ( 1993: 55) , pup.1~s must start to realize 
that now i~ the time tor all South Atricc111s to stand together and 
restore the learning culture . Pupils nee,i to realize that they 
need to change their attitude towards their tellow pupils, 
teachers , parents and the school system. Taylor , quoted in Dekker 
and Van Schalkwyk (1989 : 258J, argues that the single most 
important ingredient in Japan ' s success is the Japanese attitude 
towards work. He continues by saying that work ethic includes 
factors such as group loyalty and a feeling of national similarity 
and pride. Holmes, quoted in Dekker and Van Schalkwyk (1989 : 258) , 
reintorces the value of quality education when he argues that the 
high level of education , of the population as a whole, helped 
Japan to challenge the econo~ic dominance of Western 
industrialized nations. 
Finally, al 1 the role plc1yers in the education process must 
understand that the ed11cntion of pupils is not going to be smooth 
and unproblematic. Certtiin social, economic and polittcal factots 
will impact negatively with the educational process. Through 
guidance as a supportive service, which every teacher must 
provide, Lhe educator and parents should strive to assist the 
child in a responsihle manner, to rid himself of those negative 
factors and adopt positive ones . This will leave the children free 
from confusion to pursue their main tdsk of l~nrning dnd 
developing. It is in the interest of these childrC'n , the future 
citizens of this country, that they not to be disturbed in their 
education (Thembela , 1993 : 11) . 
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5 . 2 Establishing a Learning Culture 
5 . 2.l The role of the pupil in establishing a learning cultur~ 
The President of rolumbia University, K1rk (Senn 1981: 511 
remarked that: " ... our young people, in disturbing numbers, appe..,r 
to reject all forms of authority, from what~ver source derived". 
Francis Horn (1971 : 217) expounds on the above , w1th the following 
words : "I see in the attitudes and actions of the activist pup.:l 
one of 
facing . 
the most serious problems our nation and the world is 
If there is a further escalation of the breakdown of law 
and order, the flaunting of authority, the abandonment of the rule 
of reason , and the reso1 t to violence , the very existence of our 
society is at stake" . 
Pupils must make a serious study of the above-mentioned and mirror 
themselves therein . That kind of attitude ,rnd behaviour is not 
acceptable today. Pupils should learn to r~spect and accept the 
authority of the school and teachers and must redlize thaL they 
are the future of the country . They need to develop a positive 
attitude towards authority, themselves , their future , their 
country, school and studies . Pupils should identify with scc;iety 
and its symbols . They have to learn to accept the sywbols , which 
signify the ethos and the deepest values of a nation or society . 
Young people should qualify themselves , not only to par ,~ipate in 
t h e i mprovement of their country, but to live for ano ; ~f r nd it . 
In conclusion, pupils must accept that the pac;t is gc 1c , education 
i s about t he future , and they are the future . 
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-5.2.2 The role of thP. family in res t~ring a learning culture 
Grego1y (196~ : Bb _tresses t-h1t tt1e family 1s , of all the social 
1nst1tut:Jons 1n ;.11l1ch I child Cal L1ni h1mselt , likely to h,ve the 
most profound 1nflu.n ·p on h s development. Colman and Jencks 
(1972: 253-25 ;.:,Upport the fllove with the1r publ .c1,:m 'Ea1ality 
and Educ,:;tional Opportunity' wnen they repot ted t ( " ... not good 
1nstruct1onal materials, ,•qu::.prr~, t, curricula, anc pedagogy in 
school, but whether or no therl" dre well educc1tf-ld, reasonably 
affluent parents at horn~ ac ounts most tor the margins of 
difference in students achievement". The family 1s the primary 
educational milieu, which serves as thn Uas1s upon which the 
learning culture mu::;t be rPstored. Ir 1s at home where the pupil 
is prepared aPti equJppei for hts task as student . Pistorius (1976: 
51) reinforces tbe 1mporLancc ot paren•s when he says that parents 
are the key figures in the educationol-ancl-maturat1on process of 
children . They are those who are net1rest o their children, who 
are in the best posltion to know, Cc.Ile .cm l pro,1ide for their 
children . In a healthy f 1m1ly s1tuati n, d child finds almost 
e;erything which 1s neerle~ for his str1v1nu co m,tur1ty. 
Families with low inc,me e:oe,.1Pnce mull mor..-. d1fficulue5 a5 ,"l 
result of socio-econumi' pro1>J er-~ such as poverty, un1"mploymcnt , 
instability and overcrowd no. r.1 n1s regar.d , Rc1r.1phele (19q2: 19) 
writes: " ... the family as 1 r.oncer .. curne unrler. s!".!vere strain. 
Weakened by poverty, OV-,!r:c•owd1•1c the .ieneral ~,ense of 
worthlessness cxper1encod by some aault5 , nc tjmily is not 
adequately poised to cope wi ~n polit1cis~~c. ancJ retell1ous yc.,.1th!-'. 
This resulted in the inten~J lcation o' tPnsi~n Le~ween the 
gener..., • ~ons , violence within t,,m1 s, ,1:it1 dCks 0,1 authority 
structurP.s at hume and -1t scho ,1 . r, vo11 wa., thus left 1n the 
lives of these you~q peop.e". 
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Due t s -1 -econom c ~r b ... ei ... , t m.lies wit! u l .,, 1ncome do not 
.;lwnys s, rv<' as actequut ba .s f r th ·reat1 n t a soun :l 
eorn.n9 culture. Soc1 -ec- nom1c reul1t1.es cause the ma or1ty of 
black and coloured pupils to devel r e1 specific c1cademic i>ackloq, 
wtuch makes it difficult for them Lo perform well academically. 
Nevertheless, par~nts may s 1 ll make meaninqfu! contr1hut1ons 1n 
order to a~.-1st with the creation or a learrung cult.Ute . 
Research by Armundson {1994: 141 , revealed that the family j5 
cr1.t1.cal to success ,,t school. This hold5 true regardless of 
family income or the parents' level of education. Bloom in 
Amundson (1990 : 14) studiecl people who had reached , what 1s called 
"world class level of accomplishment" , for example winning 
mathematics, olympic medallists etc . "'he research showed that 
ham., environment was cu t:ical 1n help1ng these 1ndiv1duals achieve 
excellence . Their families shared a nJ.mber of characteristics : 
they were hardworking, believed 1n doing their best , believed that 
evr-ryone should use time productively and should set goals and 
they emphasized self-d1sc1pl1nc . Bloom (!C-l?b: 103) also tound 
that these individuals reached high levels f accorrpl ishment not 
because of their 1nd1v1dual talen s but becau. of their hard work 
and the encourc1gement they received from • heH parents . In this 
regard, Jovial Rantc10 (C8pe Argus, 5 June 1998: 12) writes: 
"-We ' re not going to have quality education 1n th~ country if we 
are unpr.oci1Jct1ve . If th" teachers, learners an patents are :iot 
really plny1ny their part , th• n .,;P ure not qo1ng to succeec ' . The 
sccial and psychologicctl st1mul,.r1on of the child ' s academic 
devel:,pment by pareuts and other s.gniticant pPrsons L the home 
environment appedts to have an 1rnpo1tant 1nfH,nce on uc demi 
ability and acn1ev~rn,:mt. motivulion (WaJbcrg , 1984 : ..>98). 
Therefore, thr grc~test poi.:ent1al or increasing p11;-1l achievement 
U-,rough pare1 •ffort tesiJPS in the home (Eroc;,l:over et al . 
1 Y82 : 266). Pt1rents shoul perce ve ti eu: roles as " educators" 
thei. r.hilclren . Tht;!y sh ul~ srec ·1cc1lly teach their children the 
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importance ot pcJs1t1ve att:1t11de, responsibility, obedience and 
honesty . The home 1s thi:> primary effecL1ve place where children 
can learn these traits . (Wat:sor , Brown and Swick (1983 : 178-179) . 
One can conclude that for pupils to succeed at school , parents 
must play an active role. 
Parents must accept their children, show interest in their 
children ' s learning and hold high , but realistic expectations of 
them . In this re>qard , Armundson (1991a : 1?.) says that by showing 
interest in the child ' s learning and by holding high expectations 
of him, the Pdrents can develop attitudes that lead to school 
success . SP-giner (1983 : 4) supports this view by saying that 
parents ' expectations affect the chiJ d ' s performance at school . 
When the pupil feels that he is accepted unconditionally by his 
parents , it creates wit:hin him a natural ability to join in with 
his peers . J a cobs (1980 : 60) supports this view ana says that the 
child does not need to prove himself to his pee.: group . It is 
therefore not necessary for him to be aggressive, suspicious , shy 
or withdr awn in order to develop friendships. Acceptance by 
parents negates a negative view of education . The pupil who feels 
accepted by his parents does not develop a guilty conscience . 
Briggs (1970 : 1) supports this view and says that it is the 
child ' s feeling about being loved or unloved that affects how he 
will develop. 
Parents ought to listen when their children want to speak to them . 
Rachel Pinney ( 1988: 3) feels stror,-..1 y about the fact that some 
parents and other adults do not really listen le their children . 
They have to interrupt to bf' heard at all and are then only 
r eceived i1. pa r t or with condescension . Yet to be heard and 
appreciated is essential to a child ' s growth . The whole family 
must develop a str~ng family unit , a safe haven for everyone where 
ch ildr en should fee. free to discuss their problems with the full 
confiden ce that they will be heard and helped . Parents who are 
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-extreffiely busy, who work long h urs, must sorreh w f1111 the ti~e to 
l1steL and sp0nd quality time with their ch1.dren. 
Parents should s~ppo~L their child1en and rndin a111 pos1t1ve 
reld Llons w1 th the school. The relations hetwPeJl the sch ol and 
parents have a great eftect on the school · 1rnat('. A pos1t1ve 
relationship with r:-utual support and underscanc11ng 1ncreaseb the 
effect1 veness of the school, while a 11cyat1 ve relationship mdy 
inhibit the learning culture (Chr1speels , 1992: 173-174) . 
Houlihan, 1988: 89) holds the op1n1 r that for the school to 
operate effectively, the support of parents are of utmost 
importance. Whenever such a relationship deteriorated, so did the 
children's attainment (Lopez et al. 1986 : 118) . Parents must 
encourage pupils to do theu: best at school , make theJT> aware of 
the value of education, and Le aware of what they are leanung at 
school dnd assure them of their wholehearted support. Parents 
should ensure that their ch::.ldrcn have a yo cl breakfast , are 
warmly dressed and have the necessary books no equipment for 
their cask at school. They sho• 'd ensure that th ir children 
attend school regularly. They ought to ac-cPpt their respons1b1lity 
as parents and rmt transfer that role co the teachers . They should 
d1scipl ine their ch1.ldre11 and support and enforce the school ' s 
code of conduct . Children, whose parents have established rules 
for acceptable behaviour at home, have ~ittle d1ff1culty in 
adjusting 1n the classroom. They must remember that as parents , 
they share the rPsprmsibil1ty for the outcome ot their children ' s 
development (Marx, 1990: 3) . 
Parents must ensure that children do their homework reqularly . 
Engelbrecht, Yssel and Griesel 11989 : 190) describe J-.omewo.ck as 
s11pplementdry work (or the inculcation and application of wo rk 
that has already been aeal t with, which must be completet1 by the 
pupil after school hours. Homework 1s, in another sens£' , d link 
between the home and school - a s pecial means of c-ommun1..:at1on 
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-between parents and teachers. Cr.:icksh1.1nk !19A6: 11:i/ found :.hat 
schools that had frequent horr.cwork as~ignmcnt9 tended to have 
higher achievements . In this way teachers and parents jointly 
contribute to the pupil ' s learning when homeworlc .rnd study are 
consistently emphasised. For homework and the general success and 
academic development of the pupil , parents should create a home 
learning environment that supports their children and encourages 
them to meet the academic cha1lenges of the school . In South 
Africa , heavy parental involvement in and concern :ibout. homework 
is , according to Michael Cork (Cape Argus, 2 Junr,, 1998 : 13 ; Cape 
Argus, 15 June 1998 : 111 still very much a "middle class" 
response . This must change. All parents must become involved in 
their children ' s education . 
Parents ought to olay more active roles on school governing 
structures . Helen Maree ( Cape Argus 21 April 1998 : 10) stresses 
the importance of parental involvement in the governing bodies of 
schools . She says that the government does not have the 
administrative capacity to resolve the crisis in many schools . 
This is why the role of parents and governing bodies is critical : 
the parents , not the government , is in the best position to insist 
on professionalism in the classroom and make use of their legal 
powers to promote this. When paren~.s are actively involved in 
school governance , it sends the message thrcugh to pupils that 
their parents regard the school and education as important. The 
new South African Schouls Act of 1996 empowers parents and the 
community to a great extent. This Act handed parents the 
unp.e~edented responsibility over their children ' s education. They 
became primarily responsible for the education of their children 
through d emocratically elected structures (Cape Times , 21 April 
1998 : 13 ; Plainsman , 27 May 1998 : 8 ; Cape Argus , 1 April 1998 : 
1 5) . Repairs , guarding strategies against vandalism, the general 
running of the schools , appointment of suitably qualified teachers 
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and the general creation of the school ethos is , more than before, 
now in the h~nds of. the parents . This makes it more possible for 
the principal and teachers to concentrate on their primary task , 
which is to teach the pupils (Marx , 1990 : 2; Amundson, 1991a : 14 ; 
Amundson, 1990 : 16 ; Wirsing , 1991 : 18) . 
5.2.3 The r.ole of the school community in the establishment of a 
learning culture 
No school can function successfully without the support of that 
particular community i.e pupils , parents , churches and local 
business in the area. Community involvement is central to 
effective schools (Levin and Lockheed , 1993 : 10) . Horton and Hunt 
(1984 : 446) defines the community as a local grouping within which 
people carry out a full round of life activities . These activities 
include, inter alia, a shared sense of belonging together and 
common territorial base . Since the school may be regarded as an 
extension of a particular community , values of the school must 
reflect that of the community . Because a school exists within a 
particular r.ommunity, children of that community are most likely 
to attend 
influenced 
(Garcia, 
community 
that school . What is 
by the community ' s 
1991 : 45). Chrispeels 
in which the school is 
taught and learned .l.S greatly 
standards , values and beliefs 
(1992: 155) argues that the 
located, J.S cne of the external 
factors affecting the behaviour of 1ts pupils . Pupils are 
motivated by what they see around them. The local community 
provide~ the role models through its leading citizens , and 
reflects expectations o[ a certain level of knowledge and 
intellectual activities. 
It $houla be the duty of the community to protect and regard the 
school a nd staff as important and protect them against any form of 
vandalism. The community must bear its share of responsibility for 
the behaviour of c~ildren at school and particularly in the 
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community. Gage and Berliner (i:1 Mwamwenda (1990 : 223) argue that 
the kind of behaviour exhibited in school is a reflectlon of whe1t 
happens in the community . The c.011UT1unity "'houJd contribute to c; 
climate conducive to learning, by making i::s resources redd1ly 
available to the school . Jervices such as clini~s , libraries , 
health care centres and other support services ough~ to be 
available for children to use after school . 
The school , on the other hand, must carry out their daily tas~s of 
educating the children. They also need to inform parents about the 
academic performance of their children if they are going to be 
active participants in their children ' s learninq . Communication 
should be carried out by means of quarterly reports , newsletters , 
bulletin boards and telephone calls , if necessary (Stedman, 1987: 
219; Nielsen, 1992 : 5) . Schools should also request parents to 
sign work done by pupils on dail v basis . Schools should also 
arrange parent-tear.her one-en-one meetings where the academic 
progress of their children is discussed. During these meetings , 
parents are encouraged to inspect the books and practical work 
done by their children. This kind of meeting should be arranged at 
least twice a year . At these meetings, the school must stress the 
i mportance of education to the parents who in turn should carry it 
over to their children (Levine , 1988: 43 ; Stronge et al., 1991 : 
43 ; Macchiarola , 1983 : 30). To stay close to its clients, the 
school , like any other organisation, must make serving its clients 
a top prior ity (Sweeny, 1992: 72). Chrispeels (1992 : 156) points 
out that schools which provide thp opportunity for parents to helo 
t heir c h ildr en at home , and to participate in teachers ' 
i nstructional progra11UT1es , becon,e better informed about their 
child ren ' s progress which in turn will Lncrease teacher 
effectiveness . In this regard, effective schools recognise the 
fact that pa r ents are partners in the education process and not 
adversa ries (Townsend-Butterworth, 1992 : 42) . 
-
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Therefore tJOOd teamwor,: between parents , principal an i teachers , 
the school and the comrnun1ty, contribute str ngly towards the 
establishment of d healthy ledrn1ng culture which will become 
evident 1n good academic achievement by pupils. 
5.2.4 The role of the teacher in establishing a learning 
culture 
Houlihan (1988: 57) writes that the teach r, is the individual who 
works with youngsters, h .. s the power to influence and shape 
students Jike a potter n.oulclinq piece of clay. Th~re is no 
question that the role of the teacher must always be kep in 
perspective as a maJor determinant of school effcctivf::ness. No 
other group is so crucial to ach1evinq this as teachers . Helen 
Maree (Cape Arqus 21 April 1998: ll. ~ tresses the importance of 
good teachers and says that it is truism to state that an 
educational system is C"nly as good as th teachers it employs. 
Without a teaching culture, it 1s impossible to ~stablish a 
learning c11lture. It is ther fore essential to establish n 
effective working part11_rsh1p between parents, teachers and the 
f'!ducation authoritie .. 
Laws and regulations, no matter now harsh or good they may be, 
cannot guarantee effective education, t)Ut committed teachers can. 
For effective teaching and learning to take place, teachers should 
be the iucal role model for pupils o follow, also be well 
organised and well prepared, make h1s environment supportive to 
teaching and learning and p ly effective classroom practice and 
strateg1cs. The above aspects of the teacher in his effort in the 
creation of a learning culture will be discussed in qrcater 
detail. 
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S . 2 . 4 . l The teacher must he a role model 
Cocts e 
learning facil.1 tation behaviour. Accordingly, t ach rs will never 
er t a ulture of learning unless they ~odel heh v1ou conducive 
to 1 arning . Teachers must b enthusiastic, ;.oving towards th ir 
pupils and loyal ~owarcts their profes ion. The teacher should show 
his pup1ls that he cares for them. lie shou~d show interest in the 
pupi 1 ' s learning and success, and accept respons.1h1l i ty for their 
social and intell ctual development (Clift and Waxman, 1985: 5). 
Teachers should strive to knew the names of all pupils in their 
class because knowinq pupils by their n mes create a sense of 
pride within the pupils. He feels that the teacher cares and 
rec procat~s his teacher's care by striving to do his best to 
produce work of a good standard. Teachets must also praise and 
encourage pupils when they produce good work . PalonsJ.:y in Troisi 
(1970: 6) says that pupils must hav a positive caring perception 
o: t.e cher if the teacher is to rece.1 ve co-operation. Teachers 
must .... lsc show respect for their pupil:.. R spect begets r spect. 
Pupils who feel respected by their teacher will co-operat wi tt1 
h.1m, respuct him oo and try never to let him down. It 1 s also 
important to know that pupils l arn b tter rom som one they 
respect. 
1994: 1) .is or the op1nion Lhat teachers must model 
Only when tea1.:hers show pupils the .1mportance of living a llfo .in 
accordance what they b lleve, respecting an caring for others, 
being loyal to one ' s subjects, can the teacher. expect pupils to 
act 11 kewi sc. 
S.2 . 4 . 2 The teacher must bo wall organised 
Mwamwenrla (1990 : 225 1 argues that a teacher who is well prerared 
is well organised . Such a teacher exu es a message of sel t-
conf 1dence and his pupils will perceive him as a person who knows 
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exactly wha• to do , how co do his w rk anrt 1s aoal-dLrected. They 
know what Ls expected of them and will follow hlm because he leads 
Lhem with author1Ly . Th~s authority 1s vested in his mastery of 
his subJect kn ,wledqe. A wed-organised tcachet will always have 
his wor.k well-planned and woul j co~e to school fully prepared for 
the lessons he m~s teach. Wnll-prep red and well-presented 
lessons improve the quality of in truction and reduce boredom and 
restlessness. A wcl I-organised te cher is also cs good manager of 
classroom disclpl.ine . Tro1s1 (197 : 8) believes that many 
d1sc1plinary probl~ms can be averted 1 f te chcrs prepare their 
lessons properly. Gibbons (Saturiay Star, 15 J1nuary 1994: 91 
supports Troisi and says thcs discipline 1s the key, which unlocke 
the door to a stable enviro11rnen Only with stability '-an 
effective learning take place nd w1 h the d s1reo classroom 
atmosphere , can the teacher devotf! maximum time to teacn1ng his 
pupils (Jones, lq87: 8 ; Purkey & Novat, 1984: 50). Teachers who 
are well org3n1scd arc entl,usi s ic n well equipped fo= their 
daily tasks. Such t achers velop r c1proc 1 posi 1ve inner 
disposi ions and attitudes among thP-1r pupil Pretorius, 1982: 
136; Ch rlon & David, 1989: 218-21 
S . 2.4.3 The teacher muat make hia / her environment aupport1ve of 
teaching and laarninq 
Hargreaves (1975: 116) argues that 11.. is h teach r who is the 
principal crecstor. of th climate that: prevails in the classroom 
and the teacher largely determines the pupil's response. Teachers 
cannot teach eftectively and pupils cannot learn effectively, i 
the environment in which they fin themselves is not supportive of 
teaching and lParn1ng . Consequently, the teacher shoulcl ere te an 
environment .in his classroom which promotes serious nd order.I y 
learning and 1n which pupils can develop socially, emotionally and 
academically. The teacher should introduce a code of conduct and 
must ensure that every pupil understands and adheres to that code 
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ot conduct:. Sullivan et al (1986: 21) nrques thaL a clean room, 
well arranged desks, wall charls , proper lighting and ventilation, 
encourages effective learning. In contrast, a dirty classrcom, 
haphazardly arranged desks, poor lighting and v~ntildtion, absence 
of teaching-1!:!arni.ng aids and wal 1-charts, may hamper the 
effective, well-organised teacher in his etfort to produce quali.ty 
work. 
Classroom climate has a profound effect on the attitudes of pupils 
toward the school, on academic achievement and on pupil behaviour 
(Germinario et ed. 1992: 11 &13; Pretor1us, 1982: 97). A positive 
classroom climate is one where pupils develop intellectually, 
wher.e pupils exercise posit1ve reciprocal behaviour and influence 
and where group norms promote learning-teaching oujectives. ln 
this kind of atmosphere, a strong teacher-pupil-motivation as well 
as a tee ling ot positive self-worth can be expected {Schmuck & 
Schmuck, 1979: 27J . Pretorius (1982: 98) argues t:hat a climate of 
estrangement, competition and susp1c1on create feelings of anxiety 
and fear which inhibit acddemic achievement. It is therefore 
encumbent on the teacher to ensure that d climate which promote 
academic excellence prevails in his Glass. 
A positive classroom climate is chdracteristic of one where pupils 
feels safe, respected and caLed for by the teacher. Teachers 
should refrain from nicknaming, insulting and labelling pupils . 
Nicknaming by teachers could hurt the self-image of pupils , which 
rndy hamper the creation of a positive classroom climate. Lopez et 
al. (1986: 11) refe.r to labelling and argues that in keeping with 
self-fulfilling prophecy, they were ,Jb}Q to !:iee how a ldbelled 
child reinfor.ces the behaviour implied by the label and appeared 
to internalise a self-image that accorded with that label . 
Teachers must thereiore guard against nicknaming and labelling 
pupils. They should rather exhibit . i"elings ot appr:eciation and 
trust towards pupils. 
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Teachers shoulci also encouraqc pup1 ls not to be afraici to maJ.:e 
mistakes . Germinano et al. ( 1 g~•2: 15-16) hel 1eves that academic 
achievement is influenced pos1t1vely in an atmosphere where pupils 
are not afraid to maJ.:e mistakes 1n their striving to do well at 
school . Pupils should not be a fr aid to is~: questions even 1f it 
may be perceived by others to le stupid a11d sub-standard. 
Teachers should also encouraye an atmosphere of success . 
Experiences of success create self-conflctence, which in turn 
encourage greater level of pupil input , which may translate into 
higher academic excellence . In short, success breeds success . 
Similarly, lo~ achievement decreases positive effect, which in 
turn depresses further achievement , and this further decreases 
positive effect (Blooffi , 1976 : 103) . 
Good classroom management and supportive teaching- learning 
environment are important because t! ~e allow the teacher to spend 
more time teaching and helping pupils to learn. 
5. 2. 4 . 4 The teachers should use effecti "~ r..lassroom methods and 
practices 
Effective classroom practices are fundamental to achievement and a 
climate of success. Effective teaching practice enhances the 
pupil ' s chAnces to 1earr1. Components of effective classroom 
practices include good instruction by the teacher to his pupils, 
varying his didactic appr.oachos to make learning fun , be creative 
and thought!:ul of the urnqueness of each pup1l . He should check 
h1s pupils ' hooks regularly and give tests on a regular basis. The 
results of class test.J should be communicatPd o his pupils as 
soon as possible. Houlihan (1988 : 97) and Shipman (1968 : 112-113) 
argue that teache::s should give r.ecogn1t1on to and n'!ward pupil 
achievement. Research done by Wilson and Corcoran (1988 : 15) 
revealed that recognition of ancl rewarding pupil achiPvement are 
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important factors in effective schools . Recognition and reward are 
powerful cultural symbols which , over a period of time , influence 
the habits, attitudes and behaviour of pupils as well as teachers 
(Chrispeels , 1992 : 176) . 
Wilson and Corcoran (1988 : 105-107) suggest further that teachers 
may provide recognition of and re\1ard pupil achievement in the 
following ways: 
- Hold regular exhibitions where the work of pupils are displayed, 
Issue certificates and special awards foL outstanding 
achievement , 
- Invite parents to these exhibitions . 
There is no doubt that it teachers use instructional approaches 
that promote high lev0ls ot achievement , pupils are more likely to 
view their school experience favourably and see themselves as 
success tu 1 learners (Schultz, Gllass & Kamhol tz , 1987 : 434 ; 
Phelan , Davidson & Cao , 1992 : 699-700) . 
5.2.4.5 The teachers should create and maintain classroom 
discipline and moral standards 
Hamm, (1989 : 109) writes , " ... if one is to obtain an education it is 
easy to see that one must necessarily become disciplined . 
Education without discipline is impossible". Every teacher must be 
a true disciplinarian. In dealing with pupils , teachers should be 
cautious and be aware that comments touch the inner feelings of 
pupils . Teachers should be aware never to lessen the self- esteem 
of pupils , even while disciplining them . 
-
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G~noLt (1972: 149) believes that a teacher can be most destructive 
or most instruct! ve 1n dealing w1 th everyday disciplinary 
problems. His instant response mates thP difference between 
condemnation ana consolation, rage and peace . Good discipline is a 
series of little victories in which a teacher , through small 
dPcenc1cs , reaches a child ' s heact. Discipline, like surgery, 
requires precision, not random surgery or rambling comments. 
Teachers should never insult pupils, use foul language, raise 
their voices or use force to get their point across. A teacher 
never abdicates his moral authority . His n1scipline 1s never 
bizarr~ and his correction never sadistic . He lives by the laws of 
compassi~n, even when challenged by pupils to defy 1t. Hargreaves 
(1975 : 206) stresseu the importance for teachers to exercise 
correct discipline with consistency. He says that wi thou 
discipline children arc likely to turn the classroom into a circus 
without a ringmaster and the teacher will become demoralised and 
exhausted . 
5.3 The role of the principal in establ1sh1nq a learninq culture 
The principal is the sin9le individual in a school who has the 
biggest influence ln establishing and maintaining the learning 
cu!ture at hat particular school (Br1ghouse, 1990: 9; Wilson and 
Corcoran, 1988 : 69) . Effective leaders run the schools rather than 
allowing them to run by force of habit (Mccurdy, 1983 : 22). Without 
the leader~nip and 1nitiat1ve of a success or.ientated, goal-
directed pr.ncipal as the oroan1sat1onal leader of the school, the 
various elements of an et fect:ive scnool such as discipl.1.ne and 
order , pos.tive attiLJdes , high expectations and u positive 
climate car never become a reality . In this sense, the principal 
1s that nost influential 1nd1vidunl in a particular school. 
Houl ihan (1988 : 45) supports this view and says that any success 
in t h1s area must f.1.rstlv be related to the role of the p r inci pal 
and the kind of job he/she doe~ on a daily basis . Sonn (1986 : 124) 
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believes that serv1ce to the commun1 ty should be the principal ' s 
biggest commitment . According to him, a principal ' s job is not to 
sit behind a deck or to busy himself only with school matters. 
His job is to lo k outwards towards the community . He continues 
and says that the parents are his employers , not the state . Son 
(1986: 124) continues with the tollowin,, wuri:;; : " ... if one of the 
mothers of my pupils came to see me 1 treat her as my boss . 
I would rather makP the inspector of education wait than to make 
her wait. Our whole school must be available to the community . Our 
schools must be used for meetings , 3portinq activi'~ies or even 
people studying who find 1t diff1cul· to do so at home . Schools 
must not becomP pr.sons or ivory towers - it must be used by the 
community". Today ' s effective principals show strength through 
their ability to persuade teachers , students , and parents to give 
their fu l1 support in making schooling meaningful and a joyful 
experience (Mccurdy, 1983 : 22). Pacheco (l99o : 128) describes the 
principal who promotes a positive learning culture as below : 
- One who 1s true and loyal to his academic aims and goals . 
- One who creates and maintains a climate of high expectations. 
- One who functions effectively as an instructional leader. 
- One who is dynamic and result-orientated . 
- One who promotes an atmosphere 
support. 
f co-operation ar.d reciprocal 
- One who establishes and nu.intains discipline and order in his 
school. 
- One who manages his time effectively. 
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- One who fosters d positive relationship between ms school and 
the pdrents and school cornmun:.ty . 
- One who ensures that teachers and pupils are fully aware of 
their job or task description . 
5.3 . l The role of the Principal as Manager 
5.3.1.l The concept manager 
manager is someone who 1s responsible for the administration, 
organisa~ion and control of an organisation . By virtue of his 
position , the principal can be r garded as the school manager 
since he is responsible for its administration, organ1sation and 
=ontrol. As manager he is also responsible for the effic1ent 
mana gement of the school in all its facets and is accountable for 
everything that happens in it. This includes managing his 
administrative tasks , teachers , pupils and the whole process of 
education in the school . Management of the school would also 
entail long-term, medium-term and short-term planning . 
In order to manage the school, as an organisation efficiently, the 
principal must plan, organise, exercise control and supervise 
(Badenhorst et al. 1978 : 58) . In o.r:der to make the management of 
the school effective, the principal selects certain teachers who 
assist hi~ 1n this task. Th~se teachers are called department 
heads . 
Since school management is intended to bring about the effective 
functioning of the school and as such to promote academic 
achievement , the principal delegates certain functions to his 
management team wnich consists of himself and hectds of departments 
(Lipham, 1981 : 13 ; Goldman , 1966 : 79) . While delegating various 
tasks to his management team, the principal remains accountable co 
-
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parents ar,d the public for the effective running and ultimate 
success of the school. Implicit here 1s that good management 
practices generat~ and sustdHt commitment by teachers and pup1 ls 
to the learninq goals and send important signals to the school 
community (Van Schalkwyk, 1990 : 73) . 
Because school management revolves arourid instructional mission, 
it affects instruction in various ways and as such, managerial and 
instructional activities should be intertwined . In this regard, 
Mccurdy (1989 : 39) sees the role of the principal as manager and 
instructional leader, as quite compatible and complementary. 
The principal as manager of the schcol has varjous 
responsibilities . He is responsible for the adm1n~stration and 
organisatj on of the school. Planning is probably the most 
important function of the principal. Planning goes hand in hand 
with organisation in school. According to Van Der Westhuizen, 
(1991 : 451) planning and organisation is that management task 
which arranges the activities and resources so that they are 
purposely directed towards achieving the goals, tasks, duties , 
respons.;.bilities and the authority required , identified and 
allocated to staff. 1: 1·, the duty of the principal to create the 
organisational structure of the school. The principal mu~t ensure 
that the administrative staff performs the administrative tasks 
and enough subject-rooms are allocated for the various class 
groups . By doing this , he ensures that the teaching personnel 
spend enough time on their instructional duties . Other duties 
include setting school and classroom rules , developing curriculum 
goa ls , ensuring that .. -riting and text books are purchased and 
va rious other needs of the school are provided for (Van Der 
Westhuizen, 1991 : 178 ; Mccurdy , 1989 : 21) . Ubben et al . (1987 : 26) 
assert that the principal as manager of the school has to plan at 
macro, as well as at micro-level . Macro- level planning entails 
which courses are to be taught which teachers are appointed for 
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which qroup of pupils and how scheoules are to be organised . On 
m1cro-levcl , 1nstruct1onal co-ordination focuses more directly on 
the detailed organisation of the curricular and instructional 
programme . 
An essential part of management is control . According to Allan (in 
Van Der Westhu1zen , 1991 : 21b) , control in a scho0l contex t is to 
assess and 1egulate work in progress or completed, ensure eff1c~cy 
th r oughout the s~hool . F.fficacy in school includes monitor ing 
tactors such as en'>ur1ng that teachers are prompt and regular in 
their classrooms , pup~ls write class tests regularly and books and 
tests of pupils ara marked regularly by teachers . Other school-
nd a tea activities include record keeping of teacher attendance 
and performance, pupil acauemic profiles , correspondence to and 
from the educat10;1 department and healthy and regular 
commun1cat1on with the parents and school community (Kimbrough et 
al . 1990 : 31) . Callt;: et al . (1992 : 10) regard control as a 
process -t monitoring dCtlvil:1es to determine whether individual 
units and the orgdnis~t1on itself are obtaining and ut1l1sing 
t heir r esources eff~c lvely and efficiently so that organisational 
ohJect1vcs are c:1ch1eve~l, and where this i~ not so , to jmplement 
corrective act1on. 
F'or prtnc1pdlS o be succ.;essful , thP-y must also be good personnel 
munaqers . Che r no·,., 1n Moorthy (1q92 : 8) argues that the degree of 
success pr1ncipols achieve 1n school , depends on how etfect1vely 
they c,rn mi;lnagc people . An eiffl ·t1ve pr1ndpc1l 1s one who 
orch strates llis slafl in such a way th,'1L the school ' s 
OLg 1nisot~~nc1l g dLS ore dChiPv d . The principal , d5 personnel 
nianuqer , hor Lo t e i11slrumr>ntal lll the development of !1Js staff. 
Tl1is 111clu Jn th layjn9 t w11 ot f rocociures and polJcy for the 
sto l f. As rna1.r1qei ot the s;ch l , the pri11c1p,1l should d1so 
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1n1 ,te and encoura9e teo.chers Io upgracte th lt qUdlil:ications. 
He shoi.d encourage teachers o attend ln-serv1 c developruen 
trc1in111, :,urses and dSSlSt: new personnel Lo fit i:itc thP1r new 
work e, vL._ ~Pnt as soon as possible c1nd with the minimu~ 
distur:banc-<> of the d ily school programm" (Dean , 19 5: 108 ; 
Mccurdy, 1989 : 41 . 
The principal mu:.t also m,mage the pup11 s . The principal should 
ensure thc1 t pupils a L tend school regularly and on time . 
Disciplinary policy and procedures should be set up to deal ·,a th 
pupils who deviate from school policy, those who absent themselves 
from school or who arrive late at school . The principal should 
ensure that pupils adhere to school rules at all times. In this 
way, he can create an atmosphPre of learning and teaching 
(Newcomer-Cohle , 19~2: 33) . This view is supported by Kimbrough et 
al. (1990 : 274) who argues that most pupils expect the school 
administration to develop anrt maintain an orderly, cariug c;ind 
trusting school climate . Given such a milieu , pupils will succeed 
ad.mi rabl y and the school will be rewarded 1n many w ys f r 1 ts 
efforts . Apa from the aca jem1c programm , the principal must 
also ensure that all pupils arc given fair pportun1t1es in extra-
curr~cular activities such as sport, music nd debates CG 1 iman , 
1966: 72 . 
No school Cdn function w1 h ut m ncy. Each school must have! a 
hud1.tet. Piek (1 92 : 142 d finps 
plan through which educat1on 1 
:;ch l t udget as 11 1 n n a 
b c v, s ar implr.:mr>nt d nd 
translated 1n ore lity. Funls have t le ru1sel 
a.;si L in tl ,.. 
daily running of the sr-tiool . The funds ar !l('CPSS ry to f1nanc 
the necessities supplern ntary t t-h s pr V1d I y th du at1 n 
department. The pr1nc1pal ' f r1tnary t l lS t f1Clll the 
education of pupils , and WlU that r l mes t ht> man em nt f 
school timmces. With ut proper !:1nan 1al C I r 1 n h fart 
th,• princip 1, he JChool ' ff b t1 y br u1h 
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into question (Wc1lter and Marconnn1L, 1CJ89: 17; l<.ce e( al. 1974: 
213). The preparation ot a oudg~t involves a clear Col~ula ion ot 
all projected income nnd exF,,enditure . It is .--ssenl.lal for the 
pnncipdl to plan his findnc1al cxpendlt:Ur" for: thr1 yen caretully 
1n order t:o attain c1 fair l>alcrnce bet.ween 1ncomr> an expenditure. 
It is therefore important fo1 hirn tn be fam1l1ar with basic 
accounting practices and have th~ unie1~t:Rnd1ng ol l1nancial 
statements , bud,~etary conlrol and bas1c MJ',•'Y IPc naqement sin lls 
(Walter ~t al. 1989: SJ . 
The 5chool ' s tinanc1al hooks should be a11d1t~d 11t the end of each 
t1.nu1 ,.. ial yei'lt . The purpo:c;e of an auilt is to ensur" that there 1s 
justiti t t•.n tetwe~:, expenses and incom1..:. From tins the pr1nc1pal 
and his mana 11°,..'llent ~ ... :i"' ohoul l tc> in a pos1 t1on to see where the 
school over: or: ' lf'I ;r. ~: r: t v r tne pest year alld ma~:e car recl:1 ve 
plans and action tr. L,, t i·l1 omi111J vee1r. The prJnc1pd should 
not: see aucht of sc;;hooloooks r,~im11a inq, b1..t- rnther h, lpf11J i11 
assist ng the school to spend t:h, ir money 1n t:1'P wf!y mo neede 1 
(Rossow, Jgqo: 2uC"JJ. 
The pr1nc1pal as manc1ger of t ,cilit1cs nust 
school hu1ld111g, spc,r: t.s e4uipment, t d 11~n1.1 
such ,is tcxttooks and l.1l rary o k':l, 
automation sucn ::s I ro, .. l rs, , e ev 1 1 
looked a fte1 P ck, l fl92: lJ -11 
• s ,~usu r.e n;:i t h~. 
1nd 1~arning resource 
h U ,111 -J clas., t 01.1m 
end v1 iPo~ ure w 11 
Commun1c;ot1on 1s a very imr rt inL f 11 l m 11e11· m<>11'. N 
school can exist without as un1 mr·1m1 ,t.1 n system. I' b--n tt 
al. (1 92: 74) argu, thtt r10 on• 1 "n ~ t:C'tt r f>OS1t1 n 
pos1 ively 1mpe1c on h•• r:El ton lilr tP ,1 en tilt h 1 an<.J th,, 
out:s1Cl commun1 y th,m th rt1nc1p :. R , ct ,1. .l 1/4: 
sugges thct the pt1nc1pitl houl 1 s1ell out ci<>l1111te l' 11 l"':> t11.rl 
procedures r qar Jin<J .!. .. su . c rnmunic<1t1 n w1 th h, dr>p r m, n•, 
p 1r:en s, corpor<1t1• worl t, •• lu utlOllcil wprt .,cuvic•s, ltihr 
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organisations ctnd various other bodies . Through positive 
ccrru--:iun•cation, all role players 111 the eriucdtio11 of pupils will be 
awar:e of what 1s expected of them . Tlus prom< tes success 1n co-
operation among the parties concerned and dcterm1neE', to a large 
extent , an orqanisat:ional eft1c.1ency and co,.es1,.•cnPss (Wood et 
ed. , 1985: 106 ; Dcc=rn , 1985: 145) . 
5.3 . 2 The role of the Principal as instructional leader 
5 . 3 . 2 . l Dafinit1on and aims of instructional leadership 
The fundamental purpose of inst.cuctiona l leadership is to induce 
cducr1tors to tnstruct eftect1vely and pupils to l~arn eifectively. 
Mccurdy 11989 : 19) secs instructional leadership as leadership 
towards educational ,1cluevcment hy the princ1p,il who makes 
111struct:1onal quality the top pr:1onty of t.:ile scnool. Donmoyer et 
111. (1 88: 20) supports tills view unci says tha an 1nstr11ct1onal 
leader ts somconn who t1as a s1c111 .. fi~dnt: .impact , for the better or: 
wor:se , on pupils ' opportun1t1cs o lcar n in the classroom. Wnght 
(1991: 114) holds the view t11aL u1 t1uc-t1onal leadership 1s t:he 
pr:1nc1pnl ' s roln .111 provirl.1.11q clirnct.1 n , r sourcus a11ct s11pport t:o 
tericher:s ,ind pupils for tho mprov~me:-it ot t",1ch1nq anci lea1n111g 
at school. The pt1nc1µal is dl1 1rstruct1onal ledciPr since he 
1nev1Lahly influences anl supports t:ne 1nstruct1onol proCP.SS Rt 
school. The ultimate ,um 01 111struct1on.t1 lc,,ci.,rslnp is to dcv,,lop 
dl1'1 t ostet 0ffec;t1v~ schoo11nq , to lertci the school towc1r.ds 
e xcellence ancJ t.o rnsur:n that c11ch, rs AIICI pupl~s woo: with 
u11l1m1t?.Ct en""L•JY I.: Set> that r>.v 1yone accompl1shes t1tect qoals 
!Bd r: t.:o I l , I 9~0: l • l . 
5.3.2 . 2 The principal as instructional leader 
Mccurdy (1983: l'l tie pr1nclp tl <IS lllStrtlC ionr1l 
leadl"r as one with concret• Hteas v11cl sr.lls to Intl>:e ldeas wor:k . 
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It must be leadership 
principal who mdkes instrurt1onal quality the top priority of the 
school and realises that vision. 
oward educational achievement by a 
The principal as instructional leader of the school must promote a 
positive climate for teaching and learning to take place at 
school. This will enhance the pupil ' s performance 1n the process. 
Through instructional leadership, the principal sets the one for: 
the school, the cl1mate for learn1nq, the level of professionalism 
and morale of teachers and the d gree of concern for what pupils 
may or may not become (BlumbPr9 and Greenfield, 1980: 44). In 
order for the pr1nc1pal to occomc an effPCtlve instruction 1 
leader , he shoul rl not al low h imsel r to become sccl uded in h1 s 
office , hut should be visible and in constant contact with the 
various components of the school populat1on and remain acccss1bln 
to them. As instructional leader, he should dev lop teach 1.s and 
see to the provision of the school ' s rcsour s nd f ci 11 ti s, 
become a curriculum l~ader, our rvi e and v .. lu instru i n, 
provide rnstructional support nd et th s ho l's 1nstruct1ona .. 
policy and goal (Mas1tsa, 199 : J ) . 
Staff 1Pvelopm nt is vi,w s 
improvPm nt or the t:Pflchc,r ' s h1liti s. It is th duty of the 
n es nt:i l vati bl lo Lh 
princip 1 to st: hl1sh, m int in nd SUf Prvi 
staff dev~lopment nd cnsur th t 
opportunity find encourag ment t:o . v~l p Jn w y 
nh nee his bllity (Marsh, lGG,: 1 
vnry teach:. ha 
chool pol y fr 
the 
th t: WOUl 
HOHi (lG88:8) hol s th ViRW th L ff d Vcl pm nt: to US(> n lmpr.ov1ny personn l p rforman by 1m t vlng e1ttitud s n m r le ncl as such ratsinCJ •h qu l Jty [ t,-, hing. Th ~nh n m nt: f hP t:enchor ' s c pa iliti er t a herd VC'lopm nt l 5 0 acher 
effectiveness, which wiJ 1 , mos lll • y, ulm1n 1 n in t:ru t n 1 ft er-tf vcness. 
N 1. 1•89: 12). 
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As curriculum leaacr , the pr1ncipa~ should exercise curriculum 
leadership by letting teachers k&ow that he takes his task 
seriously (MCCurdy, l,89 : 28 ; PnJak and McAfee , 1 G92 : 24-27) . The 
principal should ensure that he takes a l0a,1 in helping in 
establishinQ param0tcrs for de ign1ng the curric~lum that will 
include opportur11t1es for each pupil to e1chinve his maximum 
learning potent1a., wh11st taklnq 1nto account that the schoo1 ' s 
curriculum 1s consistent with the school ' s uoal . The curriculum 
should ccommociate the net>ds, 1n erests and c.1spirat1ons of the 
pupils and should inc~ude prPparat1ons for tertiary education and 
for good c1t1zenship Goldman , lg, t : 43) . 
As instructional leader of th~ school , th principal s hould 
constantly superv1 e and evaluc.1Le the lnstructlonc.11 process. 
Effectiv 1ns ruction should be the ultim te goal ot every 
teacher . Sup rv1s1on enbble the prin ipal t know what is gc;in 
n in th classroom, wh rea v lu~ on anables him to Jnow 
whcth r stand r ls are rn 1nte1lned . Goldman Cl n : 49 ma1nta1n 
that through super.vi n nd v lu 1 n th tcachm ' s str ngths 
and w akn ss my be id nt1f ed and th n sary remed1 t n 
b ta~:en . Houlihan 19 4 xp und n th hl nof t f 
COlltin IOUS C ntrol and V Utlti n . Jrln j hl r 
n1e I concluded th t wh"r th valu t1 n w r u 
frequency anct fe db 1 , h• l ve f t,..a ten I 1 t t 
more prof ss1onal. Th ul .mate 
promote profoss1onal growth m ng l.i 
is s rious 1n his Cto,ts t 
teachars , nus be vi i l». W ldy 
that in no othet e1ru is h prin lp l ' 
in his inslstnnce th t v ry tcwch r 
w.i h int r st1n1 and hall nalng 
principal sho11lc1 bP. 1n 
th pr inc1pa1 
Th pr nc pi, w 
r wth m ng l11 
y , 4 Wtl t 
1nt1u nc~ t lt m 1e th n 
w l pr 
an I 
rv1n 1 
very ay 
ct1vit1 
1 h r , 
The 
off ring 
SUJ port and SUqlJ• .:itlon . Tl 1S y f q d tea h1n may be th 
most 1mp rtint sin l ln 1 1 n rrin lp I n h v .n 
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providing students with a schoo: that is a comfortable, exciting, 
stimulatinq, lr•arn1ng place". Everyone must see his enthusidsni and 
concern for his school and statf. Lee {1~91:83) points out that 
principals should do regular class visits to supervise the 
instructional proqrammP . Andrews et al , (1991: 991 who says thdt 
to he an effective supervisor, the ptinc.1pc1l must "show up" or be 
v.1s1ble, supports this v1ew. His presence must be "felt" 1n every 
area of the school ' s acti vi tics . According to Peters ( 1987 l as 
cited in Andrews et al . (lr;91 : 99) a princ1pnl cannot be effective 
if he .s 1n the offlCP for mor,.. than a ch1rct of the school time . 
He shoulcl b~ around lie school grounds Dnd visible to all pupils 
and staff. 
As the prov1der of instruct10.1al support , thr> princ.1p l should 
instil positive 
programme (Gayncs, 1990: 41 ; Haugheyet ot 1 . , 1 G92: 112; Rossow, 
ttituic towards the school ' s instruction 1 
lt:90: 42l. He shoul J re t-e a cltmat 
pupils comfort bl in m tlng t:h ir daily h 11 ng s so as to succnod 1nst:rJc ion lly. 11bb n t al. Jg ay h t school With a good 1nstruct1 rt L l 1m te nabl s pupils to p rce.ivc nd r 1nf re the norm that h gh o h1evemen expect d from all ot them. In Old l to ;:,r ,m r gula1 school ciLtendance, 
th makes tea hers and 
t:hc pr1nc1pal should d vis 
c hnl IU b n i srn mlmm1s 
among pupils nit achcrs and 1nv lvc par, t in the r solution of 
school pro1>1 ms. T avoid 1 Ilene nd uuc rtc1i nt:y t s h ol, h 
should nsur~ that evPry t ach t nd pu11l 
timetable <Heck, l 92: 26!. Overall th pin qal sh uld pr v1 e 
ware of th school 
support by 01n ev,,ryth1ng t 
food t: 'Achin ml 1, ruing . 
n our ge, r c 111sc ,nd rciwarcl 
As the main player 1n 
.. cc 1 n J th s h 1 ' 
and 1oal, thn pnn 1pa1 must nav 
for his scho 1, wh, tfl h W(Jn 
ach1Pving it . u fur nd E I. r 
-
l 1 d 
n ti ucu n f l 1c-y 
! what h• wants 
h w h 
r u th hC'!, 
nt n 
th• 
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leader, must believe in and be certain of his visions for the 
school and that his staff must be totally aware of what his vision 
and tocus entai 1. As principal, he must develop a clearly stated 
vision tor his school. He should define that vision 1n partnership 
with teachers and develop an appropriate plan of action to enable 
the school to strive towards the slated goal, and empower teachers 
to make it a reality. He should also ensure that the goal aimed 
at , 1 s drticu lated to the pupils and community as this would 
encourage the staff, pupils and community to arrive at a sense of 
common and shared purpose and would un1te all the school 
ar.t1vities. What has been stated so far makes the instructional 
leader the der:1s1on-maker, miss1on developer and communicator of 
his school. Since the school ' s mission, goal and policy are solely 
and deliberately .intended to ir11t1ate, direct and facilitate the 
instructional process dt school, the pnnctpal dS their initiator 
can surely be regarded us the .instructional leaner {Mccurdy, 1989: 
19; Hord, 1988: 9, Cundrd , 990: 31 ; Bookbinder, l9q2: 42). 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapt 0 r stresses the impor.tancR on tit• role of tile Vat 1 ous 
partners 1n mak1nq E:!dUC:al:1on medrll.nqt:ul for pupils . This r.eSPar:ch 
hc1s shown thcJt learn1nq is not only the dCqu1sil1on of ~:nowledge, 
skills ,ind values, but th;i it a ... o leads to a ch,tngP 111 the 
behn •1our of the learnnr. 
The quest1011n,:11re ,uHJ 1r1t, v1 1•w r,,spofl~·es oricP a<Juln ti1qhl1qh ed 
the lead1nq r.oles th 1t pr1nc.:1pa , , teachers, p11renLs ancl thfl 
community play .1n t.h, crlucat1on .:>t pup.1ls. RPsponses show t:hat 
strong pt u1c1pdls run qooc schools arw ieve!op dNl1Cdtr>d teachers. 
The sturty has made ll C1Pdr t:hc1 ,~ lPr1rn1t1q culture 1s iepen<Jent 
on Lh() cu•at1011 of "' pos1r:1ve school , mo:;pherc - Uw 1s an 
dtmospllere wh1c;h m,ix1m1s., a hincJ uni le,1t111ng ty m,,k1nq 1t 
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feasible for these to occur- wi t.hot:t ar1y dist ractic n , 1owever 
small they may he . The mdin enance of h1gh academic ~~a~Jards at 
school has been founrl to be a posit1ve ingredient of a lear:n1ng 
culture because it makes pupils set high god ls and continuous 1 y 
strive for their dttainment . Since each pupil aspires to become 
someone in life constant motivdtlon of pupils 1s essential 
because it boosts t.he1r morale and keep.; them right on track at 
all times . 
In order to maximise teaching r-nd learning, adequate facilities 
and resources are PssPn ial ~ecDt:se they el1m1nate 1nconveniences , 
sharing and overcrowding, which hamper effective teaching and 
learning . 
Goon commurncation Jetween all partners in the educational 
process , parental involvement and support c.re ot paramount 
importance, because they c1r:e to ensure that pup1 ls ,He affotdt:ld 
the opportunity to go t.o school an j l , rn properly at home . In 
fact , pupils lear:n more if they Sl"e that heir parents , teachers , 
principal , ;ind the school comrnun1ty take education seriously . 
Community S\.:pport and facJl1t1es aid the festering of a healthy 
learning culture . 
Therefore , th1 study has ma le leer that f the pr1nc1pal, 
teachers , parents tind the commun1 ty w rk 1n n er: , they can 
contribute towards thP cstablishmr>nt [ o learning culture . 
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-ANNE:•:URE "A" 
QUESTIO!iNAIRE TO Pl PILS 
NAME OF SCHOOL 
YOUR NAME: 
YOUR SEX : 
YOUR AGE : _____________________ _ 
1. Kindly answer all ques ions . 
~ - Please c11ve your Cdnd1d opinions when ~nswer1nJ the questions. 
3 . There 1s no r1qht or wrong answer 
4. Your response will be trca cd wtch strict nf..dcnt1ality. 
5 . Make fl cross (X) 1n he appropriate bx and r mp .. et tho 
questions as per instruct1 ns . 
o. The following are cerms Jed f 1 on w r t the que tins . Ea h 
teLm has a number that w1ll appear in ne of the four l .. cks from 
which you h vc to choose no. Ch s th ppr priate b .. ~k and 
make your cross 1n 1t. 
1 Never 1 Uisaor mr t iy 
2 • Seldom 2 [ saqrc 
3 • Many tim s J Agr pa rt 1 1 .y 
4 • Alw ys 4 AJCC mplet, ly 
Thant you 1n a lv nee for y ur o-op rdL n . 
Kindly complete the foll win 1 qU•'S l n • he , t f y ur 
ahillty. 
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1. What do you think 1s the reason tor the declining m-'ltric 
results since 1995? 
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------·---------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- --------------------------------- ----
------------------------------------------------------------------
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PART ONE 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SCHOOL 
D1saqree KEY: 1: Disagree completely 
3 Agree part1ally 
2 
4 Agree completely 
2 . The school has rules or pol1~1es which 
encourages pupils to l~drn . 
3 . The school has cleurly stat:ed oims 
or goals to be achieved. 
4 . The school has rllll.l'i and reo11lcJl1ons 
which rl1rect the behaviour ot pupils 
inside and outs1dn of the school. 
C The school hus a Jlsc:p .... ned Jnd 
orderly environment. 
6 . The school env1ronmen• i. sur,I rt 1 v, 
to tecJC.hing and lec,trllriy. 
7 . All thP lessons star 1mm••C11,,t1.dy tif er 
the re-opening of the school ut ~e 
beg1nn1ng a l tl,u ye< r. 
8. ThP. prl!!Clpdl superv1 P. 1uru 
q. Thf• school has a SU! nr v1 e I tu:iy 
t:.:1m~ ria 1 l y. 
10. The pt inctpn l rr:c1b•s SUtL h 1 
at end schoo rPc1u l c1 r l y. 
.. (> y . 
11. The pr1nc1pe1l m,,kes S\ll'.'t t tl , t f 11p1 l 
attend school n t.ime . 
I ~he pr tn..:l.).ln 1 co11d11cts mpr lt'r tu 
C' l<15S v1s1ts. 
11. You hove sutfic1en texLhoofs . 
14 . The school gives 1ecogn1t.101 f r 
out.stond1nq nc.:idem1c 1.md ex• r:c.1-m11r 
,1ch 1 ev~men l . 
11 I 2 I 314 I 
I 1 2 1 ,l I ,, I 
11 I 
3 4 
4 
14 
1 4 
i I 
l I 
I l I~ 4 
1 2 3 4 
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1r. . • chool managers and sub ect aiv1s rs 
are not dlways welc me tt yours hJol . 
16. 'I .e pr1nc1pa: has a g~od relat1onsh1p 
w1th the Student Representative Counc1& 
17. The pr1nc1µal is always ava lable 
dur1nq school hours 
18. The princ1pol recruits y oi teachers 
for the school. 
19. The school has a funct-onal t1ie-Lable 
for extra-curricular activities . 
20 . The school experiences shortaaes 
of c!c1ssrooms . 
21. Staff meet1nQs ar,. often helc.i dur-ng 
school time . 
22. Parents are a~ways cal ed to discuss 
the! r chi ldre:. ' s progress wJ th teachers . 
23. Parents meetings are held at regular 
intervals . 
21. '1,1e principal sets a., example by 
work1nu hard h1mself. 
25 . The subJect "Guidancen ls taught 
at school. 
1 2 3 41 
L 2 3 41 
l ? ':l I 41 
11213 41 
11 12 314 
~ 2 3 4 
11121314 
1112 4 
1 2 3 4 
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PART TWO 
UESTIONS AB UT PERSONAL CHAPACTERISTICS 
, 
... 
3 -
never , not at all 
reasonauly oftc-n 
26 . Yoir age 
27 . Your standari in school 
28. Do you like yourself: 
2 
4 
seld""m 
quite of .. en 
-------------------
115116117118 19 201 
-------------------
-----------------
st i81std91stal01 
-----------------
---------
I 11213141 
29 . Do you h111J· yo1..r teachers like you? 
---------
30. Do you think your classmat~s are trying 
their best to rerform wel a .. scho 1. 
31 . Do you normally eat bet r y u g 
to school? 
32. Do you have hope for th future. 
33 . Do you put in xtra hours f study aftet 
ho.ving done your normal h m,,w rk. 
11 213141 
---------
11 I 2 I 14 
---------
11 21114 
---------
---------
111 I 3 4 
---------
---------
fl 2 4 
---------34 . Are you able to concentro.t we..l 1n lass? ---------
'I I; 4 
35. Do you feel good about your acalcm1 
prcfile? 
36. Do you h111k your parents like y ~-
37. Do you fePl 1n control f yo~r l1f? 
---------
13 41 
---------
1 I 2 I 3 I 4 
---------
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38 . Do young p0ople in your cc,m:r!'Un ty have 
tcspect for lder people? 
19 . Do you norma~~Y try to do your 
homework ns ncn as possible? 
40 . Do you like yourself? 
41 . Is your 11 fe mec1n1n:JfUl and worthwh1 le? 
42 . Do you think that your school subJects 
will be or use in the future? 
43 . Does 1t bother you 1f you fail a 
class lest? 
44 . Does it bother you that you might fa1l 
at school? 
45 . If you do not like a subject, do you 
still work hdtd to obtain good marks? 
46. Do you make up for missed work, w1thout-
be1r.g forced h} teachers when you 
were absent from school? 
47 . Are you normally on t1me for school? 
48 . If you are late ~or school , does lt bothP.r you? 
49 . Do you ever stay away from scho~>l because you want to? 
50 . Do yo;,i feel proud of your school? 
- ----- - - --------- -------
---------
11 I 2 '3 4 
---------
11 Ii i 4 
---------
11 '2' 3, 4 I 
---------
l 2 I 3 I 4 I 
---------
111213141 
111213141 
---------
---------
11213141 
---------
I 112 I 3 I 41 
---------
1 21Jl4 
---------
1 " •I 
11,13141 
---------
,1 21314 
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PART THREE 
QUESTIONS ABOUT TEACHERS 
1 
3 
never 
much 
121 
2 sometimes 
4 = very much 
51 . Do you like your teachers in general? 
52 . Are you afraid to ask questions in cldss? 
53 , Do you ask your teachers for help 
when you do not understand your work? 
54 . Do you find the lessons that the 
teachers present interesting? 
55 . Do the pupils in your class normally 
show resp~ct for the teachers? 
56 . Do your teachers in general arrive early 
for their lessons? 
57. Do your teachers in general prepare 
themselves well when presenting 
their lesson? 
58 . Are your teachers in general pc~1ent , 
loving, understanding and supportive? 
59. Do your teachers in general mark your work 
regularly? 
60 . Do your teachers 1n general trea~ you 
with respect:? 
61 . Do your teachers in general ma1.ntdin 
discipline in class well? 
62 . ls your cldssroom atmosphere in general 
pleasant dnd friendly? 
111213141 
11 I 2 I 3 I 41 
11: 2 I 3 4 I 
111213141 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
11 I? I 3 I 4 I 
111213 I 4 I 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
111213141 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
I l I 2 I 3 I 1 I 
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b3 . Do your t~achers 1n ~eneral seL c!ear 
u.es for behavJour 1n their classro ms? 
~4 . Are your teachers g nera!ly punctual when ---------
they come to cl~ss to present their lcs~or.? 111213141 
65 . Do your teachers in gpneral attend school 
regularly? 
~o . Do you think it matters much to your 
t 0 dchers 1n gPneral whether you pass 
or fall , whether you attend lessons 
or not? 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
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QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR PARENTS, HOME AND COMMUNITY 
1 
3 
never 
much 
2 • somecimes 
4 very much 
67 . Do you teel your pdrents rectlly appreciate --- - - - ---
and support you? /112/3141 
68 . Do you parenLs attend school meetings 
regularly? 
69 . Ts it important to your parents thaL 
you do well at school? 
70 . Do your parents always encourage 
and support you to do well at school? 
71 . Do you have a good relationship with 
your parents? 
72 . Do you feel that your parents understand 
you? 
73 , Do they sign your schoolwork regularly? 
74 . Do they keep strict disciplinary control 
at home? 
~S . Do you experience pressure from your 
parents to do well at school? 
76 . Are there normally books , Journals or 
newspapers in your home . 
77 . Are the people in your community 
pos1t1ve towards education? 
11/213141 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
l11213141 
1112 I 3 I •1 I 
l11213141 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
l11213141 
111213141 
1112 I 3 I 4 I 
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PART FIVE 
QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR HOME 
Tick only ONE m,rrJ: er in one of the blocks n~xt to the answer of 
your choice . 
78 . Do you have superv1s1011 at home, for example by your parents 
or a family member? 
• in the afternoons yes 
no 
• in the evenings yes 
no 
79 . How often is your father at home? 
all day 
""Ven1n9s 
weekends only 
I do not have a father 
80 . Does your father have a Job? 
81 . What is the size of your house? 
one room 
two rooms 
three rooms 
more than three rooms 
yes 
no 
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-82 . How mdny people stay 1n yo.r house. 
t wo people 
three people 
four peopl 
morP thAn four people 
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PART SIX 
Qt'EST IONS ABOUT YOUR '✓ALUES 
1 
3 
not important at all 
important 2 = sometimes important 4 - very important 
How important is the following in your life? 
83. To be able to attend school? 
84 . To act according to the wishes of 
your classmates? 
85. To work hard in school? 
86 . To obey your teachers? 
87 . To pass your exams? 
88. Not to disappoint your parents? 
---------
1112/3/41 
111213141 
---------
111213141 
---------
il/2/3141 
---------
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
---------
I l 12 IJ I 4 
---------
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PART SEVEN 
QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR LIKES AND DISLIKES AT t'"HOOL 
aq. Name TWO tn1ngs that you~ most about your school. 
1) 
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
2) 
-----------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
90. Name TWO things you dislike most ,;bout your school 
1) 
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
21 
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
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-NAME OF SCHOOL 
ANNEXURE "8" 
QUESTION~,A:::RE FOR TEA 'HER., 
1 . Kindly answer dll questions. 
2 . Please give your candid opinions when answering the questions . 
3. There ls no r1aht or wrong answer 
4 . Your response will be tredted with strict 
confidentiall ty. 
5. Make a cross ex 1n th0 appropriate box and complete 
the questions as ~er instructions . 
t. The information gdther d from this survey is very 
important because it wi be used to improve our 
schools 1n particular anl education in genernl. 
7 . The following are ~erms used for answers to the 
questions. Each term has a number, which will appear in 
one of the four blocks blocks from which you hove to 
choose one. Choose the appropriate block and make your 
cross 1n it. 
Aqiee completely = 1 
Agree partially 2 
Disagree • 1 
Disdgree completely 4 
Thdnk you in advance for yo,1r co-opet:at1on . 
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PART ONE 
1. Your name 
-2. Sex 
----
3 . Your position at s~hool ---
4. Number of years :.n teach.1nq _______________ _ ------------------
5 . Does your school have a school policy 
6 . Please t1ll 1n the matr.1c pass rate for the following years. 
1990 
19°1 
Yes 
No 
1992 -------
-------
1994 
1996 
---------
1993 
1995 
1997 
--------
7. Are you happy with your profess.ion? 
Yes 
No 
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PART TW 
QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE. PRINCIPAL 
8. Tb principal has mc1nc1gement and leadership 
skills which enables nim/her to run the ---------
school properly. 111213141 
9. The principal receives tntirnnq 1n 
mandqement and leadership. 
10 . The principal advises and directs 
his/her tedchers . 
11. The orincipal goes out of his/her way 
to help teachers with their school 
problems . 
12 . The principal motivates his/her teachers . 
13. The principal sliows appreciation for good 
•U213 4 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
11 I 213 I 41 
111213141 
perfoctance of teachers . ---------
14. The principal ensures that teachers 
receive academic and professional 
training to improve their skills. 
15. The principdl makes sure that he/she 1s 
available ofter school to help teachers 
who needs his/her assistance. 
16 . The principal shares the ma~ing of 
decisions with all teachers. 
17 . Experienced teachers work closely 
with beginners to expose them to 
s~:ills that will make the111 effective. 
1 l I 2 I 3 I 41 
11 I 2 I 314 I 
11 I 213141 
1I l I 3 I 41 
1112 I 3 I 4 I 
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18. The school curr1 ulum takes the needs 
and interest of the ommunity and the 
world of work into dCCoun . 
19. The princ1prJl looks out for the personal 
··el fa re f hi s/l1e r. teachers . 
20 . The principal is 1n control of everything 
11,2 3141 
1112 I 3 I 41 
that happe~s at his/her school. ---------
21. The principal always tries to make 
t~achers teach seriously and pupils 
learn seriously . 
22 . Matric pupils Hill only study seriously 
before the final examination. 
23. The school has rules or policies which 
promotes effective teaching . 
24 . The principal super.vises tedchers closely . 
25. ~rin~1pal has control over all 
tu~ teachers . 
26 . The principal sits in his/her office 
for the whole school day. 
27 . The principal is always around in the 
corridors to ensure that pupils are in 
their classrooms. 
28 . The principal rema1cs at school 
for the full school day . 
29 . The principal has the full support 
of the community . 
30. The pri ncipul commands respect fr.om 
the teachers ,mu pup11 s . 
1112 1 I 41 
• 1 213 I 4 I 
1112 I 3 I 41 
11 I 2 I 3 I 41 
11 I 2 I 3 I 41 
11 I 2 I 3 I 41 
11 I 2 I 3 I 41 
11I21 3 I 4 I 
: 1 I 213 I 41 
11 I 2 I 3 I.-: I 
I 112 I 314 I 
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-INSTRUCTIONS 
in PARTS TWO, THREE and F'CUR y i He tequired t.o evaluate a number 
ot aspects concerning the pupil, heir parents , the community and 
your professional work environn, nt . In each instance you should 
ask yourself: "How do I experience the following aspect?" 
KEV: 
• a very big problem 
3 • reasondb!y pos1t1ve 
PART TWO 
OUES'l'lONNAIRE ABOUT THI:: PUPILS 
2 • quite a problem 
4 ~ no problem whatsoever 
How do you expenenc-'! the fol lowi1,g characteristics of pupils in 
your classes? 
lJ . Bein~ on time for classes. 111213 I 41 
32. Regular school attendance . 11 12 i 3 1 4 I 
33. Doing their homework. 
11 I 2 I JI 4 I 
34. Their attitude •award their studies. I 1, 2 I 3 I 4 I 
1112 I 314 I 
36. Their discipline in clnss . 11 I 2 I 3 Ill i 
37 . Being in control of their Lives . 
38. Their level of SP.lt-cunfidence. 11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
Jq. Taking p~rt in cldssroom deb~tes. 111213141 
'I C. Ti.:. 1 r study methods . 
11 I 213 I 4 I 
-------- -
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4i. Their ribll1ty to concentrate 1n cldss. 11 I 2 I 3 I '1 I 
42. Their attitude toward their schocl and 11121314I 
property . ( boc ,._ , :iesks , buildjng , toilet) ---------
41 . Their attitude toward school authority . 1112IJ141 
44 . Their need for supervision. 11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
4S . Being committed to success at school . 11 I 2 1 3 I 4 I 
PART THREE 
QUESTIONS ABOUT PARENTS AND THE COMMUNITY 
How do you experience the following aspects of parents and the 
community in general? 
46. Availability of parents lo as.31st the 
school when solving a problem. 
47 . Interest of pa r ents in their ch1ldren 1 s 
schoolwork? 
48 . Attendance by parents to school meetinas . 
49 . Attitude ot pdtents towarus teachers 
iri general . 
50 . Help by Patents in checking th~ books 
of their children. 
PA.RT FOUR 
11 I 213 I '1 I 
111213141 
I 1 I 213 I 4 I 
111213141 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
QUESTio;JS AB•- r YOUR PROFESSIONAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 
How do you experience the following aspects of yuur protessional 
work environment.? 
51 . Your physical w~rk environment . 
(clean, safe, et~ . ) '] 1213141 
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52. Classroo~ instruction facilities . 
(tea hing aids) 11 I 2 I 31 4 I 
53 . Respectful treatment by higher autliori ties . I 1I2I3I4I 
54 . Respectful treatment by parents . 
55. Getting Job satisfaction. 
56 . The relevance of the subject you teach 
for the future of pupils . 
57 . Your salary and emoloyment cond1t1ons . 
58 . Job security . 
59 . Hope for the future of education? 
11 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 
1112 I 3 I 41 
11 I 2 I 3 l 41 
1112 I 3 I 4 I 
11 I 2 I 3141 
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INTRODUCTIONS 
ANNEXURE "C" 
INTERVIEW SCHED0LES WITH PUPILS 
1. Explain purpose of interview. 
2 . Complete anonymity and conf identi,d 1ty w111 be 
maintained. 
3. The are no right or wrong answers. Only your opinion. 
PART ONE - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOURSELF 
4. What is your name and where do you stay? 
5 . Are you proud of your sch0ol? 
6 . Tell me about the things that prevent you from performing well 
in school. 
7 . Are you and pupils in general ~lways on time for class in the 
morning and after breaks? If not, why? 
PART TWO - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR SCHOOL TEACHERS 
8. What do you d1sl1ke most about your school? 
9 . If you were the princ1pal, what would you clange in your 
school? 
10. Do you have a good principal? Why? 
11. Does your school have a code of conduct for pupils? 
12. Is it enforced? 
13. What do you think of your teachers? (Their knowledge about 
their subjects , being well prepared for classes , their attitude 
towards you). 
14. Do your teachers attend classes teqularly? Are they always on 
time for their classes? 
15 . Would you rather be at another school? Why? 
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PART THREE - QUESTIONS ABOUT TF;E GENERAL PHYSICAL CONDIT:i:ONS OF' TH8 SCHOOL AND SURROUNDS 
'6 Tell me about the state of your school (is it clean, doeJ tle 
doors of classroom lock , is there electricity in your classrc ~m, 
what is the state of your toilets etc). 
PART FOUR - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR CLASSROOM AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
17. Do you get homework regularly? HoN many hours per day do you spend doing homework? 
18 . Do your classmates behave well in class? 
19 . What , in your opinion is the main reason why pupils do bad at school. 
20 . Do you feel that teachers contribute to the underachievement of pupils? Why? 
PART FIVE - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR HOME AND PARENTS 
21. How far do you stay from your school? 
22. How do you get to school? 
23 . How long does it take you to travel to school? 
24 . What time do you get up in the morning in order to get to school on time. 
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ANNEX URE "D" 
INTRODUCTIONS 
INTF.RVIEW '.iCHEDULE FOR TEACHERS 
1 . Explaln purpose of interview. 
2 . Complete anon ;cut y and confident;. lit y w u l be ma in tained . 
4 . There are no right or wrong •nswers . Only your opinion . 
PART ONE - QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR WORK AS A TEACHER ANO THE SCHOOL 
I. What is the biggest problem and frustration that you as teacher experience in rhp school? 
2 . What is the bCggest Problem that you as teacher experience With the pupil  in your ,l~ssro m? 
3 . How would you describe the attitude of pupi]s in your school 
towards their teachers , Principal and the1r peers. 
4 . What do You think ls the reason •hy some pupiJs perform poor or tail at school? 
5 . What do You th,nk should b, done in order for pupils in your school to perform better? 
SECTION Two - QlJESTIONS A30U7' OTHER T~:l\CHER.s 
o . Do the te■chers at your sd.001 •rri••e at School on Lime? 
7. Do the teachers at ~ur SchouJ attend ,he,, classes regularly and on time? 
8 . Are all classrooms occupied by hat particu~ r teacher ac alJ times as per sch l roster? 
I . If not , ~ere do you think are that/thn■■ pa,, icuJar te•cters? 
What are they ooing, Mhy are they not 1n ,heir cl ■--coms? 
your school? 10 . What is the relationship between teacher, ,.,d the orincipa! at 
11 . Oo a11 teachers maintain strict discipline and order in their classr oms? If not , why? 
-
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12. Do you think that the teachers at your school care about the oup.ils? 
SECTION THREE - QUFSTIONS ABOUT 'iOUR CLASSROOM AND CLASSROCM ACTIVITIES 
13 . How would you desc11be the physic rondition of your 
classroom. (Describe the lighting, ventilation, is 1 clean , can 
your door lock, how does this condition affect your performance?). 
14. Do you haw, rules for your classroom? What rules no you have? 
15 . Do you feel that you maintain discipline 1n your classroom during lessons? 
16. If not , ~hy? 
17 . If you ao, what disciplin~ry measures do you use? 
18 . Do you punish pupils when they misbehave? 
19 . What kind of punishment do you use . 
PARl' F'OUR - QUESTIONS ABOUT PARENTS ANO fHF: PUP! L BACKGROUND 
20 . Do you as teacher get support from p3rents? 
21. How would you describe the parents attitude towards the 
school? Are parents ever involved as volunteer$ at school activities? 
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ANNFXURE "E" 
:NTERVIEW SCHEDULE WI'l'H PRIN""TPl\::..S 
IIITRODUCT ION 5 
l. Explain purpose of interview. 
2. Complete anonymity and confidentidlitJ w.a.11 be ma1ntdinea . 
3. The arP no right or wrong answers. Only your opinion . 
PART ONE - QUESTIONS ABOUT THE SCHOOL IN GENERAL 
l. When was your school establ1sned? 
----------
2. Since when are you pr1nc1pal? 
3. How ~any children are 1n your school? ______ _ 
4 . How many teachers do you have? 
5. What are the rodjor problems the school has faced over the 
years? 
----
6. What are the major reasons why some of your pupils do not 
perform well acade~ical~y? 
----
7.What should be done to rectify the prohlem? _____ _ 
B. What would you like to change about ·•oL?r schoc-1 1f you could? 
9 . Is your school used for any activity during after~oons and over 
weekends? If so, (or what? 
-------------
PART TWO - QUESTIONS ,\BOUT THE ORDER AND DISCIPLINE IN THE SCHOOL 
10. How would you describe the order and discipline in your 
school? 
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11. What methods a you us"' to try t.o r.a1.nta L, r-cJer and 
discipline 1n your school? 
12 . Wh 1ch tLl"'~ 111 your school d y u feel strong.y about? Are 
these rules aJp.1ed effectively? 
13. What. 1s the b1qoest probler:: that. you experience with pupils 1n your school? 
14 . To what extent do you have£ problem with the following 1n 
your school amongst the pupils and staff? 
* drH1king 
* drug abuse 
• vanct · llsm 
* violence 
PART THREE - UESTIONS ABOUT THE TEACHERS 
15 . What characterises you best teachers? 
16 . What characterises you worst teachers? 
17 . What is the biggest prob~em with your staff? 
PART FOUR - QUESTIONS ABOUT THE PARENTS 
18 . What 1s the b1.ggest problems you have with parents? How do you handle these problems? 
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Paul Aren1sr> 
7 Colora:10 Ave 
Coloraa 
07 May 19g9 
-------------
C1ear S1 r /Madam 
1-' 1 
SUBJECT : RESEARCH ABOUT CULTURE OF LEARNING IN YOUR SCHOOL 
I am a full - time M Ed student t1t the Univers1 ty of Stellenbosch 
and aim to complete my studies by the end of July this year. P~rt 
of my research includes an empirical study on certain learniug-
cultural factors and its effect on scholastic achievement . 
Given the above , I wish to ask your permission to visit your 
school during the last week of May and the first week uf June 1998 
in order to do research about the culture of learning in your 
school . 
Details of my request include the following : 
Questionnaires : one for pupils and one for teachers. For me to 
complete my questionnaire with the pupils , I need a representative 
group of 30 std 8 pupils , and 30 matrlc pupils. It takes about one 
hour to administer the questionnaire lor the pupils. Teachers may 
complete the questionnaire in their own time and return 1t to me 
via the office timeously . 
Interviews : I would like to conduct interviews with 
* t he principal (30 min) 
* 5 std 8 pupils (30 min) * 5 teachers (30 min) 
• 5 matric pupils (30 min) 
I t should t a ke me approximately one to two days to complete my 
s tint at your school depending on how my requests can b~ 
accommodated. 
I thank you i n anticipation . 
P1ul Arendse 
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